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Introduction 
 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards Office (SCCS), under the 

Division of Student Life, began review prior to the adoption of institutional program 

review guidelines.  Integrated into this review are the key elements required of the new 

guidelines, with a section dedicated to student satisfaction, which is not specifically 

addressed in the evaluation guidelines from the Council for the Advancement of 

Standards.   

Emerging from the SCCS self-study are three key recommendations.  First is the 

critical need for alignment of policies and procedures between Pacific’s three 

campuses.  To date, there has not been collaboration across the three campuses with 

regard to the student conduct review process that ensures institutional consistency and 

compliance with all state and federal regulations governing student behaviors.  

Inconsistencies in the student conduct process and variable policy interpretation 

between campuses are a preventable risks that must be addressed in the near term.   

The second need identified through the self-study is staffing.  The dramatic 

increase in case load and the addition of sexual assault and substance abuse 

prevention efforts require additional staffing to ensure quality services, timely response 

to reported violations, and compliance with state and federal laws.  Increased 

prevention has yielded declines in high-risk drinking behaviors, but enhancing 

prevention efforts to address academic honesty and drug use, while maintaining the 

integrity of the student conduct process, will necessitate an increase in professional 

staffing.  

The third recommendation is to identify and purchase an online system designed 

specifically for tracking student conduct that will interface with Banner.  With increasing 

demands, particularly at the federal level, for accountability and annualized reporting of 

select data, a new system capable of fulfilling both user and reporting needs is critical. 

An updated system will allow for more effective collaboration and efficiency among the 

Hearing Officers, ultimately serving the needs of students and the community across all 

three campuses. 

While each of these recommendations has a cost associated with it, they are the 

more fiscally prudent choices when one considers the alternatives.  Despite ultimately 
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receiving affirmations by the courts that its policies and procedures are sound, 

appropriate, and fair, Pacific endured a costly lawsuit associated with the student 

conduct process.  Not attending to these key recommendations may increase the risk 

that problems arise, due to the overwhelming demands facing the SCCS staff.  These 

are risks Pacific must weigh carefully to protect both students and the university into the 

future. 
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Summary of Recommendations 
 

The following is a summary of the recommendations resulting from the Student Conduct 
and Community Standards self-study.  Justification for each can be found within the 
corresponding section denoted by the first number for each item below.  All 
recommendations marked with an * were also recommended in the Student Academic 
Support Services and Judicial Affairs joint program review completed in 2004. 
 
[1.1]  Establish a three-campus process for the review of student conduct policy 

violations that ensures compliance with all state and federal regulations, while 
also taking into consideration the unique constituencies and student needs at 
each campus. 

 
[3.1]* Identify and purchase an online system designed specifically for tracking student 

conduct that will interface with Banner.  With increasing demands, particularly at 
the federal level, for accountability and annualized reporting of select data, a new 
system capable of fulfilling both user and reporting needs is critical. This system 
will also allow for more effective collaboration and efficiency among the Campus 
Hearing Officers, ultimately serve the needs of students and the community. 

 
[3.2]   Develop a plan for disseminating student conduct data to campus constituents 

for use in the development of prevention and intervention programs. 
 
[4.1] Create an Assistant Director position for SCCS.  This addition is essential to 

ensure compliance with all federal regulations related to student conduct, permit 
more timely review of student conduct matters, and ensure that, in the absence 
of the Director, there is a qualified individual to immediately respond to issues 
that arise.  An additional staff person will also offer opportunities to engage in 
enhanced prevention efforts related to priority topics such as academic honesty, 
substance abuse, and responsible leadership. 

 
[4.2]* Provide full-time support staffing for SCCS. This will ensure that students move 

through the process in a more timely manner and that compliance with deadlines 
from scheduling to completion of sanctions is more closely monitored. 

 
[4.4] Establish agreement for continued support for two graduate student positions 

with SCCS, including summer staffing. 
 
[4.3] Permit SCCS to recruit faculty members to participate on Student Conduct 

Review Boards.  Names would still be presented for review and approval by the 
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Academic Council.  This will provide wider opportunities for faculty not aware of 
SCCS, yet still ensure that Academic Council has a direct role in appointments.  

 
[6.1] The three University of the Pacific campuses should be governed by consistent 

conduct policies and procedures.  This will become particularly important as 
students begin to flow between campuses in greater numbers when new 
programs are established. A joint committee should be established to review all 
policies, ensure appropriate levels of consistency, and confirm compliance with 
all state and federal regulations, and communication of records between 
campuses. 

[11.1]*Establish a departmental budget separate from Student Academic Support 
Services, which includes stable programmatic funds to support staffing, 
prevention and intervention services, production of the Tiger Lore Student 
Handbook, and expenses associated with a dedicated data management system. 

[13.1] Evaluation of space needs to ensure privacy and sufficient workspace for 
graduate and professional staff managing prevention and student conduct 
services.  There is a critical need for private spaces that ensure that student 
conduct proceedings are confidential and in compliance with federal and state 
privacy regulations related to student educational records. 

[13.2]  *Dedicate budget line to specifically address technology needs that support 
prevention and intervention education programs, including alcohol, marijuana, 
and sexual assault prevention and staff requirements for confidentiality and 
efficiency. 
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Part 1.  Mission 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) develop and enforce standards of conduct, an educational endeavor to 
foster students’ and learning development. 
 
SCP must develop, disseminate, implement, and regularly review their mission. Mission statements must be 
consistent with the mission of the institution and with professional standards. SCP in higher education must 
enhance overall educational experiences by incorporating student learning and development outcomes in 
their mission. 
 
The goals of SCP must address the institution’s needs to: 

• develop, disseminate, interpret, and enforce campus policies and procedures 
• protect rights of students in the administration of the student conduct program 
• respond to student behavioral problems in a fair and reasonable manner 
• facilitate and encourage respect for and involvement in campus governance 
• provide learning experiences for students who are found to be responsible for conduct which is 

determined to be in violation of institutional standards or who participate in the operations of the 
student conduct system 

• initiate and encourage educational activities that serve to reduce violations of campus regulations 
 
SCP should support appropriate individual and group behavior as well as serve the campus community by reducing 
disruption and harm.  The programs should be conducted in ways that will serve to foster the ethical development 
and personal integrity of students and the promotion of an environment that is consistent with the overall educational 
goals of the institution. 
 
Criterion Measures  

1.1 SCP fosters students’ and learning development through application of standards of conduct. 

1.2 SCP develops, disseminates, and regularly reviews its mission. 

1.3 SCP implements its mission. 

1.4 The mission statement is consistent with that of the host institution. 

1.5 The mission statement is consistent with professional standards. 

1.6 SCP incorporates learning and development outcome domains in the mission statement. 

1.7 The goals of SCP address the institution’s needs to: 

1.7.1 develop, disseminate, interpret, and enforce campus policies and procedures 

1.7.2 protect rights of students in the administration of the student conduct program 

1.7.3 respond to student behavioral problems in a fair and reasonable manner 

1.7.4 facilitate and encourage respect for and involvement in campus governance 

1.7.5 
provide learning experiences for students who are found to be responsible for conduct which is 
determined to be in violation of institutional standards or who participate in the operations of 
the student conduct system 

1.7.6 initiate and encourage educational activities that serve to reduce violations of campus 
regulations 

 
Part 1. Mission Overview Questions 
 
A.  What is the program mission? 
 
B.  How does the mission embrace student learning and development? 
 
C.  In what ways does the program mission complement the mission of the institution? 
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Pacific’s Mission 
The University of the Pacific’s mission is to provide a superior, student-centered 
learning experience integrating liberal arts and professional education and preparing 
individuals for lasting achievement and responsible leadership in their careers and 
communities. 

 
Pacific defines responsible leadership as, “an ethical act of influencing others 

toward effecting positive change through the accomplishment of a common goal” and 

this definition most certainly engenders the work of the Office of Student Conduct and 

Community Standards (SCCS).  SCCS has two articulated missions; one found in the 

Tiger Lore Student Handbook and one articulated as part of the Pacific Plan.  The first 

mission statement is as follows: 

Tiger Lore 2011-12 
The mission of the Judicial Affairs Office (SCCS) at University of the Pacific is to 
promote a safe, respectful academic community by determining in an appropriate 
manner issues of possible violations of the Student Conduct Code; to provide students 
with the opportunity to develop into citizen leaders by providing a central role in 
establishing student conduct policy and reviewing cases; and, when appropriate, to offer 
violators of the code an opportunity to learn from a fair student conduct process, as 
defined in these procedures, and develop into responsible community members. 

 

Pacific Plan, 2011-12 
To foster safety and integrity by providing services to students that encourage and 
support positive beneficial academic and personal decision-making as a part of the 
Pacific community. 
 

These two missions reflect the evolving identity and role of SCCS and its 

transition from a program paired with a seemingly unrelated department (Student 

Academic Support Services) to one integrated into the fiber of the campus.   In 2003, 

Judicial Affairs merged with Student Academic Support Services and the two programs 

created a joint mission.  In the 2009-10 academic year, the two departments developed 

independent mission statements, primarily for assessment purposes, although the Tiger 

Lore Mission statement remained in the published document. 

The mission detailed in Tiger Lore was a largely neglected statement that 

attempted to capture the primary functions of the office, but was not utilized as a guide 

for directing the actions of the department.  In the spring of 2012, SCCS developed a 
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revised mission that integrated the two existing missions and reflected its core 

functions, which align with the standards detailed by the Council for the Advancement of 

Standards (CAS). 

REVISED MISSION 
The Mission of the Student Conduct and Community Standards Office is to support 
Pacific's mission by reviewing and resolving alleged violations of the Student Code of 
Conduct and University Policies in a fair, honest, and socially just manner that honors 
the needs and protects the safety of individual students and the Pacific community.  
Foundational to our work is the education of students through prevention, intervention, 
and leadership opportunities. 
 
The Goals of the Student Conduct and Community Standards Office are to: 

 

• develop, disseminate, and interpret campus policies and procedures; 

• respond to student behavioral problems in a fair, developmental, and 

consistent manner; 

• protect students' rights; 

• provide learning experiences for students found responsible for conduct 

determined to be in violation of Pacific's conduct standards; 

• facilitate and encourage involvement in campus governance  by  offering 

opportunities for student involvement in the administration of the student 

conduct review process; and 

• implement prevention and intervention programs and activities. 

 

This more focused and well-defined mission and goals will help to prioritize the 

functions of the department and play an important role in the student retention.  The 

department's proactive rather than reactive mission serves to fill a recognized gap in 

prevention education and expedite the student conduct review process, while still 

ensuring sufficient time for students to prepare and respond to alleged violations.  By 

facilitating a timely and responsive process involving minor incidents and responding 

with evidence-based educational interventions, SCCS has demonstrated that it can 

affect the frequency and magnitude of repeat offenses and promote relevant learning for 

students, including self-awareness, responsibility, and respect for others. 
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Division of Student Life 

The role of SCCS aligns with the mission and purpose of the Division of Student 

Life to partner with faculty to promote whole student learning and hold students 

accountable to community conduct standards.  SCCS and the broader Division of 

Student Life are committed to assisting students in understanding themselves better 

and treating others as they desire to be treated.  Students serving on conduct boards 

become natural partners and advocates for ethical behavior, not only when serving on 

review boards, but also as agents within the community, further supporting the division’s 

mission.  SCCS’s increased role in the development of outreach, prevention, and 

intervention programs supports the educational mission of the division by minimizing 

behaviors that detract from students’ academic and personal success and enhances 

their capacity to learn. 

 
Three Campus Student Conduct 

With the institutional move to establish a three-campus university identity, efforts 

are underway to establish across all three campuses consistent policies, including 

student conduct.  However, there has not been collaboration across the three campuses 

with regard to the student conduct review process that would ensure institutional 

consistency and compliance with all state and federal regulations governing student 

behaviors.  Inconsistencies in student conduct process and policy interpretation 

between campuses are a preventable risk that must be addressed in the near term.  A 

natural evolutionary step with the review of three-campus policies should be the 

alignment of relevant student conduct review procedures, further supporting the three-

campus university vision. 

 
Department Name Change 

In 2008, the Association for Student Judicial Affairs (ASJA) formally changed its 

name to the Association for Student Conduct Administration. Following their lead, 

Pacific began a significant change to the department by modifying the language used to 

describe the functions of the department.  In the 2010-11 academic year, the Office of 

Judicial Affairs began removing legal words and idioms used in the criminal justice 
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system, replacing them with more student-friendly and educationally-centered language 

that characterize the work of SCCS.  The final step in this process is the change in the 

department name from Judicial Affairs to Student Conduct and Community Standards.  

Modification to all publications and web information will reflect this formal shift for the 

2012-2013 academic year.   

Recommendations 

[1.1]   Establish a three-campus process for the review of student conduct policy 

violations that ensures compliance with all state and federal regulations, while 

also taking into consideration the unique constituencies and student needs at 

each campus. 
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Part 2.  Program 
 
The formal education of students, consisting of the curriculum and the co-curriculum, must promote 
student learning and development outcomes that are purposeful and holistic and that prepare students for 
satisfying and productive lifestyles, work, and civic participation. The student learning and development 
outcome domains and their related dimensions are:   
• knowledge acquisition, integration, construction, and application  

o Dimensions: understanding knowledge from a range of disciplines; connecting 
knowledge to other knowledge, ideas, and experiences; constructing knowledge; and 
relating knowledge to daily life 

• cognitive complexity  
o Dimensions: critical thinking; reflective thinking; effective reasoning; and creativity 

• intrapersonal development  
o Dimensions: realistic self-appraisal, self-understanding, and self-respect; identity 

development; commitment to ethics and integrity; and spiritual awareness  
• interpersonal competence  

o Dimensions: meaningful relationships; interdependence; collaboration; and effective 
leadership 

• humanitarianism and civic engagement  
o Dimensions: understanding and appreciation of cultural and human differences; social 

responsibility; global perspective; and sense of civic responsibility 
• practical competence  

o Dimensions: pursuing goals; communicating effectively; technical competence; 
managing personal affairs; managing career development; demonstrating 
professionalism; maintaining health and wellness; and living a purposeful and satisfying 
life 

 
Consistent with the institutional mission, SCP must identify relevant and desirable student learning and 
development outcomes from among the six domains and related dimensions. When creating opportunities 
for student learning and development, SCP must explore possibilities for collaboration with faculty 
members and other colleagues.  
 
SCP must assess relevant and desirable student learning and development outcomes and provide 
evidence of their impact on student learning and development. SCP must articulate how they contribute to 
or support students’ learning and development in the domains not specifically assessed. 
SCP must be: 
• integrated into the life of the institution 
• intentional and coherent 
• guided by theories and knowledge of learning and development  
• reflective of developmental and demographic profiles of the student population 
• responsive to needs of individuals, diverse and special populations, and relevant constituencies 

 
SCP must establish the following within the context of its mission and purpose: 
 
1. Authority 
A written statement describing the authority, philosophy, jurisdiction, and procedures of the student conduct 
programs must be developed and disseminated to all members of the campus community. 
This statement should address (a) how student academic or non-academic misconduct is within the program’s 
jurisdiction, (b) which campus policies and regulations are enforced by these programs, (c) sanctions that may be 
imposed, (d) a clear description of the relationship between student conduct programs and both campus and external 
law enforcement agencies, including guidelines regarding when law enforcement authorities will be called in, (e) 
authority under the policy to address misconduct which occurs off campus including education abroad, and (f) 
information regarding the impact, if any, of decisions by the criminal courts on the outcome of corresponding student 
conduct proceedings. 
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2. Components 
The institution’s policies regarding the administration of student discipline must be clearly described in 
writing. Elements to be addressed in this policy must include prohibited conduct; sanctions; boards and 
administrators with roles in the adjudication of student misconduct; procedures for the investigation and 
adjudication of allegations of student misconduct; appeal procedures (if provided); procedures for interim 
suspension (if provided); and policies regarding student disciplinary records. 
 
Generally, the student conduct system should involve significant roles for students in the adjudication of allegations of 
misconduct; however, membership on boards need not be limited to students.  The system should allow sufficient 
time for an investigation of all allegations prior to a hearing, while responding to complaints in a timely fashion. 
 
Procedures and processes must be designed to provide for substantive and procedural due process at 
public institutions of higher education and fundamental fairness at private institutions of higher education. 
SCP should provide students with ample opportunity to receive advice about the process, a general time frame for 
resolution, and a delineation of individual responsibilities in the process. 
 
Institutional disciplinary action against individual students or recognized student organizations must be 
administered in the context of a coordinated set of regulations and processes in order to ensure fair and 
reasonable outcomes and the equitable treatment of students and groups.  Allegations of improper behavior 
originating from both instructional and non-instructional components of the institution must be 
encompassed in a comprehensive student conduct system for students. 
Different procedures may be used to address the various forms of misconduct. 
 
The institution must be clear about which board or individual has jurisdiction over specific conduct 
regulations.   
Students should be assisted in understanding the sources and lines of authority. 
 
The sanctions imposed as a result of institutional disciplinary action must be educationally and 
developmentally appropriate. 
 
SCP must follow up on cases, including enforcement of sanctions, assessing the developmental processes 
that have been affected, and ensuring that students are directed to appropriate services for assistance. 
The institution must be clear about how it defines student status and the jurisdiction of the system to include 
whether students can be held responsible for behavior that takes place off campus or between academic 
sessions. 
 
SCP should maintain written records to serve as referral materials, to document precedents, to provide source 
material for identifying recurring problems, or to use for appeals. 
 
The institution must clearly state the conduct regulations that apply to student organizations, the procedures 
that will be followed in the hearing of cases related to student organizations, and the guidelines used to 
determine if actions of individual members or small groups within an organization constitute action by the 
organization. 
 
3. Information to Campus Community 
The institution must publish information about the SCP. 
Publications should contain (a) campus policies, such as those concerning legal representation, the protection of 
privacy of student disciplinary records, and the destruction of disciplinary records; (b) campus procedures, such as 
filing a disciplinary action, gathering information, conducting a hearing, and notifying a student of the hearing or 
appeal board's decision; (c) the composition, authority, and jurisdiction of all student conduct bodies; (d) the types of 
advice and assistance that the complainant and others can receive about the process; (e) the types of disciplinary 
sanctions, including interim suspension procedures; and (f) a general explanation of how and when non-campus law 
enforcement officials are used. 
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Publications must be distributed through methods that will reach all students.   
Dissemination methods may include electronic media; the institutional catalog; the orientation program; the student 
handbook; and admissions, registration, and billing materials. 
Published information should include not only descriptions about how the system works, but also the results of the 
system.  By publishing the outcomes of student conduct cases in a manner which protects the privacy of those 
involved, the institution demonstrates that the system does work and encourages an open discussion of issues 
related to student conduct. 
 
4. Hearing Authority 
In addition to a hearing officer, SCP must include a hearing or appellate board, composed of representatives 
of the campus community, that is responsible for carrying out student conduct functions delegated by the 
administration. 
Roles and functions of student conduct board members may include (a) reviewing disciplinary referrals and claims; 
(b) interpreting misconduct allegations and identifying specific charges to be brought against the student(s); (c) 
conducting preliminary hearings and gathering information pertinent to the charges; (d) advising students on their 
rights and responsibilities; (e) engaging in substantive discussions with students about relevant ethical issues; (f) 
scheduling, coordinating, and conducting hearings; (g) reviewing decisions from other hearing bodies, when 
applicable; (h) notifying the accused in writing about relevant decisions and the board's rationale for such; (i) 
maintaining accurate written records of the entire proceeding; (j) referring information to an appeal board when 
applicable; (k) following up on sanctions to ensure they have been implemented; (1) following up with students who 
have been sanctioned to ensure awareness of available counseling services; (m) establishing and implementing a 
procedure for maintenance and destruction of disciplinary records; and (n) assessing student conduct procedures, 
policies, and outcomes. 
 
A student conduct officer may be assigned responsibility for training student conduct board members, scheduling and 
facilitating evaluations, and informing faculty members, administration, and staff about legal and disciplinary matters. 
Student conduct board members should participate on campus government committees associated with student 
conduct, except when a conflict of interest will result. Student conduct board members may also be involved in the 
outreach efforts of the SCP. 
 
5. Training of Student Conduct Board Members 
Initial and in-service training of all hearing board members must be provided. 
 
In order for student conduct board members to fulfill their roles and functions, initial training should include (a) an 
overview of all judicial policies and procedures; (b) an explanation of the operation of the judicial process at all levels 
including authority and jurisdiction; (c) an overview of the institution’s philosophy on student conduct and its role in 
this process; (d) roles and functions of all student conduct bodies and their members; (e) review of constitutional and 
other relevant legal individual and institutional rights and responsibilities; (f) an explanation of sanctions; (g) an 
explanation of pertinent ethics, including particularly the importance of privacy of student disciplinary records and 
addressing bias and conflict of interest in the student conduct process; (h) a description of available personal 
counseling programs and referral resources; (i) an outline of conditions and interactions which may involve external 
enforcement officials, attorneys, witnesses, parents of accused students, and the media; and (j) an overview of 
developmental and interpersonal issues likely to arise among college students. 
 
In-service training should include participation in relevant and on-going workshops, seminars, and conferences.  A 
library containing current resources about the student conduct system should be maintained and be accessible to 
student conduct board members. 
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Criterion Measures  
2.1 SCP promotes student learning and development outcomes that are purposeful and holistic 
2.2 SCP promotes outcomes which prepare students for:  

2.2.1 satisfying and productive lifestyles  
2.2.2 work   
2.2.3 civic participation. 

2.3 
SCP provides evidence of its impact on the achievement of student learning and development 
outcomes in the domains checked. List student learning and developmental outcomes in space 
provided. 

2.3.1 knowledge acquisition, integration, construction, and application 
2.3.2 cognitive complexity 
2.3.3 intrapersonal development 
2.3.4 interpersonal competence 
2.3.5 humanitarianism and civic engagement 
2.3.6 practical competence 

2.4 
SCP articulates how it contributes to or supports student learning and development domains not 
specifically assessed. 

2.5 SCP explores possibilities for collaboration with faculty members and other colleagues 
2.6 SCP is: 

2.6.1 integrated into the life of the institution 
2.6.2 intentional and coherent 
2.6.3 guided by theories and knowledge of learning and development 
2.6.4 reflective of developmental and demographic profiles of the student population 

2.6.5 
responsive to needs of individuals, diverse and special populations, and relevant 
constituencies. 

2.7 SCP has established the following within the context of its mission and purpose: 

2.7.1 
A written statement describing the authority, philosophy, jurisdiction, and procedures of the 
student conduct programs is disseminated to the campus community. 

2.7.2 The institution’s policies regarding the administration of student discipline are clearly described 
in writing.  

2.7.3 Procedures and processes provide for due process at public institutions and fundamental 
fairness at private institutions. 

2.7.4 
Disciplinary actions against individuals or recognized student organizations are administered 
through established, fair, and equitable processes. 

2.7.5 The institution is clear about which board or individual has jurisdiction over specific conduct 
regulations. 

2.7.6 Sanctions imposed are educationally and developmentally appropriate. 

2.7.7 
SCP conducts follow up on cases, including enforcement of sanctions, assessment of 
developmental outcomes, and confirming that students receive appropriate referrals. 

2.7.8 
The institution has clarified the definition of student status and the jurisdiction of the system, 
including jurisdiction for actions off-campus or between academic sessions. 

2.7.9 

The institution clearly states the conduct regulations that apply to student organizations, the 
procedures that will be followed in the hearing of such cases, and the guidelines used to 
determine if actions of individual members or small groups within an organization constitute 
action by the organization. 

2.7.10 The institution publishes information about the SCP. 
2.7.11 Publications are distributed through methods that will reach all students.   

2.7.12 
A hearing or appellate board, composed of representatives of the campus community, is 
responsible for carrying out student conduct functions delegated by the administration. 

2.7.13 Initial and in-service training of all hearing board members is provided. 
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Part 2. Program Overview Questions 
 
A.  What are the primary elements of the program? 
B. What evidence exists that confirms the contributions of the program to student learning and development? 
C. What evidence is available to confirm achievement of program goals? 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Student learning is the foundational purpose of the Student Conduct and 

Community Standards Office (SCCS), commencing educational efforts prior to students’ 

arrival and continuing throughout their academic careers at Pacific.  Acquiring the 

knowledge necessary to successfully navigate both the academic and social milieu of 

the campus, consider and develop a personal standard of ethics, and avoid decision-

making that may compromise community standards and progress toward degree 

completion, are instrumental to a student’s positive personal and academic 

achievement.  Even students who do not participate in some form of the student 

disciplinary process will have contact with the SCCS through one of the many 

educational programs it provides. 

Knowledge Acquisition, Construction, Integration, and Application 
Knowledge acquisition, construction, integration, and application are key 

elements in the work of SCCS.  Students are challenged to learn new information and 

gain awareness through online trainings and during educational sessions taking place 

during new student orientation programs and throughout the academic year.  In 

particular, the online alcohol and sexual misconduct programs define community 

standards and offer personalized feedback and tailored individualized messaging based 

upon students’ multiple identities and self-reported behaviors.  The goal of these 

customized learning opportunities is to facilitate knowledge acquisition that enhances 

students’ problem-solving skills when confronted with common collegiate challenges 

related to alcohol and sexual intimacy.  Integration of information associated with these 

educational programs begin with guided discussions during orientation to create insight 

and meaning making through constructed collegiate dilemmas, role playing, and dialog 

in facilitated discussions with peers.  The information associated with these educational 

programs offers life-skills that will serve students not just while they are at Pacific, but 

well into their futures. 
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Cognitive Complexity 
The student conduct review process is specifically designed to enable students 

to: 

• identify critical student and community issues;  

• analyze information and make determinations regarding the relevance 

and quality of information available; 

• interpret policies;  

• assess assumptions;  

• consider alternative perspectives;  

• make determinations about violations of community standards;  

• and offer solutions that serve the priorities of community and student 

learning.  

Students, involved as either a conduct review board member or a respondent, have an 

opportunity to engage in critical and reflective thinking about issues that affect not only 

the individual student, but also the greater Pacific community.   

Conversations on campus policies and their purpose in the context of the larger 

community are a critical component within new student orientation programs.  Further 

development of these concepts occur during the Pacific Seminar I:  “What is a Good 

Society?” curriculum.  The Director of SCCS has had the opportunity to give input to 

and also design course content related to the development of ethical decision-making.  

One specific example is a class session in all Pacific Seminar I sections dedicated to 

sexual consent and campus sexual misconduct policies.  This session offers an 

opportunity for students to increase their understanding of consent, dispel common 

misperceptions, and rethink previously held assumptions through engagement with the 

course materials and classroom discussions.  A second session facilitated by trained 

Student Advisors covers the critical importance of academic integrity.  This session 

reviews the Honor Code and specific campus policies regarding cheating and 

plagiarism.  The Student Advisors also review the resources available for students such 

as tutoring programs and the Writing Center. 
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Intrapersonal Development 
SCCS advances students’ intrapersonal development by focusing on the 

enhancement of self-understanding and self-respect, while reinforcing a commitment to 

ethics, integrity, and community both within and outside the classroom.  This process 

begins with the messaging at orientation and is reintroduced through classroom 

presentations and during the conduct review process itself.   

The student conduct review process is designed to offer students a time to reflect 

on their decision-making and contemplate the congruence it may (or may not) have with 

campus community standards, as well as the student’s values and aspirations.  This 

process, utilizing the foundational theory of motivational interviewing (Miller & Rose, 

2009) offers students a distinct opportunity to be heard in a safe environment and to 

explore the “why” associated with their alleged violation(s).  This process also allows 

students to articulate rationales for their behavior and receive normative feedback to 

correct misperceptions that may exist.  For example, students who smoke marijuana will 

state, “everyone does it”.  This misperception is corrected during the hearing process 

with campus-based assessment data that indicates that 83% of students report they 

have not smoked marijuana in the last 30-days.   

Interpersonal Competence 
Student Conduct and Community Standards often encourages students who 

have violated one or more campus policies to seek help from an array of services and 

resources available on the campus.  An example of this is the important partnership that 

has been developed with the Writing Center. This collaboration between SCCS and the 

Writing Center allows students found responsible for plagiarism to work one-on-one with 

a tutor to rewrite the paper in question.  Similarly, students exhibiting high-risk 

substance abuse behaviors are referred to the Counseling Center for a personalized 

intervention utilizing the Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention for College Students 

(BASICS) program.  This evidence-based prevention (National Institute of Alcohol 

Abuse and Alcoholism, 2002) provides students with an opportunity to develop 

increased self-knowledge and enhance their personal decision-making skills.  In 

addition, this educational assessment often reveals personal issues that may have 

contributed to the substance abuse issue and it is common for a student to then choose 
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to pursue individualized counseling.  Students who express academic related concerns 

are referred to Student Academic Support Services for additional support and 

advisement, including educational sessions on time management, note-taking, and 

study skills. 

Through its programs and services, SCCS also encourages students to develop 

their sense of civic engagement and social responsibility to others and the campus 

community.  Those students serving as student conduct board members play a unique 

role in promoting these competencies by communicating and reflecting in their own 

conduct a sense of social responsibility and accountability to the greater Pacific 

community.  As student conduct review board members, they are asked to become 

messengers of the policies they enforce and can correct a respondent’s misperceptions 

with facts and personal experiences and dispel misperceptions about normative 

behaviors, particularly around substance abuse. 

Students engaged in the process as respondents to alleged violations of policy 

are provided with sanctioning designed to reflect upon and enhance their sense of 

accountability to the community in which the live and encourage a heightened sense of 

the student’s own personal and ethical standards.  During review hearings, the 

respondent is challenged to consider the impact of their alleged behavior, not just on 

their life, but others.  This is often the first time the student has considered how his or 

her behavior has affected others.  Further developing a student’s sense of 

responsibility, respect for others, and awareness of the interrelationships inherent to 

living in community is the purpose of sanctioning. 

Practical Competence 
SCCS encourages students’ practical competence by focusing on several key 

elements associated with student learning.  Specifically, students are challenged during 

the student conduct review process to describe their aspirational goals and relate them 

to the incident that has brought them to the student conduct table.  This critical reflection 

is an important opportunity to explore how the student is managing his/her personal 

affairs (e.g., time management) and, in many cases, how he/she is maintaining her/his 

health and wellness.  These conversations are an essential component for 

understanding the relevant student conduct issue(s), but also inform the appropriate 
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sanctioning response.  By tailoring sanctioning to enhance these practical 

competences, the student involved is less likely to engage in future policy violations. 

University-Wide Learning Objectives 
Pacific attends to the whole-person and emphasizes experiential and active 

forms of learning. The following are Pacific's university-wide learning objectives adopted 

in 2009: 

•Major Field Competence  

•Critical and Creative Thinking 

•Communication 

•Collaboration and Leadership 

•Intercultural and Global Perspectives 

•Ethical Reasoning 

•Sustainability  

SCCS programs and services connect most directly with two specific student-

learning outcomes, critical and creative thinking and ethical reasoning.  The critical 

thinking objectives and outcomes specifically addressed by SCCS are the application of 

reasoning and evidence to judge and support claims, as seen in the student conduct 

review process.  The second objective, to effectively analyze, integrate, and evaluate 

information, comes to life in the prevention and intervention education conducted by 

SCCS.  Students must take the information provided to them through SCCS programs 

and effectively integrate them into their day-to-day decision-making.   

Ethical reasoning, another university-wide learning objective is foundational to 

the work of SCCS.  Students begin their Pacific experience with educational 

programming designed to provide them with information that will inform the decision-

making and conduct and this critical knowledge is supplemented throughout their 

student career.   

SCCS has established its own student learning outcomes based upon the 

university-wide learning outcomes.  Annually reviewed and revised, this information is 

detailed in the Pacific Plan and includes providing opportunities for students to explore 

and develop academic and personal decision-making skills.  For more information, 

please refer to Appendix A. 
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Program Overview 

1. Authority 

a) Scope of Conduct Authority 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards Office (SCCS) is responsible 

for the review of both academic and non-academic conduct occurring on or off campus 

with a nexus to University of the Pacific Stockton campus. The jurisdiction of SCCS is 

detailed within Tiger Lore Student Handbook and Planner (Tiger Lore) states: 

The Code of Conduct is intended to govern behavior as described in the Student 
Conduct Procedures – Jurisdiction of the Student Conduct Process. Violations of 
the Code may include conduct occurring on campus or off-campus when the 
University determines it has a substantial university interest in the conduct. 
Student conduct committed off campus, which affects a substantial university 
interest, is conduct that: 
• Occurs at University-related events. 
• Constitutes a violation of local, state or federal law. Included are repeat 

violations of any local, state, or federal law committed in the municipality 
where the University is located. 

• Indicates that the student may present a danger or threat to the health or 
safety of him/herself or others. 

• Significantly impinges upon the rights, property, or achievements of self or 
others, or significantly breaches the peace and/or causes social disorder.  

• Is detrimental to the educational interests of the University. 
 

b) Policies Enforced 

The SCCS has responsibility for enforcement for all policies related to students 

and their conduct on the Stockton campus.  These policies include, but are not limited 

to, the Student Code of Conduct and University policies outlined in Tiger Lore Student 

Handbook.  The Health Science campus strictly enforces it identification policy and 

violations are forwarded to SCCS for review.  In addition, the Department of Public 

Safety will refer student traffic violations, such as speeding, running stop signs, and 

parking violations to SCCS for adjudication.  The Director of SCCS, as a Title IX Deputy 

Coordinator, has responsibility for investigating all student Title IX complaints.  
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c) Sanctions 

SCCS may impose a variety of sanctions for policy violations ranging from a 

verbal warning to dismissal (expulsion) from the University.  SCCS has developed a 

rubric for sanctioning that serves as a guide, but it is not absolute or determinative for 

every case.  Student history, other mediating factors such as emotional and physical 

health, class year, and knowledge of policies are considered.  For example, a freshman 

that has plagiarized by failing to provide a proper citation in a paper may be given a 

different sanction than a senior committing the same violation. A full description of 

sanctioning can be found in Section 45 of Tiger Lore (2011-12). 

 

d)  Relationship with Law Enforcement 

Student Conduct and Community Standards works most closely with Pacific's 

own Department of Public Safety, which unlike most private universities, is staffed by 

sworn officers.  Public Safety's authority is defined in a memorandum of understanding 

with the Stockton Police Department (SPD), which informs how SCCS then works with 

SPD.  Crimes requiring investigations that are more extensive are handled by the SPD, 

which has more resources for this purpose.  If a criminal investigation is taking place led 

by SPD, the Director of Public Safety serves as the liaison between SCCS and SPD.  

This mutually supportive arrangement allows SCCS to move forward with its own 

investigation without interfering with the criminal investigation, which may be occurring 

simultaneously. 

 

e)  Jurisdiction 

A description of the jurisdiction of SCCS is located in Section 45 of Tiger Lore 

(2011-12),  

Student Conduct Review Procedures: Jurisdiction of the Student Conduct 
Processes: 
The student conduct process is applicable to all University students, including 
undergraduate, professional, and graduate students. The jurisdiction of the 
process extends to behaviors by students and students’ guests that occur on or 
adjacent to Stockton campus or at any University-operated program, premises or 
facility, including study abroad programs, internships, athletic events and campus 
trips, and any other activity occurring in the scope of or fairly related to the 
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students’ relationship with the University. Issues which arise solely from student 
employment with the University and which do not otherwise affect the student 
relationship with the University are not recognizable by the student conduct 
process but by Department of Human Resources. 
 

f)  Effects of Governmental Proceedings 

The University of the Pacific student conduct process is independent of any 

governmental criminal proceedings that are or may become applicable to the 

behavior(s) in question. The findings of governmental authorities will not be 

determinative of the outcome of the student conduct process.  In situations involving 

alleged violations of both criminal and student conduct proceedings, SCCS may 

proceed with review process, if it is established that there is a compelling University 

interest such as campus safety, and will not wait for a determination nor be influenced 

by a decision from the courts.  SCCS may consider information provided by law 

enforcement or other recognized authorities to inform sanctioning of students found in 

violation of campus policies.  The use of different standards of proof, rules of evidence, 

and educational policies versus laws, may result in student conduct review outcome 

decisions differing from those of the criminal courts. 

 

2. Components 

SCCS has established a weekly roundtable meeting of Student Conduct Officers 

to review incidents, determine appropriate venue for review, and ensure early 

intervention for students who may be involved in misconduct across departmental lines, 

e.g., academic dishonesty and disruption in a residence or for students that have 

intersecting roles on campus such as student athlete or social Greek member. 

Participants at the weekly meeting include the Director of SCCS, Assistant Director for 

Greek Life, Area Coordinators for Residence Life, Coordinator for Greek Life, 

Residence Directors "on duty" and the Associate Athletic Director. This proactive team 

has increased communication across departmental lines, implemented an online 

records management system for tracking student conduct, and established consistent 

sanctioning for student conduct policy violations that are grounded in evidence-based 

intervention strategies (NIAAA, 2002). 
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The student conduct review process, detailed in Tiger Lore, includes the 

following components: 

• Prohibited behavior as described in the Student Code of Conduct and University 
Policies (Sections 1-44 in the 2011-12 version) 

• Student conduct review procedures (Section 45 in the 2011-12 version) 
• Sanctions 
• Roles and responsibilities  
• Hearing procedures 
• Venue options 
• Hearing procedures 
• Process Rights 
• Appeal procedures  
• Exceptional procedures 
• Modified hearing procedures 
• Records 

SCCS procedures similarly reflect the due process rights afforded students at 

public institutions ensuring fundamental fairness, equitable treatment of students and 

organizations, and reasonable outcomes.  SCCS has a clearly defined process (see 

Tiger Lore Section 45, which communicates to students their rights and responsibilities. 

A flowchart (Appendix B) provides a visual representation of the process.  

Student Organizations 
Student organization violations are similarly handled.  Adjudication of alleged  

violations of campus policies by Social Greek Chapters are reviewed in one of two 

ways, an Administrative Hearing with the Assistant Director for Greek Life, or through 

the Greek Conduct Review process managed jointly by SCCS and Greek Life.  The 

specific process, reflective of the general Student Conduct Review Process, is outlined 

in Appendix C and can be found in Section 47 of Tiger Lore (2011-12).   

General student organization violations determined to be the responsibility of the 

collective and not individuals are handled through either a SCCS Administrative Hearing 

process or the Student Conduct Review Board process, as determined by the SCCS 

Director and in consultation with professional staff overseeing student organizations.   
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Sanctioning 
Student Conduct and Community Standards has established a sanctioning rubric 

to guide responses, located in Appendix D.  If a student is found responsible for 

violating a policy, thoughtful consideration is given to identify a response that addresses 

the behavior and is educational in nature.  In particular, SCCS has made significant 

changes to sanctioning in response to substance abuse violations.  These include the 

establishment of graduated intervention levels for alcohol, marijuana, and other 

drug/poly-substance abuse.  By utilizing evidence-based intervention strategies to 

respond to alcohol and drug violations, SCCS is following best practices for responding 

to this conduct (NIAAA, 2002). 

When responding to academic misconduct, SCCS has developed trusting 

partnerships with faculty that ensure that students found in violation of the Honor Code 

understand both the immediate and long-term ramifications of their conduct.  Students 

found responsible for plagiarism are typically required to work with a writing tutor to re-

write a paper in order to learn from their mistakes and prevent future policy violations.  If 

a student has been found responsible for other forms of academic dishonesty, time is 

spent exploring the motivation behind the decision-making.  This type of investigation 

often yields important information about personal circumstances that might benefit from 

student support services available at Pacific and students are encouraged to take 

advantage of these free services. 

Student Conduct and Community Standards uses paper files and an online 

database to record student conduct histories.  The online system allows communication 

between Student Conduct Administrators and across departments.  Paper files are 

utilized to store more detailed documentation associated with a particular incident and 

are securely stored by the department adjudicating the case.  The online system, 

Residential Management System (RMS), was selected as the best tool for management 

of housing assignments, etc.  An add-on function to the system is a judicial module.  

RMS was not designed with this function in mind, making it less effective than other 

systems whose primary purpose is student conduct records management.  This system 

does not serve the San Francisco and Sacramento campuses. 

This current records management process creates multiple challenges.  First, 
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residential staff has been hesitant to fully utilize the online system to its full capacity due 

to cumbersome nature.  This is problematic when outcome information is needed and it 

has not been inputted into the system.  Because there are a variety of hearing officers, 

tracking information can be unnecessarily time consuming and frustrating.  Second, the 

system is not intuitive, so training takes a considerable amount of time.  Finally, the 

reporting is not designed for ease of use or quick data assessment and adds yet 

another layer of work for the SCCS office.  Priority should be given to identifying a 

system that will most effectively manage student conduct data for all three campuses.  

Given the relationships and movement of students from undergraduate to professional 

programs, the importance of shared information is essential to ensure that students are 

both academically and behaviorally well qualified to continue at Pacific. A common 

information system will help minimize potential liabilities associated with failing to 

manage well student conduct information both within and across campuses. 

 
3. Information to Campus Community 

The Tiger Lore Student Handbook/Planner (Tiger Lore), which is reviewed and 

published annually as a printed handbook and posted online 

http://www.pacific.edu/Student-Life/Student-Life-Services/Judicial-Affairs/Tiger-Lore-

Student-Handbook.html is the primary document detailing the authority, philosophy, 

jurisdiction, and procedures associated with the student conduct process. The content 

of the Tiger Lore is provided as information for the student and is designed to 

supplement the University’s catalog and other related publications. Tiger Lore is 

intended as a guide to help students make their academic and co-curricular life at the 

University of the Pacific successful.  

Dissemination of physical Tiger Lore Student Handbook/Planners occurs 

annually each fall. All residential students receive a copy at the time of check-in to their 

residence hall. An email announcement, which includes a link to the online version of 

the document, is also sent to all enrolled students on the Stockton campus informing 

them of multiple campus locations where they can pick-up a copy. Assessment data  

from a spring 2012 survey indicated that 98% of those surveyed were aware of the 
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Code of Conduct and 88% new where to find a copy of the Code of Conduct (Appendix 

O).   

The handbook/planner combination has remained a popular and sought after 

publication and, despite its less "green" status, serves as a useful tool for students to 

manage their academic and personal lives, in addition to providing them with campus 

policies and student conduct procedures. 

During mandatory summer orientation programs, students attend a live stage 

production called "Choices", which highlights many of the challenges new students face 

as they transition to college.  Post-production, new students receive printed "mini 

versions" of Tiger Lore containing the most frequently violated policies, which are then 

reviewed by student staff trained by SCCS. 

Policy Review 

A committee of students, staff and faculty conducts an annual review of Tiger 

Lore policies and procedures. Recommended changes are then reviewed by the 

Associated Students of University of the Pacific (ASuop) and the Vice President for 

Student Life. Updates to Tiger Lore falling outside the annualized review and distribution 

period are published via the SCCS website. Notifications of substantive changes to 

policy are issued to students via their official Pacific email account. 

Student Conduct and Community Standards annually reports the aggregate 

results of cases handled by the office to the Dean of Students and shares them with 

campus constituents; however, there is no formal mechanism or process for 

disseminating them publically at this time.  Publication of student conduct data would 

raise awareness of the campus conduct trends and issues and offer clear opportunities 

for campus partners to engage in relevant prevention and intervention efforts.  For 

example, recent sharing of data related to international students involved in campus 

policy violations resulted in a new presentation by the Director of SCCS during the 

international student orientation program. 

SCCS shares relevant data on required crime statistics with the Department of 

Public Safety, which issues this information publically in the annual Clery Report 

(http://www.pacific.edu/Campus-Life/Safety-and-Conduct/Public-Safety-and-

Services/Crime-Statistics/Crime-on-Campus.html).  
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4. Hearing Authority 
The Director of SCCS: 

 Serves as the primary administrator of the student conduct process.  

  Trains and advises administrative hearing officers, student conduct process 

advisors, and student conduct review board members;  

 Maintains student conduct files and related evidential information;  

 Appoints individuals to serve on student conduct review boards (with 

recommendations from academic council and student leadership 

organizations) and evaluates their ability to serve without prejudice;  

 Completes a statistical summary of cases to the University each year and 

leads regular review of University student codes.  

Hearing Officers or Review Board members, who are respondents in 

proceedings under the Code or in governmental criminal proceedings, are temporarily 

ineligible to serve on student conduct review boards their proceedings are resolved with 

finality. The Director of SCCS may assign the matter to a different Hearing Officer or 

Student Conduct Review Board in the event of a vacancy or disqualification.  

Student Conduct Review Boards are constituted for each case with every effort 

made to ensure a diverse, representative group that can hear a case without prejudice. 

The first step in assembling a Review Board is solicitation of the student respondent’s 

schedule. Hearings are scheduled around academic and work obligations. A request is 

then issued to all eligible Review Board members. This request does not include the 

name(s) or alleged policy violations of any student appearing before the Review Board.  

Based upon their reported availability a Review Board is impaneled and potential 

conflicts of interest are addressed by sharing the review board member names with the 

respondent. 

Administrative Review 
Administrative hearing officers who have authority to review student conduct 

matters include Housing and Greek life staff, Athletic Department administrators, other 

Student life Administrators, and/or faculty members. Area coordinators from the 

Housing and Greek Life office serve as primary hearing officers for their assigned 
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communities and work collaboratively with the Director of SCCS to determine suitable 

hearing venues based upon the seriousness of the violation or in cases of repeat 

offenses. Area Coordinators oversee Residence Directors, who also have authority to 

hear some student conduct cases, e.g., noise complaints, possession of alcohol by a 

minor in the residence, or smoking policy violations. 

Student Conduct Review Board  
Student Conduct Review Boards (Review Board) may also adjudicate allegations 

of student code violations.  A trained student serves as the chair, convener, and 

facilitator of the Student Conduct Review process. Review Board members serve a one 

academic year term with continuation subject to approval by the Director of SCCS. 

Student chairs typically serve on a minimum of three reviews before assuming the role 

of chair. 

Student Conduct Appeals Committee 
A Student Conduct Appeals Committee considers respondent and complainant 

appeals of the outcome decision made by a hearing officer or Review Board.  An 

appeals committee is comprised of three student members, one faculty member, and 

one staff member not involved in the original hearing decision. Prior to appeal 

deliberations, committee members participate in a student conduct training session 

offered by SCCS. The Director of SCCS may disqualify committee members charged 

with any violation of the Code or with a criminal offense from participation in 

deliberations. 

Student Conduct Support Persons 
Complainants and respondents may seek assistance and support from a Student 

Conduct Support Person who informs the student about the student conduct review 

process and the respondent’s rights and responsibilities as it relates to that process. 

This person does not advise or represent the student as to the specifics of the incident 

under investigation. A Student Conduct Support Person is required to be a faculty 

member, administrator, staff person, or student at Pacific, must be trained by the Office 

of SCCS, and may not serve if they have a stake in the outcome of the case. Off-

campus individuals and those with no affiliation to the University may not act in this role, 
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unless an exception is granted by the Director of SCCS. Current faculty or staff may not 

act as the Student Conduct Support Person to family members. 

In most other instances, the student may elect from a choice of hearing 

processes – either (1) a hearing officer or (2) a Student Conduct Review Board. The 

following violations require adjudication by a Student Conduct Review Board; however, 

the Director of SCCS, at his/her discretion, may recommend a specific process based 

upon the unique circumstances of the case. 
 Repeat academic honesty violations 
 Student organization event violations 
 Fire safety violations 
 Any form of assault or harassment 
 Alcohol or drug overdose resulting in transport to the hospital or jail 
 Repeated violations of any policy (Tiger Lore, Section 45.13.3) 

 
5. Training of Student Conduct Board Members 

Prior to deliberations, Review Board members participate in a training session 

required by the SCCS. This two-hour training consists of the following elements:  

 Mission and Goals 
 Student Code of Conduct and University Policies 
 Review and Appeals Process 
 Roles and responsibilities of Review Board Members 
 Learning to ask good questions 
 Weighing information 
 Deliberations 
 Preponderance Standard 
 Sanctioning 

Student Conduct Review Board Training (slides are located in Appendix E) 

Training of Sexual Misconduct Review Boards includes an additional two hours of 
training including the following sections: 

 Overview of Sexual Misconduct Investigation 
 Legal Standards and Title IX 
 Campus sexual misconduct statistics. 
 Things to Consider 
 The first three questions  
 Asking good questions 
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 Deliberations  
 Sanctioning 
 Mock Hearing 
 Final Thoughts and Questions 

 
Recommendations 

[3.1] Identify and purchase an online system designed specifically for tracking student 

conduct that will interface with Banner.  With increasing demands, particularly at 

the federal level, for accountability and annualized reporting of select data, a new 

system capable of fulfilling both user and reporting needs is critical. This system 

will also allow for more effective collaboration and efficiency among the Campus 

Hearing Officers, ultimately serve the needs of students and the community. 

[3.2]  Develop a plan for disseminating student conduct data to campus constituents for 

use in the development of prevention and intervention programs. 
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Part 3.  Leadership 
 
Because effective and ethical leadership is essential to the success of all organizations, Student Conduct 
Programs (SCP) leaders with organizational authority for the programs and services must: 
• articulate a vision and mission for their programs and services 
• set goals and objectives based on the needs of the population served and desired student learning 

and development outcomes 
• advocate for their programs and services 
• promote campus environments that provide meaningful opportunities for student learning, 

development, and integration 
• identify and find means to address individual, organizational, or environmental conditions that 

foster or inhibit mission achievement  
• advocate for representation in strategic planning initiatives at appropriate divisional and 

institutional levels 
• initiate collaborative interactions with stakeholders who have legitimate concerns and interests in 

the functional area 
• apply effective practices to educational and administrative processes 
• prescribe and model ethical behavior 
• communicate effectively  
• manage financial resources, including planning, allocation, monitoring, and analysis 
• incorporate sustainability practices in the management and design of programs, services, and 

facilities 
• manage human resource processes including recruitment, selection, development, supervision, 

performance planning, and evaluation  
• empower professional, support, and student staff to accept leadership opportunities 
• encourage and support scholarly contribution to the profession 
• be informed about and integrate appropriate technologies into programs and services 
• be knowledgeable about federal, state/provincial, and local laws relevant to the programs and 

services and ensure that staff members understand their responsibilities by receiving appropriate 
training 

• develop and continuously improve programs and services in response to the changing needs of 
students and other populations served and the evolving institutional priorities 

• recognize environmental conditions that may negatively influence the safety of staff and students 
and propose interventions that mitigate such conditions. 

 
 
Criterion Measures  

3.1 SCP leaders: 

3.1.1 articulate a vision and mission for the program 

3.1.2 set goals and objectives based on the needs of the population and desired student learning 
and development outcomes 

3.1.3 advocate for the program 

3.1.4 promote campus environments that provide meaningful opportunities for student learning, 
development, and integration 

3.1.5 identify and find means to address individual, organizational, or environmental conditions that 
foster or inhibit mission achievement 

3.1.6 advocate for representation in strategic planning initiatives at appropriate divisional and 
institutional levels 

3.1.7 initiate collaborative interactions with stakeholders who have legitimate concerns and interests 
in the functional area 

3.1.8 apply effective practices to educational and administrative processes 

3.1.9 prescribe and model ethical behavior 

3.1.10 communicate effectively 
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3.1.11 manage financial resources, including planning, allocation, monitoring, and analysis 

3.1.12 incorporate sustainability practices in the management and design of programs, services, and 
facilities 

3.1.13 manage human resource processes including, recruitment, selection, development, 
supervision, performance planning, and evaluation 

3.1.14 empower professional, support, and student staff to accept leadership opportunities 

3.1.15 encourage and support scholarly contribution to the profession 

3.1.16 integrate appropriate technologies into programs and services 

3.1.17 know federal, state/provincial, and local laws relevant to the programs and services 

3.1.18 ensure that staff members understand their responsibilities about laws and offer appropriate 
training 

3.1.19 develop and continuously improve programs and services in response to the changing needs 
of students and other populations and the evolving institutional priorities 

3.1.20 recognize environmental conditions that may negatively influence the safety of staff and 
students and propose interventions that mitigate such conditions.  

 
Part 3. Leadership Overview Questions 
 
A.  In what ways are program leaders qualified for their roles? 
  
B.  In what ways are program leaders positioned and empowered to accomplish the program mission? 
 
C. How are program leaders accountable for their performance? 
 

Director of Student Conduct and Community Standards 
The Director of Student Conduct and Community Standards (SCCS) is the 

primary administrator responsible for the adjudication all student conduct on the 

Stockton campus.  One shared, full-time, support staff person and two part-time 

graduate assistants support the Director.  In addition, there are Administrative Hearing 

Officers in both the Housing and Greek Life and Athletics departments.  These 

individuals, in consultation with the SCCS Director, handle low level, first-time policy 

violations for their respective student communities.  Coordination of adjudication and 

venue determination occurs at the weekly Student Conduct Officers Roundtable 

Meeting chaired by the SCCS Director.  During these meetings, individual cases are 

discussed, conduct histories are reviewed, and the appropriate hearing venue is 

identified (Administrative or Board Hearing). 

The SCCS Director is a nationally recognized leader in collegiate alcohol and 

other drug prevention and her expertise has resulted in significant changes to Pacific’s 

prevention and intervention efforts.  The Director has served as a Regional Director for 
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the Network Addressing Collegiate Alcohol and Other Drug Issues, including four years 

as a member of the Network Executive Committee.  The Director also serves as a 

Fellow with the Higher Education Center for Alcohol, Other Drug, and Violence 

Prevention providing technical assistance to other campuses and government agencies, 

including the US Department of Education and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health 

Administration, part of the National Institutes of Health.  The Director has also provided 

her expertise to campuses addressing Title IX requirements addressed in the April 2011 

Dear Colleague Letter from the US Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights.  

The expertise of the Director has aided Pacific’s ability to reduce high-risk substance 

abuse and successfully review, through the student conduct process, complicated and 

often very sensitive cases. 

The SCCS Director works collaboratively with a variety of campus partners in the 

design and implementation of educational programming, as well as the development 

and enforcement of campus policies and procedures.  Examples of these collaborations 

include: 

New Student Programs: SCCS implemented two required online educational 

programs (alcohol and sexual assault prevention) for all new students.  The 

sexual assault prevention program brings the University in line with state 

mandated training required of all public universities and expectations from the 

U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights guidelines under Title IX.   

The Director works collaboratively with student leaders from New Student 

and Family programs on the "Choices" script.  This presentation addresses the 

key issues faced by new students as they navigate their first year in college.  

After new students view the production, trained student facilitators guide students 

in a discussion of the relevant campus policies most frequently violated by first-

year students. 

Housing and Greek Life:  The Director of SCCS provided training on student 

conduct policies; alcohol and other drug use; and hearing board training to all 

Resident Assistants and Residence Directors.  The Director collaborates with the 

Assistant Director and the Coordinator for Greek Life to train board members and 

administer the Greek Student Conduct Review process.   
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The SCCS Director also closely collaborated with Housing and Greek Life 

in the implementation of the Residential Management System (RMS).  The 

system's judicial component has provided a centralized and secure record 

management system for student conduct.  Password protected access allows 

Student Conduct Officers to review a student's complete conduct history ensuring 

that patterns of behavior and/or actions in different venues (e.g., an academic 

violation and misconduct in a residential facility) are not overlooked.  This system 

is not without its challenges and there exist much better systems for tracking and 

communicating student conduct data. 

Because one individual has historically staffed SCCS and the number of 

violations has been on the rise, there has been a need for additional support.  

Graduate students, pursuing Master's degrees in Educational Administration and 

Leadership, have been eager to gain student conduct experience.  These 

complementary needs have resulted in graduate students (working for the 

Housing and Greek Life Office) receiving collateral assignments with the Office of 

SCCS. Each graduate student works approximately 10 hours a week on a variety 

of tasks from writing letters to adjudicating lower level violations, such as 

computer file sharing.  Graduate students require significant training and 

supervision, especially in their first semester and are not usually available during 

summers and their final semester in the Master's program.  This arrangement 

has provided much needed assistance to the Director; however, there remains a 

critical need for additional staffing. 

Pacific Women's Resource Center:  The Director of SCCS collaborates with 

the Pacific Women's Resource Center for the development of programming 

around sexual misconduct prevention education, grant writing, and community 

relations.   

Pacific Seminar:  The Director, in partnership with the Associate Dean and 

Director of General Education, the Director of the Pacific Women's Resource 

Center, and faculty teaching in the program, co-developed curriculum for a 

session of Pacific Seminar I: What is a Good Society, entitled, " Sexual 

Misconduct on Campus: Understanding Issues of Consent and Sexual Assault".  
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This pilot session, which was well received by both students and the faculty 

teaching the course, served to reinforce educational messages received by 

students during their orientation sessions and pre-arrival online trainings.  

Another partnership session, facilitated by trained Student Advisors, addresses 

the honor code and academic support resources on the campus. 

Because of a spate of cheating in online courses, a joint committee, 

including the Director of SCCS, was asked to identify strategies to prevent future 

incidents from occurring.  One of the recommendations from the committee 

includes the enhancement of a class session on academic integrity already part 

of the Pacific Seminar-I course.  To address the recent trend of online cheating, 

there are plans to revise the session content and expand the subject matter for 

the related meeting facilitated by Student Advisors. 

Office of Information Technology (OIT):  In response to the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA), SCCS collaborated with OIT to develop an intervention 

system for alleged file sharing of copyrighted materials shared over the Pacific 

network.  The system detects the transfer of copyright materials and a pop-up 

window appears on the user's screen warning of a detected violation.  In order to 

continue to access the university's network the user must agree to abide by the 

campus's computer use policies.  Network access is denied to users committing 

three violations and they are referred to the Office of SCCS for adjudication and 

education regarding campus polices and applicable federal copyright laws. When 

surveyed regarding their awareness of policies related to electronically 

downloading/uploading copyrighted material. 87.64% of Pacific students reported 

“yes” Pacific had policies.  Only 0.73% reported no. And 11.64% said they do not 

know (Appendix O). 

Biological Sciences:  After repeated cases of students attempting to cheat in 

hopes of gaining an academic advantage over other students or salvage a lower 

than desired course grade, the Biological Sciences faculty requested that the 

Director speak to each introductory course section about the importance of 

academic honesty and the seriousness of the consequences if one is caught 

cheating. This preventative message has all but eliminated reports of cheating in 
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the lower division courses; however, there has been a surge in cheating by pre-

professional students hoping to improve their GPA for admission consideration 

for graduate programs. SCCS and the Biology faculty are working together to 

identify strategies to offer a "booster" session for upper-class students. 

Public Safety:  The Director of SCCS has direct access to the Director of Public 

Safety and works collaboratively in responding to student violations of campus 

policy and municipal, state, and federal laws.  Examples of this collaboration 

include campus adjudication of traffic violations by first-time violators.   This 

practice provides an educational opportunity and avoids more serious and costly 

consequences (e.g., points on a student's driving record or increased in 

insurance rates) for the student. The close working relationship between the 

directors also provides for access to information not readily available to the 

public, including summarized statements of Stockton Police Department reports, 

which can play a pivotal role in determining a student's responsibility for alleged 

violations of campus policy and swift adjudication of threats to campus safety.   

Public Safety, the department responsible for annually compiling and 

reporting Clery statistics, has benefited from the implementation of the RMS 

system.  This centralized record management allows for a simplified process of 

collecting and verifying report data and ensuring the accuracy of information 

provided by SCCS, as required for this report. 

Student Victim Advocate (SVA):  The importance of this working relationship 

cannot be overstated.  The SVA provides guidance and support to student crime 

victims, including sexual assault survivors.  In this capacity, the SVA offers 

survivors a host of choices, including options for adjudication both through the 

criminal courts and through the student conduct review process.  Over time, the 

SVA has come to trust the student conduct process and recommend it as a fair 

and equitable process that minimizes the re-victimization experienced by 

survivors.  This trusted relationship may have contributed to an increase in the 

number of women willing to come forward to report violations and pursue them 

through the student conduct process.  
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Counseling Services:  The Director of Counseling Services has been a 

dedicated partner with SCCS over the past four years.  The Director welcomed 

the SCCS Director’s suggestion to consider using the Brief Alcohol Screening 

and Intervention for College Students (BASICS) program. The Director of 

Counseling Services embraced the model and began training the Counseling 

Center therapists to use it with students.  BASICS offered SCCS a sanctioning 

option for students that either have failed to respond to educational programming 

or presented elevated risk factors related to alcohol use.  Building upon the initial 

success of this effort, the Director of Counseling Services introduced a similar 

strategy for marijuana and poly-substance abuse.   

In support of this important contribution from Counseling Services, 50% of the 

fees collected for the Level II (BASICS) program go to the Counseling Center. 

SCCS retains the other 50% of the fee to pay for the online assessment tools 

used by both departments.  

Psychology Department:  Dr. Carolyn Kohn and a number of her graduate and 

undergraduate research assistants have collaborated with SCCS to evaluate and 

improve the educational intervention for alcohol policy violators, Level I.   This 

partnership has led to a number of conference presentations and a publication.  

More importantly, the research conducted has helped strengthen the educational 

outcomes and students; retention of course content (Appendix F). 
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Part 4.  Human Resources 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must be staffed adequately by individuals qualified to accomplish the 
mission and goals. Within institutional guidelines, SCP must establish procedures for staff selection, 
training, and evaluation; set expectations for supervision; and provide appropriate professional 
development opportunities to improve the leadership ability, competence, and skills of all employees.  
 
SCP professional staff members must hold an earned graduate or professional degree in a field relevant to 
the position they hold or must possess an appropriate combination of educational credentials and related 
work experience. 
 
Degree- or credential-seeking interns must be qualified by enrollment in an appropriate field of study and 
by relevant experience. These individuals must be trained and supervised adequately by professional staff 
members holding educational credentials and related work experience appropriate for supervision.  
 
Student employees and volunteers must be carefully selected, trained, supervised, and evaluated. They 
must be educated on how and when to refer those in need of additional assistance to qualified staff 
members and must have access to a supervisor for assistance in making these judgments. Student 
employees and volunteers must be provided clear and precise job descriptions, pre-service training based 
on assessed needs, and continuing staff development. 
 
Students from graduate academic programs, particularly in areas such as counseling, student development, higher 
education administration, law, or criminology, may assist the student conduct programs through practica, internships, 
and assistantships. 
 
Students who participate on conduct boards may be awarded academic credit for proper supervision.  Clear 
objectives and assignments should be outlined to ensure that a student's grade for this participation is in no way 
influenced by his/her decisions on a particular case. 
 
Employees and volunteers must receive specific training on institutional policies and privacy laws 
regarding their access to student records and other sensitive institutional information (e.g., in the USA, 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA, or equivalent privacy laws in other states/provinces or 
countries). 
 
SCP must have technical and support staff members adequate to accomplish their mission. All members 
of the staff must be technologically proficient and qualified to perform their job functions, be 
knowledgeable about ethical and legal uses of technology, and have access to training and resources to 
support the performance of their assigned responsibilities. 
 
All members of the staff must receive training on policies and procedures related to the use of technology 
to store or access student records and institutional data.  
 
SCP must ensure that staff members are knowledgeable about and trained in emergency procedures, 
crisis response, and prevention efforts. Prevention efforts must address identification of threatening 
conduct or behavior of students, faculty members, staff, and others and must incorporate a system or 
procedures for responding, including but not limited to reporting them to the appropriate campus officials. 
  
Salary levels and benefits for all staff members must be commensurate with those for comparable 
positions within the institution, in similar institutions, and in the relevant geographic area. 
 
SCP must maintain position descriptions for all staff members. 
 
To create a diverse staff, SCP must institute hiring and promotion practices that are fair, inclusive, 
proactive, and non-discriminatory.  
 
SCP must conduct regular performance planning and evaluation of staff members. SCP must provide 
access to continuing and advanced education and professional development opportunities. 
 
A qualified member of the campus community must be designated as the person responsible for student 
conduct programs. 
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The designee should have an educational background in the behavioral sciences (e.g., college student affairs, 
psychology, sociology, student development including moral and ethical development, higher education 
administration, counseling, law, criminology, or criminal justice). 
 
The designee and any other professional staff member in the student conduct programs should possess (a) a clear 
understanding of the legal requirements for substantive and procedural due process; (b) legal knowledge sufficient to 
confer with attorneys involved in student disciplinary proceedings and other aspects of the student conduct services 
system; (c) a general interest in and commitment to the welfare and development of students who participate on 
boards or who are involved in cases; (d) demonstrated skills in working with decision-making processes and conflict 
resolution; (e) teaching and consulting skills appropriate for the education, advising, and coordination of hearing 
bodies; (f) the ability to communicate and interact with students regardless of race, sex, disability, sexual orientation, 
and other personal characteristics; (g) understanding of the requirements relative to confidentiality and security of 
student conduct programs files; and (h) the ability to create an atmosphere where students feel free to ask questions 
and obtain assistance. 
 

 
Criterion Measures  

4.1 SCP is staffed adequately with personnel qualified to accomplish the mission and goals.  

4.2 Procedures are in place for staff selection, training, and evaluation. 

4.3 Expectations for supervision are set. 

4.4 SCP provides professional development opportunities to improve the professional competence, 
leadership ability, and skills of all staff members. 

4.5 
Professional staff members hold earned graduate or professional degrees in fields relevant to the 
positions held or possess an appropriate combination of educational credentials and related work 
experience. 

4.6 Interns are qualified by enrollment in an appropriate field of study and by relevant experience. 

4.7 Interns are trained and supervised by professional staff holding credentials and related work 
experience appropriate for supervision. 

4.8 Student employees and volunteers: 

4.8.1 are carefully selected, trained, supervised, and evaluated 

4.8.2 are educated on how and when to refer those in need of additional assistance to a qualified 
staff member 

4.8.3 have access to a supervisor for assistance in making judgments 

4.8.4 have clear and precise job descriptions, pre-service training, and continuing staff development 

4.9 Employees and volunteers receive specific training on institutional policies and privacy laws 
regarding access to student records and other sensitive institutional information. 

4.10 SCP:  

4.10.1 has adequate technical and support staff to accomplish the mission  

4.10.2 has adequate technical and support staff who are qualified to perform the job functions 

4.10.2 requires professional and support staff to be knowledgeable about ethical and legal uses of 
technology 

4.10.3 has training and resources to support performance of assigned professional and support staff 
responsibilities 

4.11 SCP staff members receive training on policies and procedures related to the use of technology to 
store or access student records and institutional data. 

4.12 SCP: 

4.12.1 ensures that personnel are trained in emergency procedures, crisis response, and prevention 
efforts 
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4.12.2 ensures that prevention efforts address identification of threatening conduct or behavior of 
students, faculty members, staff, and others 

4.12.3 has a system or procedures for responding to threatening situations, including but not limited to 
reporting to appropriate campus officials. 

4.13 Salary levels and benefits are commensurate with those of comparable positions within the 
institution, similar institutions, and geographic area. 

4.14 Position descriptions for all staff members are maintained. 

4.15 Hiring and promotion practices are fair, inclusive, proactive, and non-discriminatory. 

4.16 Regular performance planning and evaluation of staff members are conducted. 

4.17 SCP provides access to continuing and advanced education and professional development 
opportunities. 

4.18 A qualified member of the campus community has been designated to be responsible for student 
conduct programs. 

 
Part 4.  Human Resources Overview Questions 
 
A.  What is the strategic plan for staffing the program? 
 
B.  In what ways are staff members’ qualifications examined and their performance judged? 

 

 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards (SCCS) Office adheres to 

University of the Pacific recruitment, hiring, and performance evaluation practices in 

accordance with Pacific's Human Resources policies and procedures.  Staffing for the 

Office of SCCS consists of the following: 

• 1 Full-Time Professional Director (see Appendix G for resume) 

• 1 Administrative Support Staff Person (shared with Student Academic 

Support Services) 

• 2 Graduate Student Assistants (20 hours per week total) 

• 150+ Student Conduct Review Board Members (Faculty, Staff, & 

Students) (see Appendix N for breakdown) 

The Director of SCCS (Director) reports to the Assistant Dean of Students, who 

reports to the Dean of Students, who reports to the Vice President for Student Life. The 

Director has immediate access to both the Vice President and the Dean of Students for 

consultation and information sharing. Additionally, through the Vice President for 

Student Life, the Director also has access to the University's legal counsel.  

The Administrative Support Staff person is shared between Student Academic 

Support Services and SCCS. The management of SCCS hearing scheduling and 
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records management has more than doubled in volume (see chart 4.1 and 4.2) for the 

number of cases managed over the past six years), resulting in an increased demand 

for time devoted to SCCS and a dramatic decrease in the administrative support 

provided to Student Academic Support Services.  Increases may be attributable to a 

number of factors including more consistent enforcement in the residential communities 

by Resident Advisors (RAs) and Graduate Residence Directors and a more streamlined 

process for conduct review.  Enhanced training for residential staff also increased 

awareness of both the conduct process and the importance of addressing low-level 

problem behaviors before they escalate.  The ease of obtaining a medical marijuana 

card increased the availability of marijuana, likely accounting for at least a portion of the 

increased number of drug related cases (increase of 230% from the 2008-09 academic 

year to the 20010-11 academic year).  Outreach efforts to faculty also increased 

reporting of academic honesty violations centrally to SCCS. 

Two graduate student assistants funded by the Housing and Greek Life Office 

(HGL) also support the SCCS Office.  These two positions are collateral assignments as 

part of their Residence Director responsibilities.  This current configuration provides 

excellent opportunities for expanding learning and paraprofessional experience; 

however, it is currently limited to only those students in Residence Director positions.  

The Graduate Student collateral positions are entirely reliant on the willingness of HGL 

to support these positions. SCCS has also benefitted from students in the M.A. program 

(Educational Administration and Leadership with Student Affairs Emphasis) seeking 

field experience opportunities; however, there is no consistency to their interest that 

would provide for dependable staffing. All graduate students supporting the Office of 

SCCS are trained and evaluated by the Director. (See Recommendation 4.4) 

Student Conduct Review Boards consist of three students, one staff, and one 

faculty member.  All members are trained by the Director of SCCS.  Faculty are 

appointed by the Academic Council. SCCS typically draws from an active pool of only 

ten faculty, only three of whom are official Academic Council appointments (See Table 

4.1).  This limited number has presented significant challenges to scheduling Student 

Conduct Review Hearings, often delaying the process, a week or more.  SCCS would 

benefit from a change in protocol and the related opportunity to extend an invitation to 
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all faculty members to participate and then present their names for approval by the 

Academic Council.  This shift in strategy would provide wider opportunities for faculty 

not aware of SCCS, yet still ensure that Academic Council has a direct role in 

appointments.  

Staff participants are solicited each semester through campus-wide email and 

represent a variety of departments and professional roles from the Library to the School 

of Business. All staff are trained prior to service and policy updates are reviewed at the 

start of each semester. There is currently no defined length of service and the number 

of hearings a staff person may serve on is not restricted; but availability, the need for 

SCRB member diversity, and the desire to avoid any potential conflicts of interest, all 

help to ensure that the same staff do not serve repeatedly or for an excessive number 

of cases compared to others. 

Chart 4.1 Annual Numbers of Cases 2005/6 – 2011/12  
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Table 4.1 Case Percentage Increases 2008/9-2011/12 
 

Category 
Academic Year Percentage 

Increase From To 
        

Alcohol  2008-09 2009-10 22% 
  2009-10 2010-11 103% 
      
  2008-09 2010-11 148% 
        

Drugs 2008-09 2009-10 60% 
  2009-10 2010-11 106% 
      
  2008-09 2010-11 230% 
      

Academic 2008-09 2009-10 34% 
  2009-10 2010-11 23% 
      
  2008-09 2010-11 75% 
      

Totals 2008-09 2009-10 68% 
  2009-10 2010-11 26% 
      
  2008-09 2010-11 111% 
        

 
Table 4.2 Faculty Appointments by Academic Council 
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Recommendations 
 

[4.1] Create an Assistant Director position for SCCS.  This addition is essential to 

ensure compliance with all federal regulations related to student conduct, permit 

more timely review of student conduct matters, and ensure that, in the absence 

of the Director, there is a qualified individual to immediately respond to issues 

that arise.  An additional staff person will also offer opportunities to engage in 

enhanced prevention efforts related to priority topics such as academic honesty, 

substance abuse, and responsible leadership. 

 

[4.2] Provide full-time support staffing for SCCS This will ensure that students move 

through the process in a more timely manner and that compliance with deadlines 

from scheduling to completion of sanctions is more closely monitored. 

 

[4.4] Establish agreement with Housing and Greek Life Office for continued support for 

two graduate student positions with SCCS, including summer staffing. 

 

[4.3] Permit SCCS to recruit faculty members to participate on Student Conduct 

Review Boards.  Names would still be presented for review and approval by the 

Academic Council.  This will provide wider opportunities for faculty not aware of 

SCCS, yet still ensure that Academic Council has a direct role in appointments.  
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Part 5.  Ethics 
Persons involved in the delivery of Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must adhere to the highest 
principles of ethical behavior. SCP must review relevant professional ethical standards and develop or 
adopt and implement appropriate statements of ethical practice. SCP must publish these statements and 
ensure their periodic review by relevant constituencies. 
 
SCP must orient new staff members to relevant ethical standards and statements of ethical practice. 
 
SCP staff members must ensure that privacy and confidentiality are maintained with respect to all 
communications and records to the extent that such records are protected under the law and appropriate 
statements of ethical practice. Information contained in students’ education records must not be 
disclosed except as allowed by relevant laws and institutional policies. SCP staff members must disclose 
to appropriate authorities information judged to be of an emergency nature, especially when the safety of 
the individual or others is involved, or when otherwise required by institutional policy or relevant law.  
 
SCP staff members must be aware of and comply with the provisions contained in the institution's policies 
pertaining to human subjects research and student rights and responsibilities, as well as those in other 
relevant institutional policies addressing ethical practices and confidentiality of research data concerning 
individuals. 
 
SCP staff members must recognize and avoid personal conflicts of interest or appearance thereof in the 
performance of their work.  
 
SCP staff members must strive to insure the fair, objective, and impartial treatment of all persons with 
whom they interact.  
 
When handling institutional funds, SCP staff members must ensure that such funds are managed in 
accordance with established and responsible accounting procedures and the fiscal policies or processes 
of the institution. 
 
Promotional and descriptive information must be accurate and free of deception. 
 
SCP staff members must perform their duties within the limits of their training, expertise, and competence. 
When these limits are exceeded, individuals in need of further assistance must be referred to persons 
possessing appropriate qualifications. 
 
SCP staff members must use suitable means to confront and otherwise hold accountable other staff 
members who exhibit unethical behavior. 
 
SCP staff members must be knowledgeable about and practice ethical behavior in the use of technology. 
Criterion Measures  

5.1 SCP has a statement of ethical practice that is published and reviewed periodically. 

5.2 SCP staff members adhere to the principles of ethical behavior. 

5.3 New staff members are oriented to the statement of ethical practice. 

5.4 Privacy and confidentiality are maintained with respect to all communications and records to the 
extent protected under the law and statement of ethical practice. 

5.5 Information contained in students’ education records is never disclosed without written consent, 
except as allowed by law and institutional policy. 

5.6 Information judged to be of an emergency nature is disclosed to appropriate authorities when an 
individual’s safety or that of others is involved. 

5.7 SCP staff members: 

5.7.1 comply with the institution’s human subjects research and other policies addressing 
confidentiality of research data concerning individuals 

5.7.2 avoid personal conflicts of interest or appearance thereof in transactions with students and 
others 
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5.7.3 ensure the fair, objective, and impartial treatment of all persons with whom they interact 

5.7.4 ensure that funds are managed in accordance with established institutional accounting 
procedures and fiscal policies. 

5.8 SCP promotional information is accurate and free of deception. 

5.9 SCP staff members: 

5.9.1 perform assigned duties within the limits of training, expertise, and competence, and when 
limits are exceeded make referrals to persons possessing appropriate qualifications 

5.9.2 confront and otherwise hold accountable others who exhibit unethical behavior 

5.9.3 practice ethical behavior in the use of technology. 
 
Part 5. Ethics Overview Questions 
 
A.  What ethical principles, standards, statements, or codes guide the program and its staff members? 
 
B.  What is the program’s strategy for managing student and staff member confidentiality and privacy issues? 
 
How are ethical dilemmas and conflicts of interest managed? 

 

 

The SCCS Office recognizes the critical importance of ethics and confidentiality 

and its foundational role in the process of reviewing student conduct.  To this end, 

SCCS has established a “Statement of Ethics and Confidentiality” that is reviewed and 

signed by all Student Conduct Review Board members during their training (See 

Appendix H).   Consultation with the Assistant Dean of Students, Dean of Students, and 

Vice President for Student Life is available to the Director regarding any ethical issue 

that may arise during the student conduct review process. 

The student conduct review process is governed by the same educational 

regulations related to privacy, including the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

(FERPA).  “When a student turns 18 years old or enters a post-secondary institution at 

any age, all rights afforded to parents under FERPA transfer to the student” 

(http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/brochures/postsec.html).  Specifically, student 

disciplinary records are considered part of a student’s overall educational record and 

therefore related information is private and cannot be released without the consent of 

the student.  Exceptions to this law allow the University to contact a parent or legal 

guardian under the following circumstances: 

When a student turns 18 years old or enters a postsecondary institution at any 

age, all rights afforded to parents under FERPA transfer to the student.  
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However, FERPA also provides ways in which schools may share information 

with parents without the student's consent.  For example: 

• Schools may disclose education records to parents if the student is a 

dependent for income tax purposes. 

• Schools may disclose education records to parents if a health or safety 

emergency involves their son or daughter. 

• Schools may inform parents if the student who is under age 21 has violated 

any law or its policy concerning the use or possession of alcohol or a 

controlled substance. 

• A school official may generally share with a parent information that is based 

on that official's personal knowledge or observation of the student. (FERPA 

guidance) 

 

All staff are required biennially to complete the online FERPA training, which is 

managed by the University’s Office of Human Resources. During training of Student 

Conduct Review Board Members, FERPA is also reviewed. 

Electronic student records are maintained on a secure database called 

Residential Management System (RMS), which is managed by the Housing and Greek 

Life Office.  Every user accessing the database must receive approval (see Appendix I 

for a copy of the form) and access is password protected.  

Paper records are maintained by the Office of SCCS and are stored in locked file 

cabinets located in departmental offices that are locked when not occupied by staff.  All 

records are maintained for seven years. Files for students that have been suspended or 

dismissed may be retained indefinitely, if it is determined to be in the best interest of the 

University to maintain such records.  

A separate Excel spreadsheet of students maintained by the department is a 

merging of historical records and annual exports of data from the RMS system.  This 

blended database allows for quick reference for background checks frequently 

requested by state and federal investigators, graduate program application 

requirements, and general employment. 
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Conflicts of interest related to SCCS occasionally arise during Student Conduct 

Review Hearings.  Every effort is made in advance of a hearing to make sure that there 

are no conflicts of interest between Student Conduct Review Board members and the 

student.  Academic majors, residential living arrangements, and affiliations such as 

athletic teams and Greek membership are all considered.  Once Student Conduct 

Review Board members have been identified, the names of the Board members hearing 

the case are shared with the respondent, to confirm that no conflicts exist that might 

impede the process.  Students coming before the Board have the right to request that a 

Board member not serve due to a conflict of interest.  However, if there is a 

preponderance of evidence to support that requesting replacement of one or more 

Board members is an attempt to delay or interfere with the process, additional charges 

may be filed against the student (Tiger Lore, 2011-12, Section 45.13.4.5.).  On occasion 

when the Director has been deeply involved in the investigation of the case or the 

respondent expresses concern about the potential for bias, the Assistant Dean of 

Students may advise the Review Board or Appeals Committee.   
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Part 6.  Legal Responsibilities 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) staff members must be knowledgeable about and responsive to laws 
and regulations that relate to their respective responsibilities and that may pose legal obligations, 
limitations, or ramifications for the institution as a whole. As appropriate, staff members must inform 
users of programs and services, as well as officials, of legal obligations and limitations including 
constitutional, statutory, regulatory, and case law; mandatory laws and orders emanating from federal, 
state/provincial, and local governments; and the institution’s  policies. 
 
SCP must have written policies on all relevant operations, transactions, or tasks that may have legal 
implications. 
 
SCP staff members must neither participate in nor condone any form of harassment or activity that 
demeans persons or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive campus environment. 
 
SCP staff members must use reasonable and informed practices to limit the liability exposure of the 
institution and its officers, employees, and agents. SCP staff members must be informed about 
institutional policies regarding risk management, personal liability, and related insurance coverage 
options and must be referred to external sources if coverage is not provided by the institution. 
 
The institution must provide access to legal advice for SCP staff members as needed to carry out 
assigned responsibilities. 
 
The institution must inform SCP staff and students in a timely and systematic fashion about extraordinary 
or changing legal obligations and potential liabilities. 
 
Appropriate policies and practices to ensure compliance with regulations should include notification to all 
constituencies of their rights and responsibilities under the student conduct system, a written description, accurate 
record keeping of all aspects of the student conduct proceedings, and regular reviews of the student conduct policies 
and practices. 
Criterion Measures  

6.1 SCP staff members: 

6.1.1 are knowledgeable about and responsive to laws and regulations relevant to their respective 
responsibilities. 

6.1.2 inform users and officials of legal obligations and limitations associated with implementing the 
program. 

6.2 SCP has written policies on all relevant operations, transactions, or tasks that have legal 
implications. 

6.3 SCP staff members:  

6.3.1 do not participate in nor condone any form of harassment or activity that demeans persons or 
creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive campus environment 

6.3.2 use reasonable and informed practices to limit the liability exposure of the institution and its 
personnel 

6.3.3 
are informed about institutional policies regarding risk management, personal liability, and 
related insurance coverage options and are referred to external sources if coverage is not 
provided by the institution. 

6.4 Legal advice is available to SCP staff members as needed to carry out assigned responsibilities. 

6.5 SCP staff members and students are informed in a systematic fashion about extraordinary or 
changing legal obligations and potential liabilities. 

 
Part 6. Legal Responsibilities Overview Questions 
 
A.  What are the crucial legal issues faced by the program? 
 
B.  How are staff members instructed, advised, or assisted with legal concerns? 
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The Process 
The following sections describe the student conduct process as it pertains to the 

Stockton campus.  While efforts are underway to begin review of policies for the three 

campuses, the process for reviewing the student conduct review process has not been 

examined through a three campus lens.  As Pacific moves forward with a vision of 

graduates and undergraduates studying together on campuses in all three cities, it will 

be essential to establish uniformity between the campuses. Inconsistencies in policies 

and procedures, failure to provide due process, and/or violations of Federal laws (e.g., 

Clery, Title IX, etc.) present potential and possibly significant risk to the university.  It is 

paramount that Pacific moves to create unified policies, procedures, and record-keeping 

for the protection of students and the institution and that it identifies one individual with 

ultimate oversight for ensuring that each campus is consistent and compliant. 

While the student conduct review process is not a legal process, the Student 

Conduct and Community Standards Office day-to-day operations are governed by legal 

obligations and limitations emanating from the federal, state, and institutional levels. 

These include Constitutional rights, state and federal laws, statutory requirements, case 

law, and institutional requirements. New legislation and published legal opinions require 

that the Director participate in professional development opportunities order to remain 

knowledgeable and current.   

The SCCS Office has changed much of the legal language used in its policies 

and procedures to reflect a more appropriate educational focus.  Examples include: 

Criminal Language Educational Language 

Crime Violation 

Laws Rules / Regulations 

Evidence Information 

Trial Hearing 

Judge Student Conduct Review 

Guilty Responsible 

Defendant Respondent 

Plaintiff Complainant 
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As a private institution, University of the Pacific has greater procedural freedoms 
than public institutions, which are an extension of the government and must follow 
"specific constitutionally required standards in setting rules and disciplining students" 
(FIRE, n.d., p. 35).  Pacific's student conduct process and the University's rules and 
regulations are aligned with constitutional freedoms, federal, state, and local laws, as 
well as statutory regulations.  Specific examples include due process, alcohol and other 
drug policies, sexual harassment and assault policies, and privacy requirements. 

The 14th Amendment extends protection of due process to all state 
governments, agencies, and courts, including the student conduct process at all public 
universities.  With regards to the student conduct process, these rights generally 
include: 

• Right to be notified of the time, place and nature of the violation 
• Right to a timely, fair, and equitable process 
• Right to be present at the hearing  
• Right to have an impartial person or panel review the matter  
• Right to speak in one's own defense  

 
Pacific ensures a "fair and equitable" process by providing students with the following 
procedural protections: 

• A written notice of charges, a copy of the Student Conduct Code, and a 
scheduled hearing with a Hearing Officer, Board, or Committee.  

• A hearing during which the Hearing Officer or Board reiterates the nature of the 
alleged violation, including the time, date, and place where it is alleged to have 
occurred. Respondents and complainants have the opportunity to hear and reply 
to the evidence submitted. 

• The Hearing Officer or Board will also explain the student conduct process and 
that the hearing record may become part of the student’s educational record. 

• Reasonable access to the case file prior to and during the hearing, including an 
oral summary of the evidence supporting the charge(s). Respondent(s) and 
complainant(s) must make this request in writing.  

• The respondent and complainant may utilize the assistance of a Student Conduct 
Support Person throughout the student conduct process.  

• Respondents and complainants may request the attendance of witnesses. 
• A written statement of the hearing decision will be sent to the respondents and 

complainants in a timely manner. 
 
Respondents are also provided the following rights: 

• To be considered not responsible for a violation unless responsibility by the 
student is shown by a preponderance of the evidence. 

• To be given fair process as provided in this policy. 
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• To be allowed a reasonable time to prepare for a student conduct hearing, 
defined as at least two business days. 

• To have the right to appeal an adverse decision in accordance with procedures in 
this document. 

• To be assured of privacy, in accordance with the terms of the Federal Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 

• To be given, upon request, access to the official file of a record of their student 
conduct proceedings. (Tiger Lore, Section, 45.14.1.4.) 
 
The flowchart, located in Appendix B, outlines the general student conduct 

process. The student receives a notification letter via their official Pacific email detailing 

the alleged violation, including the date, location, and a description of the situation, as 

well as instructions for arranging a review hearing.  Students are given a response 

deadline (minimum of two business days and typically one week).  If a student fails to 

respond by the stated deadline, a follow-up email is sent to both the student's Pacific 

email address and any additional student emails listed in Banner (official student 

record).  SCCS will occasionally seek out an unresponsive student by locating her/him 

in the residence hall or before or after a class. 

In many cases, students have a choice for their hearing venue, with either a 

Hearing Officer or a Student Conduct Review Board. A student not contesting an 

alleged violation(s) is encouraged to consider a review with the Director of SCCS or 

another designated Hearing Officer; however, the student can request review with a 

Student Conduct Review Board.  The following violations require adjudication by a 

Student Conduct Review Board; however, the Director of SCCS, at his/her discretion, 

may recommend a specific process based upon the unique circumstances of the case. 

• Student organization event violations 
• Fire safety violations 
• Any form of assault or harassment 
• Alcohol or drug overdose resulting in transport to the hospital or jail 
• Repeated violations of any policy 

 

Scheduling of a hearing begins by obtaining the student's academic schedule; 

from this information, a hearing time is established. Scheduling of a student choosing to 

have his or her matter reviewed by a Hearing Officer is usually scheduled within a week. 
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For matters going before a Student Conduct Review Board, a request for availability is 

made to Board members at the times the student and the Director of SCCS are 

available. Based upon Board responses, members are selected to serve. In order to 

establish a representative Board, consideration is given to gender, ethnicity, year-in-

school, major, residential community, and other affiliations (e.g., Greeks and athletes).  

At a hearing (Administrative or Board), the details of the alleged violation(s) and 

the relevant policy violations are read aloud and the student is then given the 

opportunity to share his or her account of the situation. Once a student has an 

opportunity to respond to the allegations, the Hearing Officer or Board, in order to 

understand the details of the incident, may question the student. At the conclusion of 

the questions and response period, the student is excused and the Board begins its 

deliberations.  The Hearing Officer may or may not immediately inform the student of 

the outcome decision at the time of the hearing, depending on the need for further 

investigation or corroboration of information shared during the hearing. 

The first task of the Board is to determine whether there is a preponderance of 

the evidence to support the alleged violation(s).  A preponderance of the evidence is a 

burden of proof standard equal to 'more likely than not'. Given a percentage value, it 

would be comparable to 51%. A Board is always encouraged to seek the highest level 

of certainty with their decision; however, a preponderance of the evidence is sufficient to 

meet the required burden of proof for all matters. Even in cases of sexual misconduct, 

the U.S. Department of Education has stated that a preponderance of the evidence is 

the appropriate standard for making a determination of responsibility (see US 

Department of Education Dear Colleague Letter, April 2011). 

After a Board (or Hearing Officer) has determined responsibility for one or more 

of the alleged violations, sanctions are considered. This process is separate and distinct 

from the determination of responsibility phase of the review process, in order to ensure 

that Board members are not swayed in their decision-making by a potential sanction 

normally associated with that particular type of violation. Sanctioning decisions are 

guided by a rubric (Appendix D); however, the context, student history, and respondent 

behavior post-incident are all factors in determining the outcome decision.  
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Appeals 
An Appeals Committee, made up of three students, one staff, and one faculty is 

constituted to review student conduct appeals, emanating from any one of the venues.  

Students have one level of appeal based on four specific arguments: 

• The sanction is grossly disproportionate to the offense. 
• The procedures in this Code were not followed, resulting in prejudice to the 

student. 
• New relevant evidence is available that could not have been produced at the time 

of the hearing, despite the exercise of reasonable diligence, that could affect the 
outcome. 

• The decision is not supported by a preponderance of the evidence (Tiger Lore, 
Section 45.16). 
Students are guided by the SCCS Director in the crafting of the appeal and the 

importance of this written argument is strongly emphasized.  The Appeals Committee 

does not re-hear the case, but carefully considers the arguments presented by the 

student in support of one or more of the four above cited reasons.  In this process, the 

Director may be recused from the appeal process, to avoid any question of bias in the 

process. This recusal requires that another Student Conduct Hearing Officer be 

available to advise the Committee, but due to the lack of SCCS staffing, this can result 

in a process delay.  A final decision by the Appeals Committee is communicated in 

person (or by alternative method, if requested by the student), usually within 24-hours.  

This notification is then provided in a formal letter to the student. 
Record Keeping and Confidentiality 

The storage of confidential and sensitive data including student conduct record 

and related information, financial records, and referral information are securely kept and 

not accessible to the public. Documents, unless otherwise noted are destroyed after 

seven years, in accordance with University policy. All documents containing personal 

identification or contact information is shredded when discarded. 

At the time of training, all Student Conduct Review Board members are required 

to sign a Statement of Confidentiality (See Appendix H). The Director of SCCS annually 

reviews and revises this document as needed. 
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Harassment/Bias Prevention 
All staff serving as Hearing Officers are required to biennially participate in the 

University's sexual harassment training.  All Hearing Officers also participate in campus-

wide sponsored trainings with topics including sexual harassment/assault, bias, and 

cultural awareness.  The Student Conduct Review Board training includes specific 

information related to bias and cultural sensitivity and a strong majority of the student 

members have participated in sexual harassment, bias, and cultural awareness 

trainings as a result of their campus leadership positions. 

The SCCS Office has played a role in the development of the Bias Response 

team and the campus policies articulated in the Tiger Lore Student Handbook.  Bias 

incidents reported to the university may not result in a violation of student conduct 

policies; however, this does not preclude SCCS' involvement in both educating against 

bias behaviors and responding when incidents occur. 

The Office of SCCS works closely with other campus and nationally recognized 

experts to minimize the liability exposure of the university and its constituents.  Tiger 

Lore Student Handbook has been fully reviewed by Brett Sokolow, Esq., Managing 

Partner of the National Center for Higher Education Risk Management (NCHERM) and 

by Pacific’s own legal counsel. The Tiger Lore committee, ASuop, and the university's 

legal counsel review new, substantive changes to student conduct policy.  The SCCS 

Director also monitors policy recommendations and legal decisions disseminated to the 

field from sources including, but not limited to, the U.S. Department of Education, the 

Association of Student Conduct Administrators (ASCA), and the National Association of 

Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA).  SCCS also consults regularly with Risk 

Management, Human Resources, and Services to Students with Disabilities.  

Access 
The relocation of the Office of SCCS to Hand Hall from Raymond Lodge has 

afforded the Director of SCCS unfettered access to both the Dean of Students and the 

Vice President for Student Life (VPSL) for consultation and information sharing.  In 

addition, the Director may request through the VPSL advisement from the university's 

legal counsel.  
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The Office of SCCS annually presents Tiger Lore Student Handbook to the 

campus community both in written and electronic form. In the event of a substantive 

change to policy occurring outside the annualized process, notification is sent via email 

to every student, staff and faculty member via their official university email address.  

Notice of change is also posted on the SCCS website. 

Reference 
FIRE, ND, http://thefire.org/public/pdfs/due-process-3.pdf?direct 

Recommendations 

[6.1] The three University of the Pacific campuses should be governed by consistent 

conduct policies and procedures.  A joint committee should be established to 

review all policies, ensure appropriate levels of consistency, and confirm 

compliance with all state and federal regulations, and communication of records 

between campuses. 
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Part 7.  Equity and Access 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must be provided on a fair, equitable, and non-discriminatory basis in 
accordance with institutional policies and with all applicable state/provincial and federal statutes and 
regulations. SCP must maintain an educational and work environment free from discrimination in 
accordance with law and institutional policy.  
 
Discrimination must be avoided on the basis of age; cultural heritage; disability; ethnicity; gender identity 
and expression; nationality; political affiliation; race; religious affiliation; sex; sexual orientation; economic, 
marital, social, or veteran status; and any other bases included in local, state/provincial, or federal laws. 
 
Consistent with the mission and goals, SCP must take action to remedy significant imbalances in student 
participation and staffing patterns. 
 
SCP must ensure physical and program access for persons with disabilities. SCP must be responsive to the 
needs of all students and other populations served when establishing hours of operation and developing 
methods of delivering programs and services. 
 
SCP must recognize the needs of distance learning students by providing appropriate and accessible 
services and assisting them in identifying and gaining access to other appropriate services in their 
geographic region. 
 
A.  How does the program ensure non-discriminatory, fair, and equitable treatment to all constituents? 
 
 
B.  What polices and/or practices are in place to address imbalances in participation among selected 
categories of students and imbalances in staffing patterns among selected categories of program staff 
members? 
 
Non-Discrimination 
The Office of Judicial Affairs honors and upholds University of the Pacific's policy on 

non-discrimination, which states:  
The University does not discriminate on the basis of race, gender, sexual orientation, 

national origin, ancestry, color, religion, religious creed, age (except for minors or for 
bona fide occupational qualification), marital status, cancer-related or genetic medical 
condition, disability, citizenship status, military service status, and any other status 
protected by law. 

In compliance with all applicable laws, all educational services will be provided and 
all employment decisions (including recruitment, training, compensation, benefits, 
employee relations, promotions, and termination) without regard to the individual's status 
protected by law.  

The University will reasonably accommodate qualified individuals with disabilities 
whenever the individual is otherwise qualified to safely perform all essential functions of 
the position.  

University of the Pacific is an equal opportunity employer and is firmly committed to 
non-discrimination. The University is also committed to taking appropriate steps to 
broaden the diversity of its workforce. Efforts will be made to consider employment 
opportunities for qualified persons from under-represented groups, veterans, and 
individuals with disabilities.  

Students should report incident of sexual, racial, or other discrimination or 
discriminatory harassment to the SCCS Office. Additional information is available at 
http://www.pacific.edu/x34625.xml. Faculty and staff should contact Human Resources 
for additional information and reporting procedures. (Tiger Lore, 2011). 

http://www.pacific.edu/x34625.xml�
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It is the duty of the SCCS Office to receive and investigate, in collaboration with 

other appropriate campus units, all student-related reports of discriminatory harassment 

and bias.  The Director of SCCS is a certified Title IX Investigator and serves as a 

Deputy Title IX Coordinator on the Stockton campus.  

Staffing 
The SCCS Office staff size limits its diversity.  In addition, the staffing of the two 

graduate assistant positions is based upon referrals from Housing and Greek Life Office 

(HGLO), which limits the ability of SCCS to enhance the diversity of staff and provide for 

representation that is more reflective of the student population.  Currently, the staffing of 

both professional and graduate staff is 100% female.  The SCCS professional staff 

consists of one full-time Caucasian female and one part-time Hispanic female.  To 

address the need for male representation, the Director of SCCS regularly calls upon 

other Student Conduct Hearing Officers, including the two male Area Coordinators from 

the HGLO, to serve in a variety of roles including, Student Conduct Support Person and 

Review Board Advisor. 

Student Conduct Review Board members reflect the diverse student population 

(see Appendix N); however, there is disproportionate representation from the various 

schools and colleges, with little student involvement from Engineering and the 

Conservatory. 

Access 
The SCCS Office relocated from Raymond Lodge to Hand Hall in the spring of 

2011 providing for increased physical access to students with disabilities.  In Raymond 

Lodge, the Director's Office and the hearing room were both located on the second floor 

of the building, which did not have an elevator.  The current location in Hand Hall is fully 

accessible and located on the first floor.  The office is open from 8:30 - 5:00 pm, 

Monday - Friday, including during the lunch hour.  In addition, SCCS schedules 

hearings outside of normal business hours in order to accommodate students' academic 

and work schedules.  Scheduling of educational classes and training sessions also 

occurs outside of traditional business hours in order to be responsive to student 

schedules. 
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The SCCS Office works closely with Services to Students with Disabilities in the 

development and dissemination of policies on non-discrimination.  When appropriate, 

SCCS consults with SSD to understand how a student's disability (when disclosed by 

the student) may be contributing to behaviors leading to a policy violation.  While the 

information provided does not excuse the behavior, it often helps explain it and guides 

the student conduct outcome response.  

Distance Learning 
The SCCS Office requires all new students to participate in online education 

programs for alcohol and sexual assault.  Both of these programs are accessible to 

students 24-hours a day and from any location with access to the internet.  Students not 

having access to the internet complete their requirements upon arrival to Pacific, where 

there is readily available access to computers.  Students may also be required to 

complete an alcohol or marijuana education program online.  These online education 

programs allow students to safely disclose personal information and receive accurate 

feedback based upon the information they provide.  It also allows the students the 

flexibility to choose when to complete their sessions online, including starting and 

stopping at any time. 

Recommendation 

[7.1]  Extend efforts to recruit students from under-represented schools and colleges 

for Student Conduct Review Board Participation. 
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Part 8.  Diversity 
 
Within the context of each institution's unique mission, diversity enriches the community and enhances the 
collegiate experience for all; therefore, Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must create and nurture 
environments that are welcoming to and bring together persons of diverse backgrounds.  
 
SCP must promote environments that are characterized by open and continuous communication that 
deepens understanding of one's own identity, culture, and heritage, as well as that of others. SCP must 
recognize, honor, educate, and promote respect about commonalties and differences among people 
within their historical and cultural contexts. 
 
SCP must address the characteristics and needs of a diverse population when establishing and 
implementing policies and procedures. 
 
8.1 SCP:  

8.1.1 nurtures environments that are welcoming to and bring together persons of diverse 
backgrounds   

8.1.2 promotes an environment characterized by open communication that deepens understanding 
of identity, culture, and heritage   

8.1.3 promotes respect for commonalities and differences in historical and cultural contexts   

8.1.4 addresses characteristics and needs of diverse populations when establishing and 
implementing policies and procedures.   

 
A.  In what ways does the program nurture diversity? 
 
 
B.  How does the program serve the needs of diverse populations? 
 
 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards Office provides students a 

welcoming and safe environment in which all matters are handled with clear 

communication and fairness, which honors their identity, culture, and heritage; however, 

due to the size of the department, SCCS cannot reflect the diversity of the campus in its 

staffing.   

It is said that justice is blind and the student conduct process at Pacific reflects 

this unprejudiced view by not giving favor or unfair accommodation to students based 

upon their unique identity.  On the other hand, when determining sanctioning, SCCS 

must administer a response that is culturally sensitive and fundamentally fair.  This 

critical balance of consistency and sensitivity to diversity within context provide the 

greatest opportunity for learning and the prevention of future violations.   

When scheduling Student Conduct Review Boards, SCCS gives careful attention 

to the composition of the Board.  Assembly of the Board takes into consideration to the 

age, class year, gender, and racial/ethnic identity of the students and every effort is 
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made to compose a Board with membership that is sensitive to, and reflective of, the 

student's known identities, as well as the diversity of the campus student population. 

The Office of SCCS is responsible for compiling, disseminating, and enforcing 

campus polices related to diversity and inclusion.  The Tiger Lore Student Handbook 

includes the University's Statement of Diversity and Inclusion: 

The University of the Pacific community – including students, faculty, staff, 

administrators, and alumni – believes that diversity and inclusion are essential to 

the fulfillment of our institutional mission.  We value inclusiveness in learning, 

curricular and co-curricular programming, campus climate, recruitment, 

admissions, hiring, and retention. We remain deeply committed to promoting and 

maintaining a civil community that facilitates opportunities for shared 

understanding and expression of individual and collective truths.  Moreover, we 

resolve to maintain a community that is respectful of all persons despite 

differences in age, ancestry, citizenship, disability, ethnicity, gender identity or 

expression, geographic origin, language, marital status, military service status, 

nationality, philosophical beliefs, political persuasion, race, religion, sexual 

orientation, or socioeconomic status.  We are committed to all members of the 

Pacific community becoming competent and ethical citizen leaders able to 

interact effectively and ethically in an increasingly multicultural society and global 

economy. This transformative process is accomplished through our distinctive 

integration of liberal arts and professional education promoting innovation, open 

discourse and dialogue, leadership development, experiential learning, and self-

reflection. 
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Part 9.  Organization and Management 
 
To promote student learning and development outcomes, Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must be 
structured purposefully and managed effectively to achieve stated goals. Evidence of appropriate 
structure must include current and accessible policies and procedures, written performance expectations 
for all employees, functional workflow graphics or organizational charts, and clearly stated program and 
service delivery expectations.  
 
SCP must monitor websites used for distributing information to ensure that the sites are current, accurate, 
appropriately referenced, and accessible. 
 
Evidence of effective management must include use of comprehensive and accurate information for 
decisions, clear sources and channels of authority, effective communication practices, procedures for 
decision-making and conflict resolution, responses to changing conditions, systems of accountability and 
evaluation, and processes for recognition and reward. SCP must align policies and procedures with those 
of the institution and provide channels within the organization for their regular review. 
 
 
Criterion Measures  

9.1 SCP is structured purposely. 

9.2 SCP is managed effectively. 

9.3 Written policies, procedures, performance expectations, workflow graphics, and clearly stated 
delivery expectations are in place. 

9.4 Websites are monitored to ensure currency, accuracy, appropriate references, and accessibility. 

9.5 SCP uses: 

9.5.1 comprehensive and accurate information for decisions and responds to changing conditions 

9.5.2 clear sources and channels of authority 

9.5.3 procedures for decision-making and conflict resolution 

9.5.4 systems of accountability and evaluation 

9.5.5 processes for recognition and award. 

9.6 SCP aligns policies and procedures with those of the institution and provides channels for regular 
review. 

 
Part 9. Organization and Management Overview Questions 
 
A.  What are the institutional organization structures that define, enable, or restrain the program? 
 
B.  What protocols or processes are in place to ensure effective management of the program? 
 
 

The Office of Judicial Affairs is part of a unit that includes Student Academic 

Support Services, Assessment, and Referral Services reporting to the Assistant Dean of 

Students.  While there are several layers between the Director of Judicial Affairs and the 

Vice President for Student Life, there exists immediate access to both the Dean of 

Students and the Vice President for consultation and advisement when necessary (See 

Student Life Organization Chart below). 
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Locating the Student Conduct and Community Standards Office in a department 

including student success programs (Academic Support Services, Student Advising, 

and Referral Center) allows for the direct alignment of services to students.  The 

expertise of the professional staff in this department creates an effective team, both 

functionally and strategically, and provides opportunities for collaborative assessment 

and intervention of students.   

The Office of Judicial Affairs has a relatively flat organizational structure, as 

depicted in Chart 9.2 below.  While the Director does not have oversight for the Student 

Conduct Hearing Officers, including the Area Coordinators from Housing and Greek Life 

and the Associate Athletic Director, conduct decisions are collaborative and in 

consultation with the Director. 
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CHART 9.2 

 

Policies and Procedures 

Clearly articulated policies and procedures govern the Office of Judicial Affairs 

day-to-day operations.  The Director provides training to all graduate students during 

the Residence Directors’ orientation and training program.  The training includes review 

of all student conduct policies, alcohol and drug education and prevention, and Hearing 

Board training.  Once the Housing and Greek Life Office makes collateral position 

assignments, Graduate assistant training on procedures and practices of the office 

begins.  Training incorporates all aspects of the case management process, including 

evaluation of reports made to the office, identification of potential policy violations, 

drafting correspondence, and logging all information into the student conduct database.  

Graduate assistants also learn to adjudicate cases as a Student Conduct Hearing 

Officer.  This process begins with observation, followed by supervised hearing 

facilitation, and then independent hearings for low-risk violations such as computer file 

sharing and student identification compliance.  Second-year graduate assistants may 

serve as a hearing officer for more serious policy violations, including academic 

dishonesty and first-time alcohol or drug violations. 

The Student Conduct Review process is outlined in detail in Tiger Lore Student 

Handbook and is available in print and on the University website.  In the fall of 2011, the 

entire University website was migrated to a new design and, in anticipation of this move, 

only limited revisions were made to the site, including updates ensuring the availability 

of accurate and up-to date information.  Changes to student conduct policy, including 

state and federal laws, are the responsibility of SCCS, and the website is immediately 

Director Judicial 
Affairs 

Adminstrative 
Assistant 

Graduate 
Assistants (2) 

Student Conduct 
Review Board 

Members 

Student Conduct 
Administrators 
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updated.  Revisions to and reorganization of the SCCS website is a top priority for the 

summer of 2012.   

The Director is responsible for managing the workflow for the student conduct 

review process, which is detailed in Appendix B.   

Each spring, Student Conduct and Community Standards initiates the annual 

review of student conduct policies and procedures.  The Tiger Lore Review Committee 

consists of representatives from the following areas: 

• Housing & Greek Life (2) 
• Student Leadership and 

Involvement/Student Activities 
• Public Safety 
• Human Resources 
• Student Victim Advocate 

• Student Representatives from 
ASuop 

• Student Representatives from Inter-
Fraternity, National Panhellenic and 
the Multicultural Greek Councils 

• Dean of Students (or designee) 

Recommended revisions are presented to ASuop for input.  Finally, the 

recommendations are presented to the Vice President for Student Life for review and 

approval.  All policy changes are incorporated into a printed version of the Tiger Lore 

Student Handbook.   

To date, there has not been a consistent funding stream available for printing of 

the handbook.  A staff member from the Student Leadership and Involvement Office is 

currently responsible for production of the handbook, working with a company that hires 

students to solicit ads from local businesses to underwrite the cost of printing.  This has 

presented unique challenges, including the need to carefully screen the content of ads 

to ensure the appropriateness for a largely underage audience and in compliance with 

all University policies – before committing to publication and the availability of that 

revenue stream.   

Staff Evaluations 
Graduate student staff members receive regular feedback during formal and 

informal meetings.  At the end of the academic year or at the conclusion of her/his 

position, each graduate assistant receives a summative evaluation of his/her 

performance.  The SCCS Administrative Assistant is provided with regular feedback, as 

well as an annual performance evaluation in accordance with policies outlined by 

Human Resources. 
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Part 10.  Campus and External Relations 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must reach out to relevant individuals, campus offices, and external 
agencies to: 
• establish, maintain, and promote effective relations  
• disseminate information about their own and other related programs and services 
• coordinate and collaborate, where appropriate, in offering programs and services to meet the needs 

of students and promote their achievement of student learning and development outcomes 
 

SCP must have procedures and guidelines consistent with institutional policy for responding to threats, 
emergencies, and crisis situations. Systems and procedures must be in place to disseminate timely and 
accurate information to students and other members of the campus community during emergency 
situations.  
 
SCP must have procedures and guidelines consistent with institutional policy for communicating with the 
media. 
 
Representatives of the student conduct system should meet regularly with pertinent campus constituencies (e.g., 
student government, student development offices, staff, faculty members, academic administrators, public safety, 
legal counsel) to exchange information concerning their respective operations and to identify ways to work together to 
prevent behavioral problems and to correct existing ones.  Such collaborative efforts might include educational 
programs and joint publications. 
 
Representatives should also meet periodically with relevant external agencies (e.g., local police, district attorneys, 
service providers)  to ensure understanding about the student conduct programs as well as to address student 
behavior problems in an effective manner. 
 

 
Criterion Measures  

10.1 SCP reaches out to relevant individuals, campus offices, and external agencies to: 

10.1.1 establish, maintain, and promote effective relations 

10.1.2 disseminate information about its own and other related programs and services 

10.1.3 coordinate and collaborate, where appropriate, in offering programs and services to meet the 
needs of students and promote achievement of student learning and development outcomes. 

10.2 SCP has: 

10.2.1 procedures and guidelines consistent with institutional policy for responding to threats, 
emergencies, and crisis situations 

10.2.2 systems and procedures for disseminating timely and accurate information to students and 
other members of the campus community during emergency situations 

10.2.3 procedures and guidelines consistent with institutional policy for communicating with the 
media. 

 
Part 10. Campus and External Relations Overview Questions 
 
A.  With which relevant individuals, campus offices, and external agencies must the program maintain effective 
relations? 
 
B.  What evidence confirms effective relationships with program constituents? 
 
 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards Office has significantly 

expanded its relationships with campus partners in a variety of ways including through 

presentations, collaborations, and committee service.  The increased number of student 
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conduct cases referred to the department for review might be attributed to these 

enhanced relationships.  Please refer to Program Review Part 3 for a list of 

collaborative initiatives and partnerships.  

During the summer of 2011, SCCS began development of informational 

brochures that included the following topics, alcohol, marijuana, the student conduct 

process, parent information, and a guide for faculty.  The brochures received limited 

distribution in the fall of 2011 and will be reviewed and revised in the summer of 2012 

for wider circulation, including all content being added to the SCCS updated website.   

Threats, Emergencies, and Students of Concern 
University of the Pacific has an emergency response team that is called together 

to evaluate and respond to threats, emergencies, and crises that may affect the larger 

university community.  The Director of SCCS is not a formal part of this team, although 

may be called to service when appropriate.  When an individual student's behavior 

raises concerns of a threat of harm to self or others, a team of professional staff 

members with representation from a variety of areas is called together under the 

auspices of the Students of Concern Team to discuss intervention and response 

strategies.  This team is chaired by the Vice-President for Student Life and 

representation at Student of Concern meetings typically includes individuals from the 

following areas: Counseling Services, Pacific Health Services, Public Safety, Dean of 

Students area, Student Life Vice President's Office, Housing & Greek Life, faculty 

members, SCCS and other individuals with knowledge of and relationship to the student 

of concern. 

Media Relations 
The SCCS Office works in close consultation with the Associate Vice President 

for Communications and his staff to respond to media inquiries.  The Director of SCCS 

has served as a spokesperson for University on issues related to collegiate alcohol and 

drug issues for print, radio, and television news stories and has attended a number of 

media trainings.  If contacted by the media, all SCCS staff (including the Director) is 

instructed to immediately contact the Communications Office and not provide any 

information or interviews, until receiving approval from the Associate Vice President or 

his designee.  This process was used repeatedly during the Jane Doe hearings and 
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subsequent Federal lawsuit, including aggressive coverage by the local media and a 

nationally televised segment of 60-Minutes. 

External Relations 
Community relations are an important priority for the SCCS Office; however, 

limited staffing has precluded the development of significant partnerships beyond the 

campus gates.  In the spring of 2012, Pacific received funding from the RADD California 

Coalition, whose mission is to develop and implement innovative mass-market 

campaigns that combine marketing techniques, entertainment content, and science-

based methods to promote solutions such as safe rides and designated drivers, and 

provide incentives for positive behavior on California's roads 

(http://www.radd.org/cwo/California_Coalition/About_the_RCC).  The Pacific RADD 

coalition is developing an advisory committee made up of local law enforcement 

members, community prevention experts, local bar and restaurant owners that will meet 

each semester. The initial RADD program will include peer educators from the SCCS 

Office soliciting commitments from local bars and restaurants to support RADD's 

designated driver program by offering special promotions such as free appetizers or 

non-alcoholic beverages to the designated driver.  In turn, these establishments will 

receive promotional support from RADD.  This outreach effort by Pacific students to 

local businesses is a first step in taking campus prevention efforts into the community 

and providing a safer environment for our students when they are socializing off-

campus.   

In collaboration with the Pacific Women's Resource Center, SCCS has 

committed to working in partnership with the following community organizations for the 

prevention of and response to sexual violence: Victim Witness Program, Office of 

District Attorney and The Women's Center of San Joaquin County.  Together, our hope 

is to strengthen programs and bring synergy to our individual efforts. Specifically, SCCS 

will draw upon the expertise of these agencies in the development of its training for 

student conduct review board members hearing sexual misconduct cases. 
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Part 11.  Financial Resources 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must have adequate funding to accomplish their mission and goals. In 
establishing funding priorities and making significant changes, a comprehensive analysis, which includes 
relevant expenditures, external and internal resources, and impact on the campus community, must be 
conducted.  
 
SCP must demonstrate fiscal responsibility and cost effectiveness consistent with institutional protocols.  

 
Criterion Measures  

11.1 SCP has adequate funding to accomplish its mission and goals. 

11.2 An analysis of expenditures, external and internal resources, and impact on the campus community 
is completed before:  

11.2.1 establishing funding priorities 

11.2.2 making significant changes. 

11.3 SCP demonstrates fiscal responsibility and cost-effectiveness consistent with institutional protocols. 
 
Part 11. Financial Resources Overview Questions 
 
A. What is the funding strategy for the program? 
 
 
B. What evidence exists to confirm fiscal responsibility and cost-effectiveness? 
 
 

The Office of SCCS budget is combined with Student Academic Support 

Services and there are no programmatic funds specifically allocated as an operational 

budget for SCCS. Historically, SCCS has had limited program activity and has not 

required funding for student staffing or other resources.  However, SCCS has now taken 

on responsibility for extensive prevention efforts related to alcohol, other drugs, and 

sexual misconduct.   

Today, SCCS manages two online education programs for new students (alcohol 

and sexual assault prevention). In addition, SCCS manages three alcohol and two 

marijuana education/intervention programs that generate revenue to offset their cost.  

These programs include: 

• eCHECKUP TO GO program (e-ChUG) is a personalized, evidence-based, 
online prevention intervention for Alcohol. The program is required of all new 
students and used in the Level I and Level II Alcohol Education Programs.  
Annual cost: $975 

• Marijuana eCHECKUP TO GO (e-TOKE) is a personalized, evidence-based, 
online prevention intervention for Marijuana.  This is currently used as part of the 
Level II Marijuana Education Program.  Annual cost: $975 

• "Under the Influence" alcohol online intervention education from 3rd Millennium 
Classrooms $625 
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• "Marijuana 101" marijuana online intervention education from 3rd Millennium 
Classrooms $625 

• Level II Alcohol, Marijuana or Poly-Substance Abuse with the Counseling Center 
Students are required to pay a fee for enrollment in one of the above courses.  

First level interventions are $75, second level interventions are $150, and the poly-

substance abuse sessions are $225.  Payment plans are available to all students and 

fee waivers are considered upon request.  SCCS does not have the ability to assess 

fees or bill students; therefore, an online store was developed using CASHnet.  The 

management of the system and monitoring of payments demands regular attention and 

oversight to ensure student compliance and budget management.  Though designed to 

cover direct expenses, the income associated with these fees is inconsistent and does 

not guarantee the ability to do so.  

Because the number of cases handled by SCCS has doubled in the past two 

years and the complexity of many of the cases has increased significantly, the need for 

increased staffing is a critical issue.  Currently, SCCS benefits from the generous 

support of Housing & Greek Life through the collateral assignment of two graduate 

assistants each working 10 hours per week; however, there is no formalized agreement 

for the continuation of this and HGL departmental needs may preclude the continuation 

of graduate support to SCCS.  One graduate assistant has managed the primary 

intervention program for first-time alcohol policy violators (Level I), including a class 

taught five Saturday mornings each semester.  SCCS has also been occasionally able 

to utilize the Area Coordinators from Housing & Greek Life to assist with major cases 

such as alleged violations of the sexual misconduct policy.  While there is well 

documented and substantive need for another full-time professional staff person in 

SCCS, there is currently no guaranteed funding for even the staffing of a summer intern 

or dedicated graduate assistant. 

Recommendations 

[11.1]  Establish a departmental budget separate from Student Academic Support 

Services, which includes stable programmatic funds to support staffing, 

prevention and intervention services, production of the Tiger Lore Student 

Handbook, and expenses associated with a dedicated data management system. 
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Part 12.  Technology 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must have adequate technology to support their mission. The 
technology and its use must comply with institutional policies and procedures and be evaluated for 
compliance with relevant federal, state/provincial, and local requirements. 
 
SCP must maintain policies and procedures that address the security and back up of data. 
 
When technology is used to facilitate student learning and development, SCP must select technology that 
reflects current best pedagogical practices.  
 
Technology, as well as any workstations or computer labs maintained by the SCP for student use, must be 
accessible and must meet established technology standards for delivery to persons with disabilities. 
 
When SCP provide student access to technology, they must provide: 

• access to policies that are clear, easy to understand, and available to all students 
• access to instruction or training on how to use the technology  
• access to information on the legal and ethical implications of misuse as it pertains to intellectual 

property, harassment, privacy, and social networks. 
 

Student violations of technology policies must follow established institutional student disciplinary 
procedures. 
 
Students who experience negative emotional or psychological consequences from the use of technology 
must be referred to support services provided by the institution. 
 

 
Criterion Measures  

12.1 SCP has adequate technology to support its mission and goals. 

12.2 Use of technology in the program complies with institutional policies and procedures and legal 
requirements. 

12.3 SCP addresses security and back up of data. 

12.4 SCP chooses technology that facilitates student learning and development and reflects current best 
pedagogical practices. 

12.5 Technology as well as workstations and computer labs are accessible to all students, including 
persons with disabilities. 

12.6 SCP provides access to: 

12.6.1 technology policies that are clear, easy to understand, and available to all students 

12.6.2 instruction or training on how to use the technology 

12.6.3 information on the legal and ethical implications of misuse as it pertains to intellectual property, 
harassment, privacy, and social networks. 

12.7 Student violations of technology are addressed in student disciplinary procedures. 

12.8 A referral support system is available for students who experience negative emotional or 
psychological consequences from the use of technology. 

 
Part 12. Technology Overview Questions 
 
A.  How is technology inventoried, maintained, and updated? 
 
 
 
B.  What evidence exists to confirm that technology is available for all who are served by the program? 
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Records Management 
Over the past four years, there has been an expanded effort to update the use of 

technology for the management of the student conduct process.  SCCS continues to 

store all conduct-related correspondence on a password-protected server that is 

continuously backed up on a remote server.  The files are well organized and 

searchable providing for easy retrieval. 

SCCS has partnered with Housing & Greek Life in the development of a 

comprehensive data management system, part of the larger Room Management 

System (RMS).  This system has provided critical information sharing among the 

student conduct officers and comprehensive reporting features not available previously.  

This system is also password-protected and backed-up on a remote server.  While a 

vast improvement, RMS is cumbersome to navigate and some Student Conduct 

Officers are reluctant to fully utilize the system, particularly the inputting of outcome 

decisions and sanctions.  This reticence creates the need to seek out documents and 

information, interfering with the purpose and effectiveness of the shared data 

management system. 

Educational Technology 
Judicial Affairs has implemented a number of online education programs for both 

prevention and intervention.  

• eCHECKUP TO GO program (e-ChUG) is a personalized, evidence-based, 

online prevention intervention for alcohol.  The program is required of all new 

students and used in the Level I and Level II Alcohol Education Programs.   

• Marijuana eCHECKUP TO GO (e-TOKE) is a personalized, evidence-based, 

online prevention intervention for marijuana.  This program is currently used 

as part of the Level II Marijuana Education Program.   

• "Under the Influence" online alcohol intervention education from 3rd 

Millennium Classrooms.  This program is primarily used with students unable 

to attend the group Level I sessions. 

• "Marijuana 101" marijuana online intervention education from 3rd Millennium 

Classrooms. This program is primarily used with first-time violators. 
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• "Unless There's Consent" sexual assault prevention program from Student 

Success.  This program is required of all new students, including graduate 

students. It does not have dedicated funding and was supported in the pilot 

year by the Vice President for Student Life 

All of the online education programs are evidence-based programs with 

demonstrated effectiveness with college students (National Institute of Alcohol Abuse 

and Alcoholism, 2002).  They are all readily accessible from the web and are available 

at any time day or night.  Students not having access to technology are offered a 

number of on-campus options for the completion of any of the programs.  Additionally, 

all programs are compliant with all ADA technology requirements. 

Technology Policy Enforcement 
On October 29, 2009, the Department of Education finalized its rules related to 

the Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA). A portion of these rules require Higher 

Education Institutions, such as Pacific, to take active steps in combating the distribution 

of unauthorized copyrighted material.  To address the requirements outlined in HEOA, 

The Office of Information Technology, in consultation with the Office of Judicial Affairs, 

developed a plan to deter, educate, and ultimately respond to situations that involve the 

unauthorized distribution of copyrighted material. The University’s plan is found at: 

http://web.pacific.edu/x35758.xml (See Appendix J) 

One component of this plan was the activation of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) copyright 

violation detection and education system at the start of the Fall 2010 semester on the 

Stockton campus. The system is designed to inform students when copyrighted media 

files are shared (either uploaded or downloaded) from the student network(s) through 

the Internet using P2P file sharing applications. The SCCS at Pacific has determined 

that a graduated approach will regulate the response to violations by students. The 

three response levels are: 

1. First Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Student is asked to 

comply with University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Internet 

activity is reset within 15 minutes. 

http://web.pacific.edu/x35758.xml�
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2. Second Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Student is asked to 

comply with University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Internet 

activity is immediately blocked for one hour. 

3. Third Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Students asked to 

comply with University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Internet 

activity is immediately blocked for 24 hours. A violation report is sent to SCCS 

for disciplinary action. 

 
Blocking of iInternet activity does not affect the student's ability to access internal 

network resources such as Pacific.edu, InsidePacific, and U-Drive storage.  Students 

are made aware of these policies at orientation programs and in Tiger Lore Student 

Handbook.  Students found in violation of the University's P2P file sharing policies are 

referred to SCCS for adjudication, education and required to remove any file-sharing 

software from their computer with the assistance of the OIT staff. 

Reference 
National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (2002). A call to action to prevent 

and reduce underage drinking (NIH Publication No. 02-5010).  Rockville, MD: 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.   
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Part 13. Facilities and Equipment 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must have adequate, accessible, suitably located facilities and 
equipment to support their mission and goals. If acquiring capital equipment as defined by the institution, 
SCP must take into account expenses related to regular maintenance and life cycle costs. Facilities and 
equipment must be evaluated regularly, including consideration of sustainability, and be in compliance 
with relevant federal, state/provincial, and local requirements to provide for access, health, safety, and 
security. 
 
SCP staff members must have work space that is well-equipped, adequate in size, and designed to 
support their work and responsibilities. For conversations requiring privacy, staff members must have 
access to a private space. 
 
SCP staff members who share work space must have the ability to secure their work adequately. 
 
The design of the facilities must guarantee the security of records and ensure the confidentiality of 
sensitive information. 
 
The location and layout of the facilities must be sensitive to the special needs of persons with disabilities 
as well as the needs of constituencies served. 
 
SCP must ensure that staff members are knowledgeable of and trained in safety and emergency 
procedures for securing and vacating the facilities. 
 
SCP must have access to facilities of sufficient size and arrangement to ensure privacy of records, meetings, 
and interviews. 
 
The facilities should include a private office where individual consultations and pre-hearing conferences with those 
involved in disciplinary actions may be held, hearing room facilities, a meeting room for small groups, a library or 
resource area, and a secure location for student disciplinary records. The facilities should also be designed to 
promote the personal safety of the individuals involved in the SCP (e.g., multiple methods of egress, panic buttons). 
Criterion Measures  

13.1 SCP has adequate facilities and equipment to support its mission and goals. 

13.2 SCP facilities and equipment: 

13.2.1 are evaluated regularly 

13.2.2 are in compliance with relevant legal and institutional requirements that ensure access, health, 
safety, and security of students and other users 

13.2.3 provide for security of records to ensure confidentiality of sensitive information 

13.3 SCP staff members: 

13.3.1 have the ability to adequately secure their work 

13.3.2 have work space that is well-equipped, adequate in size, and designed to support their work 
and responsibilities 

13.3.3 have access to private space for counseling 

13.3.4 are trained in safety and emergency procedures for securing and vacating the facilities. 

13.4 The location and layout is sensitive to the special needs of persons with disabilities. 

13.5 Expenses related to regular maintenance and life cycle costs are taken into account if capital 
equipment is acquired. 

Part 13. Facilities and Equipment Overview Questions 
 
A.  How are facilities and equipment inventoried and maintained? 
 
B.  What evidence exists to confirm that access, health, safety, and security of facilities and equipment are available 
for all who are served by the program? 
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Physical Space 
The Office of Judicial Affairs was relocated to Hand Hall from Raymond Lodge in 

the Spring of 2011.  This relocation had both positive and negative effects on the facility 

accessibility, privacy, and security of records. Most notably, the relocation of Judicial 

Affairs to Hand Hall provided important physical access to services.  In Raymond 

Lodge, the Director's Office and Hearing Room were both located on the second floor of 

the building and there is no elevator or stair lift to access theses spaces.  The Hand Hall 

space is fully accessible to persons with disabilities, including restrooms located on the 

first floor of the building.   

The physical relocation of SCCS to Hand Hall eliminated a clearly defined 

reception/information location.  In Raymond Lodge, there was a distinct 

reception/information location for SCCS, but in Hand Hall, this location is merely one 

office located in a long hallway of identical doors.  This change has challenged 

students, faculty, and even Federal Agents conducting background checks.  This 

arrangement has created privacy concerns as well, with individuals walking into the 

Director's Office and interrupting confidential meetings.   

Of further concern is the extremely small space allocated for graduate students 

working with SCCS.  Graduate Assistants (GA) working for SCCS share their 

workspace with the GA for Student Academic Support Services and all Graduate 

Assistants hold confidential meetings with students, requiring GAs often to go in search 

of alternative unoccupied private office to hold their meeting or work with confidential 

documents.  This extremely small space is insufficient to support the overall functioning 

of the SCCS and compromises the confidentiality required of this work. 

Physical Records Storage and Security 

While SCCS has established an online records management system, there still 

exists a need for paper files.  Active files are stored in the Administrative Assistant's 

Office, which is locked when not physically occupied.  Recent historical files, which 

require frequent access, are stored in an office shared with Peer Advisors.  The locking 

storage cabinets are secure, but this arrangement creates significant challenges 

because files are not readily available and are located away from the Administrative 

Assistant's and Director's offices. 
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Equipment 
The functions of SCCS require each person to have access to a computer with current 

software and sufficient computing speed and memory to employ multiple programs at 

one time.  There is currently no budget plan for the replacement or refresh of computers 

or acquisition of additional computers.  Replacement is done on an as needed basis 

drawing from the overall Student Academic Support and SCCS budget or end of year 

dollars that might be available and are designated for this purpose in Student Life.  

A fee for the purchase and replacement of a laptop and projector is integrated 

into the budget plan for the required education courses fees.  These two items are 

necessary for the facilitation of educational programs such as the Level I Alcohol 

Education class and many of the educational outreach programs conducted by Judicial 

Affairs.  This funding is unstable due to the fluctuation of enrollment and influence of the 

prevention programs.  The better the prevention efforts, the lower the enrollment in 

intervention programs, and the less revenue generated to pay for technology to support 

prevention efforts. 

Recommendations 

[13.1] Evaluation of space needs to ensure privacy and sufficient workspace for 

graduate and professional staff managing prevention and student conduct 

services.  There is a critical need for private spaces that ensure that student 

conduct proceedings are confidential and in compliance with federal and state 

privacy regulations related to student educational records.  

[13.2] Dedicate budget line to specifically address technology needs that support 

prevention and intervention education programs, including alcohol, marijuana, 

and sexual assault prevention and staff requirements for confidentiality and 

efficiency. 
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Part 14.  Assessment and Evaluation 
 
Student Conduct Programs (SCP) must establish systematic plans and processes to meet internal and 
external accountability expectations with regard to program as well as student learning and development 
outcomes. SCP must conduct regular assessment and evaluations. Assessments must include qualitative 
and quantitative methodologies as appropriate, to determine whether and to what degree the stated 
mission, goals, and student learning and development outcomes are being met. The process must employ 
sufficient and sound measures to ensure comprehensiveness. Data collected must include responses 
from students and other affected constituencies. 
 
SCP must evaluate regularly how well they complement and enhance the institution’s stated mission and 
educational effectiveness.  
 
Results of these evaluations must be used in revising and improving programs and services, identifying 
needs and interests in shaping directions of program and service design, and recognizing staff 
performance. 
 
Evaluation of SCP should include: 

• performance evaluations of all staff members by their supervisors 
• periodic performance evaluations of individual hearing boards 
• on-going evaluation of training programs and publications 
• periodic review of applicable state/provincial and federal laws and current case law to ensure compliance 
 

Assessment and evaluation activities may include: 
• whether student conduct boards accurately follow the institution's procedural guidelines 
• general impressions of the student conduct system according to students, faculty  members, staff members, 

and the community 
• developmental effects on students and student conduct board members 
• annual trends in case load, rates of recidivism, types of offenses, and efficacy of sanctions 
• effects of programming designed to prevent behavioral problems 
• unique aspects of special function or special population student conduct boards (e.g., student organization, 

residence hall boards) 
•  

Criterion Measures  

14.1 SCP has systematic plans and processes to meet internal and external accountability expectations 
regarding the program as well as student learning and development outcomes. 

14.2 SCP conducts regular assessment and evaluations. 

14.3 SCP employs both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to: 

14.3.1 determine achievement of mission and goals 

14.3.2 determine achievement of student learning and development outcomes 

14.3.3 ensure comprehensiveness. 

14.4 Data are collected from students and other relevant constituencies. 

14.5 SCP evaluates regularly how well it complements and enhances the institution’s stated mission and 
educational effectiveness. 

14.6 Results of program evaluations are used to:  

14.6.1 revise and improve the program  

14.6.2 identify needs and interests in shaping direction 

14.6.3 recognize professional staff performance. 
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Part 14. Assessment and Evaluation Overview Questions 
 
A.  What is the comprehensive assessment strategy for the program? 
 
B.  How are tangible, measurable outcomes determined to ensure program achievement of mission and goals? How 
are student learning and development outcomes determined to ensure their level of achievement? 
 
Performance Evaluations 

Professional staff evaluations of performance are conducted annually and in 

compliance with institutional requirements provided by Human Resources.  The Director 

of SCCS, in consultation with the Assistant Dean of Students, conducts a review of the 

Administrative Support Staff person.  The Assistant Dean of Students annually 

evaluates the Director of SCCS and establishes goals for the following year.   

The Director of SCCS provides formative and summative feedback to Graduate 

Assistants on their own performance.  Additionally, the Director of SCCS works with all 

Graduate Assistants fulfilling their Field Experience units to establish goals and provides 

each with written feedback at the conclusion of their work. 

Hearing Board members receive informal feedback at the conclusion of each 

hearing, but there is no formalized process for providing feedback.  SCCS does not 

have a tool or process for this type of evaluation, nor is there sufficient staffing to 

consider a more structured Hearing Board member evaluation process at this time.  

Development of a feedback system would offer student Board members important 

personal development and learning opportunities in support of Pacific’s mission “to 

provide a superior, student-centered learning experience.” 

Program and Publication Evaluation 
The Level I Alcohol Education Program has multiple evaluations currently taking 

place.  The first is a pre, post, and 30-day assessment of the student's knowledge of the 

key concepts of the course.  All students are demonstrating increased knowledge and 

retention of the materials presented in the post-test and 30-day follow-up.  The second 

evaluation component is an assessment of students' knowledge of drink sizes.  

Collaborating with a faculty member and graduate student from the Psychology 

Department, SCCS has evaluated students' knowledge and retention of common 

alcoholic beverages sizes.  This work has led to a poster presentation at a national 

alcohol and drug conference and the publication of a research brief in a national student 
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affairs publication (Appendix F).   More importantly, this work has improved the 

presentation of course materials to ensure student learning and information retention.   

The SCCS Office conducted its third Core Survey of alcohol and drug use in the 

spring of 2012.  This campus-wide assessment has provided Pacific with important 

information on students' use of alcohol and other drugs and helps to tailor prevention 

efforts targeting high-risk behaviors revealed by the survey.  Data from the Core Survey 

indicate that campus-wide prevention efforts, lead largely by SCCS, have made a 

difference and that rates of reported substance abuse are declining (Appendix M).  Due 

to the limited staffing of SCCS, the implementation of this survey relies on the interest of 

graduate students from either the Education or Psychology Departments and therefore 

is not conducted annually.   

In the fall of 2011, the SCCS Office partnered with faculty and staff in the 

development of a Pacific Seminar Session on sexual misconduct and consent.  Clear 

learning outcomes were established for this session and an evaluation was developed 

and implemented.  The assessment revealed the successful achievement of the 

intended learning outcomes for the session, as well as the identification of opportunities 

for improving future sessions. See Appendix K for the lesson plan and assessment 

results.   

SCCS conducts an annual review of the Tiger Lore Student Handbook (Tiger 

Lore), which serves as a compendium of student polices and conducts procedures.  The 

Director of SCCS has primary responsibility for the facilitation of the review process by a 

committee made up of key stakeholder from across the campus. Verification of relevant 

local, state and federal laws, as well as review of legal decisions affecting policies and 

procedures, occurs and information is incorporated into Tiger Lore. Other publications, 

including the website, are also reviewed annually for content accuracy. 

SCCS collects extensive data regarding student conduct and trends and 

emerging issues are identified from this detailed analysis.  See Appendix K for 

extensive 2011-12 results.  One of the most revealing parts of the most recent analysis 

was the dramatic increase in cases handled by SCCS (See Table 14.1). Overall, there 

has been a doubling of the number of cases handled by SCCS, yet there has been no 

increase in staffing or allocation of resources.  Of additional concern is the fact that 
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there were twice as many suspensions in 2010-11(Total of 13).  Cases involving even 

potential suspensions demand significantly more time on the part of the SCCS Director 

and results in the delay of adjudication of other cases. The importance of a timely 

response for all students in compromised when one case becomes the sole focus of the 

department. 

Table 14.1 
 

Percentage Increase of Cases 
The following chart shows percentage increase of cases in the specified 
categories over the past two years. The red numbers indicate the total 

percent increase for the past two years. 

       
 Category 

Academic Year Percentage 
Increase 

  
 From To   
           

 Alcohol  2008-09 2009-10 22%   
   2009-10 2010-11 103%   
         
   2008-09 2010-11 148%   
           
 Drugs 2008-09 2009-10 60%   
   2009-10 2010-11 106%   
         
   2008-09 2010-11 230%   
         
 Academic 2008-09 2009-10 34%   
   2009-10 2010-11 23%   
         
   2008-09 2010-11 75%   
         
 Totals 2008-09 2009-10 68%   
   2009-10 2010-11 26%   
         
   2008-09 2010-11 111%   
           
       

Assessment 

The Division of Student Life has a strong commitment to assessment and 

congruent with that priority, SCCS has developed student learning outcomes and 

assessment measures that align with University-wide learning outcomes and priorities.  

The 2011-12 SCCS learning outcomes and assessment finding or results are identified 

within Pacific Plan and are included in Appendix A.   
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Assessment has played a critical role in the identification of problem behaviors 

and the evaluation of prevention and intervention programs.  For example, the Core 

Survey, an alcohol and drug survey, has provided critical information on students’ 

substance use critical for the development of prevention efforts.  Repeated 

implementation of this survey reveals that prevention efforts implemented by SCCS may 

be influencing a trend downward in students’ substance use.   

Assessment of the Level I Alcohol Education Course through the use of pre, 

post, and 30-day assessments, has provided vital information for the improvement of 

teaching methods and program content.  By evaluating student responses, SCCS was 

able to make specific changes to improve students’ understanding of course content, 

retention of program information, and achievement of course student learning 

outcomes. 
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Student Satisfaction 
Based on student satisfaction survey results and any other evidence you have (e.g. focus groups 

with students), how satisfied are students with your program’s co-curriculum, staff, program administration, 
general learning environment, campus facilities and student services? Do their answers meet your 
expectations? How proud are they of your program and Pacific? 

From the above answers, what did you learn? What changes do you want to make to improve your 
program’s student satisfaction? 

 

During the 2011-12 academic year, Pacific engaged in a NASPA assessment 

consortium study examining student conduct and academic integrity.  The population for 

the study included a proportional stratified random selection of 1831 students garnering 

281 responses.  This assessment offers important insight into students’ satisfaction with 

the student conduct process. 

When benchmarked with information obtained from students at other 

participating institutions, Pacific students reported several more positive responses 

about their awareness of student conduct-related policies than students at the 

comparison universities. Pacific students reported a stronger agreement than their 

peers at other institutions about being aware of campus policies regarding possession 

and/or consumption of alcohol on campus.  This difference was statistically significant 

(p<.05).  (See Appendix O, question 10). Pacific students had stronger agreement than 

their peers at other universities that the policies related to student conduct are 

appropriate for students attending their institution. The difference was statistically 

significant (p< .05).  (See Appendix O:  question 11). In addition, Pacific students also 

reported a stronger agreement than their peers that enforcement of the Code of 

Conduct/Honor Code is consistent. This difference was also statistically significant  

(p<.05).  (See Appendix O, question 16).  
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Pacific students reported that they learned most about campus policies regarding 

student conduct during orientation, as well as during a workshop on academic integrity, 

significantly more than their peers at other institutions (p<.05). Interestingly, all 

comparison groups reported learning precisely the same amount of information about 

student conduct policies from their friends (M = 2.84). (See Appendix O, question 59.) In 

addition, Pacific students reported that they are much less likely than their peers at 

other institutions to cheat on an exam or assignment, or to plagiarize on a paper. (See 

Appendix O, question 79.) 

Pacific students reported slightly lower agreement than their peers regarding the 

belief that the process for addressing issues of potential student misconduct serves an 

educational purpose. Pacific students indicated a lower agreement than their peers 

regarding the belief that the process for addressing issues of potential student 

misconduct balances the needs of the community with the rights of the individual 

student. (See Appendix O, question 14.)  These disparities might be remedied by 

providing increased detail to students in their student conduct outcome letters; however, 

if staffing were to permit, face-to-face meetings would provide a more effective way to 

clarify and reinforce the educational nature of the sanctioning.  Greater attention to 

discussing how the campus balances student and community rights should occur in the 

hearing process and opportunities to do this better will be explored. 

The survey asked only individuals who had experienced a judicial affairs 

process/student conduct hearing to respond to a separate set of questions. These 

Pacific students had stronger agreement than their peers that the notification they 

received outlining the alleged violation(s) was clear. (See Appendix O, question 25.)  
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Pacific students had less agreement with their peers that their actions in the incident 

were consistent with their personal values (See Appendix O, question 26).  Pacific 

students also had much less agreement than their peers that during the hearing/judicial 

process they were treated fairly. (See Appendix O, question 27.)  Pacific students also 

had much less agreement than their peers that they understood the rationale for the 

decision made concerning the alleged violations. (See Appendix O, question 30.)  

Additionally, Pacific students had slightly less agreement than their peers that the 

assigned sanctions were educational in nature. (See Appendix O, question 31.) These 

experiences need to be further explored by SCCS and thoroughly addressed.  As stated 

previously, a face-to-face meeting with students to discuss the student conduct review 

outcome decision would likely address many of these concerns by providing an 

opportunity to discuss what led to the decision, affirm that the student feels that his or 

her rights were honored through the process, and that he or she was treated with 

fairness throughout, and finally that they understand the educational nature of their 

sanctioning.  Current staffing precludes the SCCS staff from meeting with every student 

without significantly delaying the review process already averages more than a month, if 

a student requests or is required to participate in a review board hearing, rather than an 

administrative hearing that is typically more expeditious (36% surveyed indicated that it 

took 6 weeks or more from notification to the finding of responsible). Further detail about 

all survey questions is available in Appendix O. 

Overall, students are largely satisfied with their student conduct experience; 

however, there exist a number of opportunities to expand upon and improve the 
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process, especially when a student is found responsible for one or more violations and 

sanctions are imposed.  
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Appendix A. Pacific Plan- Student Learning Outcomes 2011-12 

Mission: To foster safety and integrity by providing services to students that encourage and support positive beneficial academic and personal decision-making as 
a part of the Pacific community. 

 Objective Objective Description 

1 To provide educational opportunities for students to explore and develop 
academic and personal decision-making skills. 

  

 Student Learning 
Outcome 

Measure Criterion Evidence Insights Recommendations 

1.1  As a result of required 
participation in the 
online alcohol education 
program, all first-year 
students will 
demonstrate an 
increased 
understanding of 
alcohol related 
knowledge, campus 
norms, and risk-
reduction strategies. 

Reduction in high-rate 
alcohol use as reported 
in the annual Core 
survey. 

Statistically significant 
decrease in the high-
rate drinking rate by 
first-year students. 

Core survey conducted 
in March. Data results 
anticipated by April 9, 
2012. Incident reports 
are trending downward 
for the 2011-12 
academic year, and will 
likely be down by as 
much as 40% for both 
alcohol and other drugs. 
(3/26/12) 

  

1.2  As a result of 
participation in an 
educational program, 
students will 
demonstrate an 
increased 
understanding of 
University policies 
related to academic 
integrity and the short 
and long-term 
consequences 
associated with their 

Reported incidents of 
academic misconduct. 

Decrease in reports of 
academic misconduct. 

Academic Violations 
2008-09 2009-10 34% 
2009-10 2010-11 23% 
Over 2-Year Period 
2008-09 2010-11 75% 

There has been a 
dramatic increase in the 
number of academic 
related violations over 
the past two years. 
Recognizing this 
increase, there has 
been a commitment to 
revise the Pacific 
Seminar I curriculum to 
enhance the academic 
honesty education 
components to better 
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decisions. prepare students for the 
academic honesty 
policies and 
expectations at Pacific. 

 Objective Objective Description 

2 To provide effective prevention and intervention services for students that 
reduce their reported risk-taking and associated harm. 

  

 Student Learning 
Outcome 

Measure Criterion Evidence Insights Recommendations 

2.1  As a result of the Level I 
Alcohol education class, 
students will report an 
increased knowledge 
about alcohol and its 
effects. 

Increase in knowledge 
as reported between 
pre, post, and 30-day 
scores from the Level I 
course. 

Increase knowledge 
between the pre and 
posttest. Retention of 
knowledge at the 30-
day point. 

Average Pre-Test 5 Average 
Post-Test 8.2 Average 30-
Day 8 Average post to 30 
Change -0.2 Average pre to 
30 Change 3 Showed an 
increase at 30-day 22% No 
change or decrease at 30-
day 78% Zero Change 11% 
Increase from Pre to 30 
89% DEMOGRAPHICS 
Average Age 19.6 
Percentage Male 34 74% 
Female 12 26% Five or 
More Drinks None 21 46% 
Once 3 7% Twice 7 15% 3-5 
Times 9 20% 6-9 Times 3 
7% 10 or more 3 7% 
Average Number of Drinks 
per week 0-2 22 48% 3-5 10 
22% 6-8 6 13% 9 or more 8 
17% Affinity Groups Sports 
5 11% Greek 22 48% Prof. 
Greek 2 4% Other Org. 10 
22% Class Freshmen 13 
28% Sophomore 21 46% 
Junior 7 15% Senior 5 11% 
Ethnicity African American 0 
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0% API 12 26% Latino/a 2 
4% Middle Eastern 3 7% 
White 24 52% Multi-Racial 3 
7% Other 2 4%  

2.2  As a result of the Level I 
Alcohol education class, 
students will be able to 
accurately identify and 
pour a "standard" drink. 

Accurate pouring of one 
standard alcoholic 
beverage into a variety 
of beverages 
containers. 

Accuracy in amount 
poured. 

Early evidence indicates 
that while students are 
improving their 
accuracy, they still 
misperceive accurate 
standard drink 
measures. With the 
assistance of the 
Department of 
psychology, work is now 
underway to improve 
the methodology for 
teaching students how 
to identify and pour 
standard measures. 

  

 Objective Objective Description 

3 Develop, disseminate, educate, interpret, and enforce University policies and 
procedures. 

New Objective Description 

 Student Learning 
Outcome 

Measure Criterion Evidence Insights Recommendations 

3.1  New Outcome 
Description 

     

 Objective Objective Description 

4 Provide training and experience to undergraduate and graduate students to 
enhance their leadership and professional knowledge of collegiate conduct 
policies, procedures, and issues.  

New Objective Description 
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 Student Learning 
Outcome 

Measure Criterion Evidence Insights Recommendations 

4.1  As a result of 
educational training, 
students will understand 
the policies and 
procedures associated 
with a fair and 
reasonable student 
conduct process. 

Pre and post testing of 
students participating in 
the student conduct 
review board training. 

Increased reported 
knowledge as 
measured by the pre 
and post testing. 

   

4.2  As a result of serving as 
a graduate assistant 
with the Office of 
Judicial Affairs, students 
will develop an 
increased knowledge of 
student conduct 
policies, procedures, 
and issues. 

Student self-reports.     
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Appendix B. Student Conduct Review Process Flowchart 

 
 
 

  

Appeal 
 

Sanctions Assigned 
 

Outcome Determined 
 

Hearing 

Notification 

Initial Review 

Incident 
Incident occurs 

Report documented 

No policy violation  
Case closed 

Sufficient evidence to 
initiate student conduct 

review process 

Notification letter sent to student(s) including specific details of 
the alleged incident and instructions for hearing scheduling 

Hearing with  Student Conduct Review Board  
or Hearing Officer 

Not Responsible 
Notification Letter Sent 

Responsible based upon a 
preponderance of the evidence 

Sanctions determined and  
Notification Letter Sent 

Appeal Denied 
Notification Letter 

Sent 

Appeal Accepted 
Notification Letter 

Sent 
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Appendix C. Greek Conduct Review Board 

Tiger Lore Student Handbook 

47. Greek Conduct Review Board 
The purpose of the Greek Conduct Review Board is to provide board members with an 
opportunity to foster a shared identity, establish appropriate and acceptable behaviors for the 
social Greek community, and to hold all chapters and chapter members accountable to standards 
set by their peers.  
Definitions 

47.1. Organizational Violations  
47.1.1. The Greek Conduct Review Board will hear incidents regarding organizational violations. An 

incident may be considered organizational if any of the following characteristics are present:  
47.1.2. Any of the chapter officers of the organization are aware of the incident in advance of its 

occurrence to prohibit it taking place, and takes no action to prohibit it;  
47.1.3. Any of the chapter officers of the organization know the identity of the chapter members involved 

in the incident and do not divulge the information to the appropriate university officials or the 
police;  

47.1.4. The incident involves the expenditure of any organizational funds associated with the violation; 
47.1.5. The incident involves or is actively or passively endorsed by a significant number of the chapter 

members.  
47.2. Organizations may be held responsible for situations involving chapter members even though a 

registered or official organization event did not occur.  
47.3. Organizations must know and abide by all regulations and policies that govern conduct as 

members of their inter/national organization, the university community and the State of California. 
Applicable policies include: California State Law, University of the Pacific Student Code of 
Conduct and University Policies, Fraternal Information & Programming Group (FIPG) Risk 
Management Policies, Housing & Greek Life Policies as well as governing documents for the 
College Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity Council, and Multicultural Greek Council.  

47.4. Should it be determined that the magnitude of an incident may result in felony charges, media 
coverage, or potential lawsuits, the Assistant Director for Greek Life in consultation with the 
Director of Judicial Affairs may decide to hear the incident through the Office of Judicial Affairs.  

47.5. Incident Types 
The Greek Organization Conduct Review Board will hear incidents involving:  
• Violations of the standards of appropriate and acceptable behavior for the social Greek 

community 
• University of the Pacific Student Code of Conduct and University Policies 
• Fraternal Information & Programming Group (FIPG) Risk Management Policies 
• California State Law 
• Housing & Greek Life Policies  
• Governing documents for the College Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity Council, and 

Multicultural Greek Council.  
Complete policies and procedures associated with the Greek Conduct Review Board are 
available from the Housing & Greek Life Office or Office of Judicial Affairs. 

 
Portions of these procedures have been written or revised by the National Center for Higher Education 
Risk Management (NCHERM), and are used with permission.  www.ncherm.org 
  

http://www.ncherm.org/�
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Appendix D. Student Conduct Sanction Rubric 

 
The following student conduct sanctions are recommended for use when evaluating student 
conduct matters to ensure both consistency and equity across all venues. Student Conduct 
Officers are not bound by this rubric and should always consider the unique circumstances 
related to the student and the behavior in question. Sanctions that deviate from this rubric 
should be in accordance with the University’s philosophy, institutional values, and precedent.   
    
Policy Violation 1st Level 2nd Level 3 rd Level 

Academic Honesty Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation Suspension  

Alcohol & Drugs (Poly-
substance) 

Level II Alcohol 
& Drugs  Course 
$225 fee + 
Disciplinary 
Probation until 
21 years old or 
for 1 year 

Suspension    

Alcohol Possession 
and/or Use 

Level I Alcohol  
Course $75 fee 
+ Disciplinary 
Probation until 
21 years old or 
for 1 year 

Level II Alcohol  Course 
$150 fee + Disciplinary 
Probation through 
graduation 

Suspension  

Alcohol Serving to 
Minors 

Level I Alcohol  
Course $75 fee 
+ Disciplinary 
Probation until 
21 years old or 
for 1 year 

Level II Alcohol  Course 
$150 fee + Disciplinary 
Probation through 
graduation 

Suspension  

Alcohol Transport 
(County Jail or 
Hospital)  

Level II Alcohol  
Course $150 fee 
+ Disciplinary 
Probation 
through 
graduation 

Suspension or withdraw 
to pursue treatment 

Suspension or withdraw 
to pursue treatment 

Copyright 
Infringement 

Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation Loss of on-campus 
internet privilege 

Drug Possession 
and/or Use 

Level I 
Marijuana  
Course $75 fee 
+ Disciplinary 
Probation for 1 
year 

Level II Marijuana  
Course $150 fee + 
Disciplinary Probation 
through graduation 

Suspension or withdraw 
to pursue treatment 
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Failure to Comply Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation Suspension  

Harassment Unique 
circumstances 
will determine 
the outcome 

Suspension/Dismissal Suspension/Dismissal 

Hazing Unique 
circumstances 
will determine 
the outcome 

Suspension/Dismissal Suspension/Dismissal 

Identification Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation   

In The Presence of Administrative 
Warning 

Educational Course Suspension 

Noise Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation Loss of housing 
privilege and/or 
relocation 

Pets (on-campus 
housing in violation of 
policy) 

Administrative 
Warning + 
Remove Pet + 
Cleaning Costs 
+ $300 
Administrative 
Fee per incident 

Disciplinary Probation + 
Remove Pet + Cleaning 
Costs + $300 
Administrative Fee per 
incident 

Loss of housing 
privilege and/or referral 
to Judicial Affairs + All 
Costs and Fees 

Prohibited Items (e.g., 
candles, hot plates, 
paraphernalia, etc) 

Administrative 
Warning + 
Remove 
Prohibited Item 
(Restitution for 
any damages, if 
applicable) 

Disciplinary Probation + 
Remove Prohibited Item 
(Restitution for any 
damages, if applicable) 

Loss of housing 
privilege and/or 
relocation + Restitution 
for any damages, if 
applicable 

Prohibited Items (e.g., 
explosives, firearms, 
weapons, etc) 

Disciplinary 
Probation + 
Remove 
Prohibited Item 
(Restitution for 
any damages, if 
applicable) 

Loss of housing 
privilege and/or 
relocation + Restitution 
for any damages, if 
applicable 

Suspension + 
Restitution 

Retaliation, Threat of 
Harm, Physical 
Assault 

Suspension Dismissal   
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Smoking Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation Suspension 

Social Event 
Unregistered with 
Alcohol (Greeks)    

Administrative 
Warning + Event 
Monitor Training 

Social Probation for 1 
Semester 

Social Probation for 
Multi-Semesters 

Stolen Items Administrative 
Warning + 
Restitution 

Disciplinary Probation + 
Restitution 

Suspension + 
Restitution 

Traffic Violations Administrative 
Warning 

Disciplinary Probation   

Vandalism/Damages Administrative 
Warning + 
Restitution for 
damages 

Disciplinary Probation + 
Restitution for damages 
(Loss of housing 
privilege and/or 
relocation, if applicable) 

Suspension + 
Restitution for damages 
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Appendix E. Student Conduct Review Board Training 
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Appendix F. Level I Assessment 
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Poor Pours! Assessing Students’ Knowledge of Standard Drink Sizes 
N ASPA 
by Carolynn Kohn,H eather D unn Carlton,Em ily M etz,and N icole Schultz 
January 11,2012 

From N ASPA's NetResults 

 
Most students are unable to correctly state or pour a standard drink (e.g., Hasking, Shortell, & Machalek, 2005; 
White, Kraus, McCracken, & Swartzwelder, 2003). Training students to accurately state a standard drink size is a 
common lesson plan of college alcohol education classes. However, training students to demonstrate this skill 
(e.g., by pouring actual liquid into various cup sizes) is far less common, although it is often the underlying goal 
of such classes. Because this is an important goal, methods for gathering data on whether students can 
demonstrate this skill are needed; yet, these data are often not collected, or are self-report in nature, which limits 
our understanding of the problem and our ability to effectively evaluate our alcohol education courses. Moreover, 
studies that have examined actual pouring behavior of students (e.g., White et al., 2005) tend to report the data as 
group means and standard deviations, which may obscure important information about individual student learning 
outcomes. For example, if about half of the students "over pour" and half "under pour" a standard drink, the 
aggregated data will incorrectly suggest that students are fairly accurate in their ability to pour a standard drink. 

 
We assessed (1) students' ability to accurately identify and pour standard-sized drinks into a variety of cups at Pre, 
Post, and 
30 days following a mandatory alcohol training class; and (2) whether aggregating the data obscures important 
information and if so, what additional information is gained by other methods of analyzing the data. Participants 
in our study were 34 undergraduate students who violated university alcohol policies and were mandated to 
attend an alcohol education course. The first goal was addressed by having students free-pour water into several 
different-sized glasses/cups (e.g., 10 oz, 16 oz, 
18 oz, 20 oz, and the ubiquitous 18 oz "red cup"); no student was able to view another student's pours. The 
day prior to attending the course, students were instructed to pour the correct standard serving of alcohol for 
each of three types of 
alcohol: beer, wine, and liquor. Immediately upon completing the course, which included a segment on accurate 
pour sizes, students were again asked to pour the correct standard serving for each of the three types of alcohol. 
Finally, students were required to return approximately 30 days after the completion of the course to complete 
this exercise one last time, using a generalization cup (i.e., a different-sized cup from the education course to 
assess if any knowledge gained "generalized"). 

 
Resulting data were initially graphed in bar graph format, similar to previous research (e.g., White et al., 2003, 
2005), with bars indicating group means and "whiskers" indicating standard deviations. Graphing the data in this 
manner led us to initially conclude that students, on average, had a fair ability to pour standard drinks prior to 
taking the class—with some over-pouring, and some improvement in their abilities upon completing the class. 
Averaging the data in this manner obscured students' actual pouring abilities; when we graphed the data using bar 
graphs, the "average" pour hovered around the correct standard drink size (e.g., the "average" beer pour was 13 
oz). However, when we graphed the data such that each point on the graph represented a single student's pour, a 
different picture emerged. It was apparent that few, if any, students were able to accurately pour a standard drink; 
and instead tended to either over (e.g., 21 oz) or under pour (e.g., 5 oz), sometimes significantly. Averaging the 
over and under pouring resulted in an inaccurate "average" pour that appeared fairly accurate (i.e., the average of 
5 oz and 21 oz is 13 oz). 

 
Based on the results of the current study, we suggest developing a component for alcohol education courses that 
explicitly teaches students the skill of pouring accurate drink sizes in order to more accurately track consumption 
and estimated blood alcohol content. We further suggest that the data be analyzed at the individual level so that 
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the most precise measure of whether students are able to accurately identify and pour correct standard sized 
drinks is assessed. Aggregating the data and reviewing the average of all students' responses may obscure 
important information and lead to false (positive) conclusions. We plan to continue to explore novel and effective 
ways of depicting and examining the data so that we can more 
accurately identify whether our interventions are effective (i.e., to reliably teach students to accurately pour a 
standard drink) and valid (i.e., to actually teach students these skills rather than masking the absence of this skill 
in aggregated data). 
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Appendix G. SCCS Director Resume 

 
EDUCATION 

  
 Doctor of Education Master of Arts Bachelor of Arts 
 Educational Administration and Leadership Higher Education Administration Psychology  
 University of the Pacific  Boston College                                  Occidental College 
 (Anticipated 2013) 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

  
Director of Student Conduct and Community Standards (Judicial Affairs) 
University of the Pacific  
October 2007 to Present 
 
• Responsible for the oversight of the university student conduct system including, but not 

limited to cases of academic honesty, alcohol and other drugs, and sexual misconduct. 
 
• Oversee the annual review, revision, and distribution of university policies related to student 

conduct.  Provide interpretation of institutional, state and federal policies, procedures and 
laws related to student behavior. Ensure compliance with federal legislation including, but 
not limited to Clery Act, Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act and Title IX. 

 
• Design and assess educational programs in support of students’ development of ethical 

decision-making. Topics include academic honesty, alcohol and other drugs, sexual 
misconduct, and community standards. 

 
• Recruit and train students, staff, and faculty for student conduct review boards in areas of 

institutional policy, ethical decision-making, hearing process, and substance abuse. 
 

• Identify and implement evidence-based prevention and intervention strategies to address 
alcohol, other-drugs, and violence related issues.  
 

• Supervise one full-time employee and two graduate assistants. 
 
• Coordinate university-wide assessments of alcohol and drug use and collaborate with 

Psychology Department faculty to conduct substance use research. 
 
• Conduct systematic assessment of student conduct program and student learning 

outcomes.  Implement campus-wide alcohol and other drug survey. 
 
• Collaborated with faculty in the development of course curriculum for first-year students on 

the topics of consent and sexual misconduct.  Developed course content training for over 
forty faculty and conducted assessment of student learning outcomes. 
 

• Chaired University Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse examining the following 
areas, assessment, environmental management, policies, enforcement, prevention 
education, intervention, and treatment. 
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Wellness Program Development and Assessment Coordinator 
Student Health Center, CSU, Sacramento  
November 2006 to October 2007 
 
• Responsible for the programmatic development of the University’s wellness program and 

transition from a medical to prospective health model. Lead Student Health Center 
architectural planning efforts for new Recreation and Wellness Center. 

 
• Served as member of Student Health Center Leadership Team (departmental directors) 

and Quality Council (oversight for peer review, quality improvement, performance 
benchmarking, and risk management). 

 
• Coordinated evaluation and assessment projects for the Student Health Center including, 

patient satisfaction and learning outcomes studies to measure the effectiveness of services 
and educational programs. 
 

+ Developed and implemented the university-wide alcohol and other drug abuse prevention 
program. Involved faculty, staff and students in research and program development 
addressing the following areas: Policy; Enforcement and Legal Issues; Education and 
Prevention Programs; Intervention and Treatment; Assessment; and Resource 
Development. 

 
+ Identified and conducted appropriate research studies for the assessment of patterns of 

student alcohol use, consequences of use, beliefs and perceptions, protective behaviors, 
environmental influences and effectiveness of intervention strategies.  

 
+ Recommend institutional policy changes related to alcohol and other drugs.  Ensured 

compliance with Federal mandates including the Drug Free Schools and Communities Act. 
 

+ Participated in the work groups and taskforces on-campus and in the community that 
address program policies and legal issues related to alcohol and other drugs.   

 
+ Served as a liaison to Health Education and the Student Health Center and work 

collaboratively to develop programs and resource materials.  
 
+ Acted as official University spokesperson on issues related to alcohol. 

 
+ Served as an advisory member of the California State Incentive Grant Evaluation Team, 

Governor’s Prevention Advisory Council (GPAC) Strategic Planning Team, and GPAC 
Underage Drinking Workgroup. 

 
+ Budget and fiscal management of grant funds totaling in excess of $100,000 annually.  

 
+ Served on University Calendar Committee for the development, marketing, and policy 

oversight for the official campus calendar. 
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Special Programs Coordinator 
Division of Student Affairs, CSU, Sacramento  
January 2005 to November 2006 
 
• Served as interim campus student conduct officer adjudicating student violations of 

university policy. Designed electronic forms for standardized reporting of student conduct 
issues. Created and promoted comprehensive student conduct educational campaign 
including distribution of printed media, web based information and presentations. 

 
• Coordinated campus-wide programming initiatives including fall and spring welcome 

events and encourage collaboration among campus programming entities to enhance 
campus life.  

 
• Served as the Presidential Designee to the Executive Board of the Associated Students, 

Inc., a 9-million dollar not-for-profit organization.  
 
• Shared supervision of two full-time staff members. 

 
• All responsibilities listed under Wellness Program Development and Assessment 

Coordinator and marked with + symbol 
 

 Assistant Director- Student Activities/Alcohol Education Program Coordinator 
Student Activities Office, CSU, Sacramento 
October 1998 to January 2005 
 
• Assisted and advised clubs and organizations in the facilitation of their activities 

including: scheduling process, policy implementation, promotion and production planning. 
Worked cooperatively with the office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Campus 
Police, Facilities Management, University Union, Space Management, Athletics and other 
campus departments to approve and facilitate student-sponsored campus events. 
 

• Provided the Director of Student Activities with input and written proposals for policy 
changes, long-range program development and the coordination and implementation of 
new services and activities. Exercised decision-making authority to resolve problems 
consistent with the mission, structure and resources of the department. 
 

• Managed day-to-day operations of the Student Activities Office. Provided training and 
supervision to two full-time professional support staff members and two student 
assistants. Managed multiple program budgets. Responsible for computer and equipment 
purchases and maintenance. 

 
• Created and marketed an extensive “brown bag” lunchtime leadership training series for 

current and emerging student leaders. 
 

• Served as University advisor to forty-one Greek social organizations. Mediated problems 
between students and community members. Conducted judicial hearings and 
administered sanctions to organizations when violations of university policy occurred.  

 
• Developed, marketed, and implemented the fall student life orientation program “Hornet 

Welcome”.  Coordinated the efforts of the University Union, Academic Advising, Library, 
Global Education, the Vice President of Student Affairs Office, CSUS Foundation, 
Associated Students, Incorporated, Career Center, Financial Aid, Outreach, Athletics, 
and the President’s Office, to provide a comprehensive introduction to student life at 
CSUS. Chaired the Hornet Welcome Planning Committee and supervised paid and 
volunteer staff. 
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• Mentored and advised graduate students from the Sacramento State Education 
Administration Program in areas of policy, programming, advising, professional conduct 
and contributions. 
 

• All responsibilities listed under Wellness Program Development and Assessment 
Coordinator and marked with + symbol 

•  
Assistant Director 
Office of Student Activities, Stanford University 
August 1991 to October 1994 full-time, May 1995 to October 1998 50% time 
Director of New Student Orientation 
Dean of Students Office, Stanford University 
May 1995 to October 1998 50% time 

 
• Served as University fraternity advisor for sixteen fraternal organizations.  Maintained 

strong lines of communication between student organizations, alumni, University, and 
national/international organizations through regular informational meetings, publications 
and general correspondence.   
 

• Provided programmatic and organizational advisement to 450+ diverse student 
organizations. 
 

• Designed and promoted comprehensive leadership development programs for student 
organizations and Greeks including workshops, seminars, retreats, and publications 
created to increase student organizational success as well as maintain compliance with 
University, State, and Federal laws. 

 
• Member of Multicultural Education Training Organization (METrO).  Facilitated programs 

on issues including:  multiculturalism, gender, sexual identities and community building. 
 

• Managed Stanford University Holiday Craft Faire - three-day annual event that included 
110 artists and revenue generation exceeding $40,000.  Improved income generated by 
10% annually.  Designed extensive data management program for evaluation and 
selection from a pool of 250 applicants.  Conducted vendor interviews and evaluated 
quality of product produced.  Developed surveys to assess customer and vendor 
satisfaction and gathered suggestions for further improvement.   
 

• Mentored and advised graduate student interns from the Stanford Higher Education 
Administration Program in areas of policy, programming, advising, professional conduct 
and contributions. 
 

• Managed day-to-day operations of the Office of Student Activities including the selection, 
training and supervision of a full-time Office Manager and three student assistants. 
Managed multiple budgets.  Responsible for facility, equipment, and computer purchases 
and maintenance. 
 

• Coordinated all activities related to Lake Lagunita including:  lifeguard staff of 20, 
equipment and facilities in coordination with the Directors of Risk Management, 
Environmental Health and Safety, University Police Department, Operations and 
Maintenance, Facilities, the Sailing Team and the Dean of Students.  
 

• Organized alternative education courses including: ballroom dance, Brazilian percussion, 
and CPR.  Income generated consistently met and often exceeded budgetary 
expectations. 
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• Coordinated all art exhibitions and managed budget for Tresidder Memorial Union lounge 
and Coffee House. Created exhibits that reflected the diverse talent and special interests 
of University community. Exhibits included:  Persian Artist Exposition, Artists of Russia, A 
Jewish Book of Months, and American Indian Artists. 
 

• Designed, planned, and implemented weeklong orientation activities for 1750 freshmen 
and transfer students.  Events include: opening convocation, placement testing, 
academic advising, exposure to Stanford's diverse student communities and traditional 
social events. 
 

• Recruited, hired, trained and supervised one half-time professional, two full and two half-
time student orientation coordinators, 175 orientation volunteers. 
 

• Worked directly with President, Provost, Vice Provost for Student Affairs, and Vice 
Provost for Undergraduate Education, and Director of the Advising Center to ensure that 
interests of all parties were represented. 

 
• Coordinated all orientation scheduling, including departmental testing, informational 

sessions, and community receptions. 
 

• Supervised students in design of all orientation publications including:  summer mailings, 
student and parent orientation calendars, and new student picture book. 
 

• Assumed all financial and accounting responsibilities for $480,000 orientation budget 
including processing of all expenditures utilizing University's on-line accounting systems. 

 
• Served as academic advisor to fourteen freshman and sophomores.  Aided with course 

selection, registration process, and personal crisis management. 
 

  
Project Coordinator, Stanford Community Partnership for Alcohol and Other Drug 
Prevention Cowell Health Promotion Services, Stanford University 
November 1994 to April 1995 (40% time Project Coordinator/ 60% Student Activities) 
 
• Responsible for the coordination of the Stanford Community Partnership for Alcohol and 

Other Drug Prevention program funded by the United States Department of Education's 
Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE). 

 
• Supervised ten student interns studying the impact of alcohol and other drug use in ten 

communities including Asian American, African American, Chicano/Latino, International, 
Native American, Gay/ Lesbian/Bisexual, Women, Greek, Athlete and Disabled student 
communities.  

 
• Assisted students in the design and implementation of relevant strategies for reducing the 

abuse of alcohol and use of other drugs, and helped provide student communities with an 
increased number of alcohol-free social and recreational opportunities. 

 
Student and Program Development Coordinator 
Associated Students of the University of California (ASUC), Office of Student Affairs, 
University of California, Berkeley 
July 1989 to August 1991 

  
• Oversaw the development and daily operations of seventeen Student Initiated Service 

Groups including:  Center for Racial Education; Raza Recruitment and Retention Center; 
Multicultural, Bisexual, Lesbian and Gay Studies; Health and Medical Apprenticeship 
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Program; Student to Student Peer Counseling; Legal Counseling; Berkeley Draft 
Counseling Center and Cal Camp. 
 

• Recruited, selected, trained, supervised, and evaluated 30 student staff.  Met regularly 
with student leadership to review and assess needs of student programs.  Managed all 
paperwork associated with student employees including documents required by the 
ASUC, Financial Aid and Internal Revenue Service. 
 

• Supervised the programs and events of 120 Student Activity Groups.  Monitored all 
budgets and provide signature approval for all expenditures. 
 

• Assessed needs, designed, and implemented comprehensive leadership development 
program for the ASUC including workshops, seminars, retreats and publications. 
 

• Team-taught both upper and lower division leadership development courses for the 
Department of Education.  Subjects included team building, communication, motivation, 
and stress management.  

 
• Coordinated annual Big Game Week activities to ensure quality, safe, and enjoyable 

events, which included rallies, performances by student organizations and the band, 
community service projects, and a major concert. 
 

• Directed Cal Camp - weeklong summer camp for local under-privileged children.  
Selected and trained twenty camp counselors in areas of child development, health and 
safety and issues of diversity.  Worked with Department of Social Services from both 
Alameda and Contra Costa Counties to coordinate health and parental authorizations for 
100 children for first-time outdoor experience.      

Senior Week Coordinator 
Office of the Dean for Student Development, Boston College 
September 1988 to July 1989 

 
• Coordinated and implemented programming of 11 days of activities for 2,350 graduating 

seniors.   
 

• Established and monitored budget of $300,000 and developed lottery for ticket sales and 
distribution of over 20,000 tickets 

• Supervised and trained twenty-five undergraduate programmers in areas of event 
management, publicity, negotiation, budgeting, and financial management. 

 
• Synchronized efforts of university offices and organizations for Senior Week including 

Police Departments from the cities of Boston and Newton, and Boston College; Office of 
the Dean for Student Development; Food Service and Facilities. 

  
RELATED EXPERIENCE 

 Conference Planning, Presentation and Keynote Speaker Experience 

• Co-authored article in NASPA | NetResults - eZine for Student Affairs Professionals, January 
2012.  Poor Pours:  Assessing Students’ Knowledge of Standard Drink Sizes  

• Poster Presentation, Poor Pours:  Assessing Students’ Knowledge of Standard Drink Sizes.  
NASPA Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention and Intervention Conference ~ January 
2012 

• US Department of Education’s National Meeting Conference Committee –October 2008 and 
October 2010. 
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• Exhibits and Sponsors Chair: National Association of Student Personnel Administrators 
(NASPA) Regional Conference, October 2006 

• Program Presenter: The Biennial Review:  What is it and how do I do it?, California State 
University system-wide Alcohol and Other Drug Education Conference, April 2006 

• Program Co-Presenter: Programming with a Student Edge, California State University 
system-wide Alcohol and Other Drug Education Conference, April 2006 

• Program Presenter: Sacramento County Success!, California State Incentive Grant 2006 
Learning Community Conference 

• Keynote Speakers Chair: California State University system-wide Alcohol and Other Drug 
Education Conference, April 2006 

• Conference Committee Member: California State University system-wide Alcohol and Other 
Drug Education Conference, April 2005 

• Conference Coordinator: California State University System-wide Alcohol Advisory Council 
Conference, April 2003 

• Program Presenter:  Advising Local Independent Greek Chapters, Western Regional Greek 
Conference, April 1999 

• Program Presenter: Restructuring New Student Orientation to Enhance Academic and 
Personal Success.  NASPA National Conference in conjunction with the National Council for 
Student Development, March 1998 

• Panel speaker on KQED’s Forum (public radio station call-in talk show) discussing Greek 
organizations, October 1997 

• Keynote speaker, California Scholarship Federation luncheon attended by 600 community 
leaders, graduating high school seniors, and parents from the Visalia Unified School District, 
April 1996 

• Keynote speaker, Tulare County Pan-Hellenic Luncheon, May 1997 
 

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA) 

• Membership Coordinator, Region VI (California, Nevada and Hawaii), March 2004 to March 
2006 and April 1996 to April 2001 

• Registration Chair and Treasurer, 1994 NASPA Western Regional Conference, San Jose, 
CA, January 20-22, 1994  

• Member of the New Professionals Network Committee, 1992-1994 
• Member of the Planning Committee for the New Professionals Conference, Putting the 

PiecesTogether-Finding Your Fit, December 10, 1993 
• Co-Coordinator, NASPA New Professionals Conference, Giving Your All (Without Giving It All 

Away): Balancing the Personal and the Professional, December 11, 1992 
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Other Experience and Activities 

• Certified Title IX Investigator, 2012 
• Fellow, Higher Education Center for Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Violence Prevention, 2009 to 

present 
• Advisory Board Member, California Coalition for Safer Universities, 2009 to present 
• Regional Director, The Network Addressing Collegiate Alcohol and Other Drug Issues, April 

2005 to present 
• TiPS University Certified Trainer, 2010 to present  
• Grant Reviewer, Sacramento County HIV/Communicable Disease Prevention Program, 

Spring 2007 
• Extensive experience with PC and Apple Macintosh computers and programs including, 

Microsoft Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint, PageMaker and FileMaker Pro  
• Student Affairs Service Award, CSUS 2000 
• Indiana Professional Development Seminar, Association of College Unions-International, 

1992 
• Member of the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators 1989-present 
• Member, Order of the Golden Bear, University of California, honorary service organization 
• Alumni Field Interviewer - Occidental College Admission Office 1989-1998, 2008-2010 
• College Fair Representative - Occidental College Admission Office 1991-1998, 2006 
• Co-Chair, Occidental College Bay Area Alumni Association 1994-1997 
• Admissions Chair, Occidental College Bay Area Alumni Association 1992-1994  
• Young Alumni Chair, Occidental College Bay Area Alumni Association 1990-1992 
• Girl Scout Troop Leader 2006-Present 
• 18 years of classical ballet training, including choreography and performance 
• Member of Alpha Lambda Phi Alpha Sorority, Occidental College  
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Appendix H. Statement of Ethics and Confidentiality 

 
Statement of ethics and confidentiality 

The Student Conduct and Community Standards Office delegates to the Student Conduct Review Board members 
the authority and responsibility for conducting hearings for students accused of violations of the Code and for 
recommending appropriate sanctions.  In this regard, they act as agents for the SCCS.  For these reasons, it is 
imperative that the legal and professional requirements of confidentiality and ethical behavior are understood and 
observed.  In order to preserve the standards of the office, it is important that certain objectives be upheld. 

Confidentiality 

Members are not to discuss the type or status of any student disciplinary situation with ANYONE outside 
of the Review Board. Refer any questions or comments to the Director of Student Conduct and Community 
Standards. 

If any member has contact with the accused student before or after the hearing, the member must notify the 
JAO immediately, if the conduct was hearing-related. 

The disciplinary record of any student is not to be discussed or shared with any person outside of the 
hearing room. 

No written material is to be removed from the Student Conduct and Community Standards Office. At the 
conclusion of a hearing, office staff shred all materials used in the hearing.  Only the student’s case file is 
retained. 

The vote and the decision of the Student Conduct Review Board are confidential; this is not to be discussed 
outside of the hearing room. 

Objectivity  

Each member must carefully and impartially review all information presented and make a decision based 
on the weight and credibility of the evidence only. 

Any member who is involved with one or more persons, who are parties in a case in such a way that may 
prejudice her or his objectivity, should consider removing herself or himself from the hearing. The member 
should discuss the decision the JAO staff. 

Standards 

Review Board members must agree with the enforcement of behavioral standards that the University has 
set for members of the campus community.  The integrity of the Student Conduct Review Board must be 
maintained at all times. If any member finds herself or himself in a situation that may cause potential 
damage to the image of the JAO, it is that member’s obligation to remove him / herself from that situation. 
The board can never be in a position to have its integrity questioned for the function served by the Student 
Conduct Review Board is far too great. A Student Conduct Review Board member must be in good 
disciplinary standing to participate actively in the process. 
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ETHICAL STATEMENT 

I, as a Student Conduct Review Board member, pledge to treat all who come before me fairly and with respect 
regardless of race, color, creed, ethnicity, religion, disability, national origin, sexual orientation, or affiliation with 
any organization. I will treat all students with fairness and consistency, tempered with a concern for individual 
circumstances.  I will always observe confidentiality for every student as provided by the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act.  

As a member of the SCRB, I will promote the Code by example.  I will show respect form my important position on 
this board through my actions and appearance.  I further realize that I am also held accountable for my actions under 
the Code. 

I agree that once a decision is made, I will support the decision of the Board. I will strive to be cooperative and 
open-minded when dealing with fellow board members.  I will always show respect and not bring personal feelings 
into hearings.  I will always strive to be loyal, just, and respectful of the rights of members and those with whom I 
come into contact. 

Signed this _______ day of _______________, 20   

Printed Name__________________________________   

Signature_____________________________________ 
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Appendix I. RSM Agreement 
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Appendix J. File Sharing Policies 

 
HEOA & DMCA Compliance 
Higher Education Opportunity Act 

Congress passed H.R. 4137 legislation labeled the Higher Education Opportunity Act 
("HEOA") to reauthorize the Higher Education Act. The President signed this legislation 
into law on August 14, 2008. The Department of Education finalized the rule on October 
29, 2009. 

As described in an open memo from EDUCAUSE to Chief Information Officers, "This 
legislation imposes an array of new federal regulatory and reporting requirements for 
colleges and universities. Two of these provisions are designed to reduce illegal 
uploading and downloading of copyrighted works through P2P file sharing on campus 
networks." 

Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to list the legislative requirements specific to P2P file 
sharing and to detail Pacific's plan; the processes and procedures in place at Pacific 
that address the HEOA P2P requirements. ISPC reviewed, May 2010. 

Legislative Requirements - Federal Register Vol. 74, No. 208, 10/29/2009 
The institution must have developed and implemented written plans to effectively 
combat the unauthorized distribution of copyrighted material by users of the institution's 
network without unduly interfering with educational and research use of the network. 

The plans must include: 
1. The use of one or more technology based deterrents. These include: 

a. Bandwidth shaping. 
b. Traffic monitoring to identify the largest bandwidth users. 
c. A vigorous program of accepting and responding to Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA) notices. 
d. Variety of commercial products designed to reduce or block illegal file sharing. 

2. Mechanisms for educating and informing its community about appropriate versus 
inappropriate use of copyrighted materials. 

Information regarding institutional policies and sanctions related to the unauthorized 
distribution of copyrighted material must be included in the list of institutional information 
provided upon request to prospective and enrolled students. This information must 
contain: 

http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/epo0815.pdf�
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2009/pdf/E9-25373.pdf�
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a. A statement that explicitly informs its students that unauthorized distribution of 
copyrighted material, including unauthorized peer-to-peer file sharing, may subject the 
students to civil and criminal liabilities. 
b. A summary of the penalties for violation of the Federal copyright laws. 
c. A description of the institutions policies with respect to unauthorized peer-to-peer file 
sharing, including disciplinary actions that are taken against students who engage in 
illegal downloading or unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials using the 
institution's information technology system. 

3. Procedures for handling unauthorized distribution of copyrighted material, including 
disciplinary procedures. 
 
4. Procedures for periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the plans to combat the 
unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials by users of the institution's network 
using relevant assessment criteria. 

Institutions will, in consultation with the chief technology officer or designated officer of 
the institution: 

1. Periodically review the legal alternatives for downloading or otherwise acquiring 
copyrighted material. 
2. Make available the results of the aforementioned review to its students through a 
Web site or other means 
To the extent practicable, offer legal alternatives for downloading or otherwise acquiring 
copyrighted material, as determined by the institution. 

Pacific's Plan 
Requirement: The use of one or more technology based deterrents. 

Technology Deterrent Plan 
Pacific currently utilizes the following technological deterrents for managing 
unauthorized P2P file sharing: 
1. Bandwidth Shaping - P2P Bandwidth Restricted to: 

a. Pacific_guestPacific guest - P2P blocked 
b. PacificNet Wireless/Wired Residential Halls - 4Mbps shared  
c. PacificNet Wired - 24Mbps 

2. Network Monitoring 

a. Top P2P network utilization reports generated 
b. Reports reviewed by weekly by the IT Security Office 

3. DMCA Notice Response Procedures (see DMCA Response Process section below) 
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4. Automated detection system for P2P sharing over the Internet of copyrighted 
materials 

a. Designed to: 

i. Block illegal P2P file sharing on student accessible networks; and  
ii. Educate students regarding University policy and federal regulation and penalties 
associated with the illegal sharing of copyrighted materials 

b. Identify Internet inbound/outbound P2P traffic 

Requirement: Mechanisms for educating and informing its community about 
appropriate versus inappropriate use of copyrighted materials. 

Education Plan 
Pacific annually distributes and makes available to each new student Tiger Lore Student 
Handbook, which contains a compendium of relevant University policies. Additionally, 
Tiger Lore is available on the main web page of Pacific for prospective and currently 
enrolled students. This publication specifically communicates the sharing of copyrighted 
material without permission is (pg. 41): 

a. Illegal 
b. Details the potential criminal and civil penalties associated with copyright violations 
c. Against University policy (see Related & Supporting Policies section below) 
d. Subject to Pacific's Judicial process with sanctions including, but not limited to; loss of 
PacificNet access, reconnection fees, other technical costs, and other possible 
disciplinary sanctioning 
e. Continued violations may result in more serious sanctions up to and including, 
suspension or dismissal 

As briefly mentioned in the Technology Deterrent Plan, an automated system for the 
detection of illegal P2P sharing of copyrighted materials provides the capability to 
educate and remind students of University policy and federal law at the time of 
infraction. 

Requirement: Procedures for handling unauthorized distribution of copyrighted 
material. 

Pacific's Process for Managing Copyright Infringement: 

DMCA Notifications 
Reported DMCA violations are researched by the Customer Support Center (CSC) in 
conjunction with the IT Security Office. This research includes: 

a. Log analysis 
b. MAC address identification 
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c. User ID and name identification 
d. Switch port/Access point identification 
e. Room and network jack identification 

Upon user/system identification: 

a. Violation report information is logged within the University ticketing system 
b. If a student is identified, a Judicial Affairs report is completed and submitted for 
student notification 
c. If faculty/staff related: 

i. Human Resources (HR) is notified of policy violation 
ii. Supervisor is notified by HR 
iii. HR determines disciplinary action taken with Supervisor (see Related & Supporting 
Policy section for violation of Acceptable Use Policy) 

b. Guest wireless offender's MAC addresses are documented and blocked from 
accessing University resources 
c. Repeat offenders are blocked from accessing the network 

Automated P2P Detection System Procedures for Students 
A graduated response system approved by Judicial Affairs is used to determine 
appropriate sanctions. Copyrighted materials traversing P2P software protocols are 
identified by their digital signature and/or file name. Identification triggers one of a 
possible three differing sanctions: 

a. First Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Students asked to comply with 
University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Network activity reset within 15 
minutes. 
b. Second Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Students asked to comply 
with University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Network activity immediately 
blocked for one hour. 
c. Third Offense - Popup window displays violation alert. Students asked to comply with 
University policies and the Student Code of Conduct. Network activity immediately 
blocked for 24 hours. A violation report is sent to Judicial Affairs for disciplinary action. 

Future DMCA Automation 
With the deployment of Network Access Control (NAC) technology, the IT Security 
Office is working with Cyber Infrastructure to automate the DMCA notification process to 
provide the means to automatically notify and educate DMCA violators regarding 
University policy and Federal law. DMCA handling procedures will be modified upon the 
deployment of the NAC technology. 

Requirement: Procedures for periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the plans. 

http://www.pacific.edu/About-Pacific/AdministrationOffices/Office-of-Information-Technology/IT-Security-Office/HEOA-and-DMCA-Compliance/HEOA-and-DMCA-Supporting-Policies.html�
http://www.pacific.edu/About-Pacific/AdministrationOffices/Office-of-Information-Technology/IT-Security-Office/HEOA-and-DMCA-Compliance/HEOA-and-DMCA-Supporting-Policies.html�
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The Office of Information Technology annually publishes to the Office of the Provost 
and the Office of the President a Record of Evidence (ROE) at the end of each fiscal 
year. The ROE contains metrics important in assessing the overall performance of the 
department. Included in the ROE is a metric for DMCA notices received. The 
effectiveness of this plan should be directly reflected in the decrease or stasis of DMCA 
notices received. The IT Security Office will add other key metrics that can be obtained 
from the P2P detection system, such as; annual number of reported violations, number 
of repeat violations, and network blocks. These metrics would be a key indicator for 
determining the success of this plan. 

Periodic Review Procedure 
Upon publication of the ROE, the IT Security Office, in conjunction with Judicial Affairs, 
will review the plan's effectiveness based upon the metrics contained within the report. 

Requirement: Institutions will, in consultation with the chief technology officer or 
designated officer off the institution: 

1. Periodically review the legal alternatives for downloading or otherwise acquiring 
copyrighted material 
2. Make available the results of the aforementioned review to its students through a 
Web site or other means  
3. To the extent practicable, offer legal alternatives for the downloading or otherwise 
acquiring copyrighted material, as determined by the institution. 

Pacific's Legal Alternative Plan 
The Pacific Community respects the issues surrounding copyright media and regularly 
reviews a range of legal alternatives that are available. Our Chief Information Officer, 
after careful consideration, has determined that current online media stores provide the 
most appropriate and efficient means of obtaining copyright material. iTunes (and its 
sister site iTunesU) is one example of an online media store that Pacific already uses as 
an integral part of its curriculum. Our use of iTunesU allows the Pacific Community to 
seamlessly transition from searching Pacific's non-copyright material to the abundant 
amount of copyright material available on iTunes. It is our position that providing such a 
seamless transition not only promotes the value of a copyright but also educates our 
community on the proper means of obtaining such material. 
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Appendix K. Pacific Seminar I Sexual Misconduct Session 

 
Lesson Plan for PACS 1 “Sexual Conduct and Consent” Session 

September 23, 2011 
 
Session Outcomes 
As a result of participating in the Sexual Conduct and Consent Session, students will be able to:  
1. Explain Pacific’s definition of consent and sexual misconduct  
2. Discuss theoretical questions about consent through McGregor’s analysis of consent  
3. Identify myths about sexual misconduct 
4. Employ sexual misconduct prevention strategies 
5. Know how to employ Pacific’s support resources and reporting procedures 
 

Outline of Class Session 
 
Before Class  
 
* Students read Pacific’s sexual conduct policy and the Joan McGregor reading  
* Students review videos 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 from the “Unless There’s Consent” program 
* Students type out answers to common assignment and bring to class. This required assignment   
   counts as part of their participation grade. 
 
During Class 
 
One suggestion is to use the assignment to structure the class session. The first part of the 
discussion can focus on the main ideas in Pacific’s consent policy and the various themes in the 
“Unless There’s Consent” videos, such as the difference in communication styles between men 
and women (video 3), the social pressures (video 5), the role of alcohol (video 6), and avoiding 
sexual assault (video 8).  The McGregor reading should reinforce the main ideas and give a 
theoretical basis for centrality of the concept of “consent.” McGregor also challenges Pacific’s 
policy by arguing against the inclusion of “non-verbal” communication of consent, and this 
should open up debate on this question.   
 
The last part of the session can be devoted to the John and Jane scenario. You might break up 
students into small groups to discuss their answers and reasons for them and then have a general 
class discussion about the issues.  
 
At the End of Class 
 
Let students know at the end of the class session that they will have more opportunity to discuss 
the issues at the required meeting with their Student Advisors and that they will receive 
additional information and resources.   
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Pacific Seminar I: What is a good society? 
Sexual Misconduct on Campus: Understanding Issues of Consent and 
Sexual Assault 
 
1. Reading and discussing Pacific’s policy on sexual misconduct clarified 
for me the University’s definition of sexual consent and its relation to 
sexual assault and rape. 
 
3.4  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.683 
2. Under Pacific’s policy and state law, if both parties are intoxicated, there 
can be no charge of sexual misconduct. 
1.9  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.848 
3. Reading and discussing Joan McGregor’s article helped me understand 
that the right to consent to or refuse consent to sex is an important aspect of 
personal autonomy.   
 
3.4  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.645 
4. Reading and discussing Joan McGregor’s article helped me understand 
that consent can only be given under certain conditions, such as the absence 
of impaired judgment or coercion. 
 
3.2  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.878 
5. As a result of the class session on Sexual Conduct and Consent, I have a 
better understanding of some of the myths about rape. 
 
3.2  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.677 
6. Non-stranger or ‘acquaintance rape’ is often the result of 
miscommunication and therefore is not really rape at all. 
 
1.6  1=strongly disagree   2=disagree   3=agree   4=strongly agree 
SD=.750 
 
n==766 
 
 

 
 

Freshman=711  
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Appendix L. Student Conduct Data 

 
This chart represents all violations, including cases handled only in the residence halls. 
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Appendix M. Core Survey Results 

 
Core Survey 

 
  

0.0% 
20.0% 

40.0% 
60.0% 

80.0% 

Annual 

30-day 

Underage 30-day 

Binge Drinking 

Annual 30-day Underage 30-day Binge Drinking 
2012 70.1% 55.0% 48.2% 37.1% 
2010 78.3% 64.5% 59.0% 37.0% 
2009 80.0% 68.1% 60.0% 40.8% 

Core Survey Alcohol Use 
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Appendix N. Review Board Membership 

 
Student Conduct Review Board Members 

7% African American 
26% Asian/API 
33% Caucasian 
13% Hispanic 

3% Multi Ethnic 
1% Native American 

16% NA/Unknown 
 
 
 

Female Male 
64% 36% 
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Appendix O. NASPA Data 

 
1. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Honor Code 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 69.18% 97.86% 74.24% 
No 2.50% 0.00% 2.70% 

I do not know 28.32% 2.14% 23.06% 
Total Respondents 11862 281 6697 

 

2. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Code of Conduct 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 89.44% 99.64% 91.21% 
No 0.78% 0.00% 0.69% 

I do not know 9.78% 0.36% 8.10% 
Total Respondents 12511 281 6655 

 

3. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Policy for notifying parents/guardians 
of policy violations that involve alcohol 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 47.37% 52.54% 55.33% 
No 7.42% 6.88% 7.41% 

I do not know 45.21% 40.58% 37.25% 
Total Respondents 12808 276 6947 

 

4. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Policy for notifying parents/guardians 
of policy violations that do not involve alcohol 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 35.94% 39.13% 42.14% 
No 8.50% 8.33% 7.77% 

I do not know 55.56% 52.54% 50.09% 
Total Respondents 12789 276 6936 

 

5. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Conflict mediation process  

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 61.79% 67.87% 63.60% 
No 2.07% 2.17% 1.92% 

I do not know 36.14% 29.96% 34.49% 
Total Respondents 12815 277 6945 

 

6. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Peer student hearing/judiciary panel 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 54.75% 83.21% 56.30% 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

No 4.21% 1.82% 5.17% 
I do not know 41.04% 14.96% 38.54% 

Total Respondents 12622 274 6773 
 

7. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Minimum sanctions related to alcohol 
and/or drugs 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 56.64% 59.27% 61.87% 
No 5.49% 4.73% 5.96% 

I do not know 37.87% 36.00% 32.17% 
Total Respondents 12761 275 6914 

 

8. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Policies related to electronically 
downloading/uploading copyrighted material 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 72.39% 87.64% 70.13% 
No 2.52% 0.73% 3.12% 

I do not know 25.09% 11.64% 26.75% 
Total Respondents 12794 275 6934 

 

9. Does your college/university have any of the following? - Medical amnesty policy related to 
alcohol/drugs 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 38.98% 40.36% 44.58% 
No 5.10% 5.45% 5.68% 

I do not know 55.91% 54.18% 49.74% 
Total Respondents 12798 275 6950 

 

10. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I am aware of the 
policies at this college/university regarding possession and/or consumption of alcohol on-
campus. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.04 0.22* 1.06 12398 80.46% 10.84%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.26 --- 0.86 268 87.31% 5.60%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.19 0.07 0.92 6817 86.02% 6.98%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 37.43% 44.53% 41.25% 
Somewhat agree 40.30% 40.88% 43.10% 
Neither agree nor 8.41% 6.93% 6.86% 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
disagree 

Somewhat disagree 6.16% 4.38% 4.72% 
Strongly disagree 4.31% 1.09% 2.13% 

NA/Does not apply 3.39% 2.19% 1.94% 
Total Respondents 12833 274 6952 

 

11. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - The policies related to 
student conduct are appropriate for students attending this institution. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.97 0.11 1.03 12391 73.34% 9.59%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.08 --- 1.10 269 77.70% 11.15%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.95 0.13* 1.05 6796 74.46% 11.58%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 34.53% 44.53% 34.38% 
Somewhat agree 36.45% 31.75% 38.56% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
16.52% 10.95% 13.68% 

Somewhat disagree 6.51% 6.93% 8.20% 
Strongly disagree 2.76% 4.01% 3.14% 

NA/Does not apply 3.22% 1.82% 2.05% 
Total Respondents 12803 274 6938 

 

12. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I believe that the 
process for addressing issues of potential student misconduct at this institution is fair. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.78 0.01 1.04 12149 64.22% 10.49%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.80 --- 1.18 261 63.98% 15.71%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.78 0.02 1.07 6697 65.98% 12.53%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 26.89% 34.69% 27.22% 
Somewhat agree 34.29% 26.94% 36.66% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
24.09% 19.56% 20.80% 

Somewhat disagree 6.69% 10.70% 8.37% 
Strongly disagree 3.31% 4.43% 3.76% 

NA/Does not apply 4.73% 3.69% 3.19% 
Total Respondents 12752 271 6918 
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13. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I believe that the 
process for addressing issues of potential student misconduct at my college/university serves an 
educational purpose. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.73 -0.03 1.09 12212 61.41% 12.41%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.70 --- 1.22 258 60.47% 16.28%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.71 -0.01 1.10 6709 61.98% 13.83%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 27.11% 31.37% 26.83% 
Somewhat agree 31.67% 26.20% 33.25% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
25.07% 22.14% 23.45% 

Somewhat disagree 7.87% 8.86% 9.03% 
Strongly disagree 4.01% 6.64% 4.38% 

NA/Does not apply 4.27% 4.80% 3.06% 
Total Respondents 12757 271 6921 

 

14. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I believe that the 
process for addressing issues of potential student misconduct at this institution balances the 
needs of the community with the rights of the individual student. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.75 -0.02 1.05 12187 61.89% 10.60%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.73 --- 1.15 263 61.60% 14.07%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.74 -0.01 1.06 6687 63.00% 11.93%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 25.85% 29.67% 26.02% 
Somewhat agree 33.32% 29.67% 34.95% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
26.30% 23.44% 24.25% 

Somewhat disagree 6.54% 8.06% 7.63% 
Strongly disagree 3.59% 5.49% 3.92% 

NA/Does not apply 4.39% 3.66% 3.23% 
Total Respondents 12747 273 6910 

 

15. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I understand the steps 
in the hearing/student conduct process. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.98 0.32* 1.35 11965 37.99% 38.53%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.30 --- 1.39 259 47.88% 30.89%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.02 0.28* 1.34 6582 39.29% 38.38%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 15.99% 25.46% 16.45% 
Somewhat agree 19.58% 20.30% 20.90% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
21.98% 20.30% 21.23% 

Somewhat disagree 18.81% 16.24% 20.64% 
Strongly disagree 17.26% 13.28% 15.84% 

NA/Does not apply 6.37% 4.43% 4.95% 
Total Respondents 12779 271 6925 

 

16. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - I believe that the 
enforcement of the Code of Conduct/Honor Code is consistent. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.46 0.16* 1.15 11920 48.76% 17.77%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.62 --- 1.20 261 58.62% 19.92%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.47 0.15* 1.18 6581 51.48% 19.68%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 20.21% 27.94% 21.35% 
Somewhat agree 25.27% 28.31% 27.56% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
31.22% 20.59% 27.40% 

Somewhat disagree 10.18% 13.60% 11.62% 
Strongly disagree 6.39% 5.51% 7.07% 

NA/Does not apply 6.72% 4.04% 4.99% 
Total Respondents 12779 272 6927 
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17. Please indicate your response to the following questions: - I can identify where to find a copy 
of the Code of Conduct/Honor Code for my college/university. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 54.61% 87.96% 59.09% 
No 45.39% 12.04% 40.91% 

Total Respondents 12815 274 6945 
 

18. Please indicate your response to the following questions: - I have read the Code of 
Conduct/Honor Code for my college/university.  

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 40.63% 65.57% 45.53% 
No 59.37% 34.43% 54.47% 

Total Respondents 12745 273 6907 
 

19. Please indicate your response to the following questions: - I can list where to report a possible 
violation of the Code of Conduct/Honor Code.  

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 31.71% 45.62% 35.89% 
No 68.29% 54.38% 64.11% 

Total Respondents 12764 274 6923 
 

20. Have you ever been through your campus' judicial affairs process/student conduct hearing? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes, once 9.37% 8.30% 10.68% 
Yes, multiple times 2.20% 1.44% 2.76% 

No 88.43% 90.25% 86.57% 
Total Respondents 12865 277 6969 

 

21. What was the nature of your most recent alleged violation? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Academic misconduct (e.g., 
cheating, plagiarism) 

5.98% 4.00% 4.03% 

Non-academic misconduct 
(e.g., alcohol, visitation, 

vandalism) 

94.02% 96.00% 95.97% 

Total Respondents 1288 25 795 
 

22. Were you found responsible for violating one or more policies of your college/university? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 68.08% 72.00% 70.49% 
No 31.92% 28.00% 29.51% 

Total Respondents 1466 25 959 
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23. Were you aware of the university policy prior to this incident? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 73.70% 72.00% 75.93% 
No 26.30% 28.00% 24.07% 

Total Respondents 1445 25 943 
 

24. Thinking back to your choice to break a campus policy, how likely would you have been to 
violate the policy had you known about it prior to the incident? 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.13 0.45 1.07 295 15.25% 36.61%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.57 --- 1.27 7 28.57% 28.57%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.23 0.34 1.12 158 18.99% 34.18%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Very unlikely 36.61% 28.57% 34.18% 
Somewhat unlikely 29.49% 14.29% 27.85% 

Somewhat likely 18.64% 28.57% 18.99% 
Very likely 15.25% 28.57% 18.99% 

Total Respondents 295 7 158 
 

25. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - The notification I 
received outlining my alleged violations was clear. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.98 0.25 1.23 1138 76.36% 16.08%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

4.23 --- 1.15 22 86.36% 13.64%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.00 0.23 1.19 714 77.03% 14.85%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 42.62% 52.17% 42.01% 
Somewhat agree 30.29% 30.43% 32.52% 

Neither agree nor disagree 7.21% 0.00% 7.86% 
Somewhat disagree 8.64% 8.70% 8.67% 

Strongly disagree 6.71% 4.35% 5.69% 
NA/Does not apply 4.53% 4.35% 3.25% 
Total Respondents 1192 23 738 
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26. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My actions in this 
incident were consistent with my personal values. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.41 -0.27 1.41 1102 52.45% 25.77%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.14 --- 1.52 22 45.45% 40.91%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.38 -0.24 1.42 695 51.37% 26.91%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 27.71% 26.09% 27.54% 
Somewhat agree 20.82% 17.39% 20.90% 

Neither agree nor disagree 20.15% 13.04% 20.49% 
Somewhat disagree 9.07% 21.74% 10.18% 

Strongly disagree 14.78% 17.39% 15.20% 
NA/Does not apply 7.47% 4.35% 5.70% 
Total Respondents 1191 23 737 

 

27. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: During the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - I was treated fairly. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.81 -0.40 1.36 1129 69.09% 20.81%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.41 --- 1.59 22 59.09% 36.36%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.84 -0.43 1.34 708 69.92% 19.21%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 40.99% 34.78% 41.73% 
Somewhat agree 24.39% 21.74% 25.34% 

Neither agree nor disagree 9.56% 4.35% 10.43% 
Somewhat disagree 9.97% 17.39% 8.81% 

Strongly disagree 9.72% 17.39% 9.62% 
NA/Does not apply 5.36% 4.35% 4.07% 
Total Respondents 1193 23 738 

 

28. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: During the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - I was treated with respect. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.91 -0.10 1.32 1127 71.78% 18.72%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.82 --- 1.47 22 68.18% 27.27%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.91 -0.09 1.32 707 71.29% 18.53%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 44.42% 47.83% 45.05% 
Somewhat agree 23.51% 17.39% 23.34% 

Neither agree nor disagree 8.98% 4.35% 9.77% 
Somewhat disagree 9.66% 17.39% 9.50% 

Strongly disagree 8.06% 8.70% 8.28% 
NA/Does not apply 5.37% 4.35% 4.07% 
Total Respondents 1191 23 737 

 

29. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: During the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - All of my questions were answered. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.86 -0.32 1.34 1109 69.79% 18.76%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.55 --- 1.60 22 59.09% 36.36%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.84 -0.29 1.35 695 68.20% 19.57%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 41.97% 43.48% 42.53% 
Somewhat agree 23.13% 13.04% 21.88% 

Neither agree nor disagree 10.68% 4.35% 11.55% 
Somewhat disagree 8.33% 21.74% 9.10% 

Strongly disagree 9.17% 13.04% 9.38% 
NA/Does not apply 6.73% 4.35% 5.57% 
Total Respondents 1189 23 736 

 

30. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: - Whether I agreed or 
not, I understand the rationale for the decision made concerning the alleged violations. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.03 -0.03 1.18 1127 77.46% 14.46%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

4.00 --- 1.02 22 81.82% 9.09%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.05 -0.05 1.16 706 77.48% 13.17%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 43.52% 31.82% 44.08% 
Somewhat agree 29.97% 50.00% 30.34% 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Neither agree nor disagree 7.66% 9.09% 8.98% 

Somewhat disagree 8.42% 4.55% 7.62% 
Strongly disagree 5.30% 4.55% 5.03% 

NA/Does not apply 5.13% 0.00% 3.95% 
Total Respondents 1188 22 735 

 

31. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: - I believe that the 
sanctions that I was assigned were educational in nature. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.25 -0.06 1.46 1082 50.28% 33.83%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.19 --- 1.47 21 47.62% 33.33%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.28 -0.09 1.47 682 51.03% 33.28%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 24.62% 22.73% 26.23% 
Somewhat agree 21.25% 22.73% 21.31% 

Neither agree nor disagree 14.50% 18.18% 14.62% 
Somewhat disagree 14.08% 13.64% 14.34% 

Strongly disagree 16.78% 18.18% 16.67% 
NA/Does not apply 8.77% 4.55% 6.83% 
Total Respondents 1186 22 732 

 

32. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: After my hearing, I better 
understand the policy(s) I was accused of violating. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.59 -0.07 1.30 1083 58.54% 19.48%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.52 --- 1.29 21 57.14% 14.29%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.56 -0.03 1.29 684 55.70% 19.30%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 28.39% 22.73% 27.93% 
Somewhat agree 25.02% 31.82% 23.98% 

Neither agree nor disagree 20.05% 27.27% 23.30% 
Somewhat disagree 7.83% 0.00% 8.04% 

Strongly disagree 9.94% 13.64% 9.95% 
NA/Does not apply 8.76% 4.55% 6.81% 
Total Respondents 1187 22 734 

 

33. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
explained my rights. 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.72 -0.12 1.39 1055 65.31% 21.80%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.60 --- 1.47 20 60.00% 30.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.73 -0.13 1.38 663 65.76% 21.12%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 35.68% 38.10% 36.31% 
Somewhat agree 22.17% 19.05% 22.76% 

Neither agree nor disagree 11.42% 9.52% 11.79% 
Somewhat disagree 8.48% 19.05% 8.54% 

Strongly disagree 10.83% 9.52% 10.43% 
NA/Does not apply 11.42% 4.76% 10.16% 
Total Respondents 1191 21 738 

 

34. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
explained my resolution options. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.81 -0.46 1.31 1046 67.97% 18.64%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.35 --- 1.57 20 55.00% 40.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.79 -0.44 1.30 656 66.77% 19.66%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 36.06% 33.33% 35.69% 
Somewhat agree 23.99% 19.05% 23.98% 

Neither agree nor disagree 11.82% 4.76% 12.13% 
Somewhat disagree 8.53% 23.81% 10.08% 

Strongly disagree 7.94% 14.29% 7.49% 
NA/Does not apply 11.66% 4.76% 10.63% 
Total Respondents 1184 21 734 

 

35. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
allowed me to tell my side of the incident. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.22 -0.02 1.14 1069 81.01% 11.04%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

4.20 --- 1.32 20 80.00% 20.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.23 -0.03 1.11 673 81.87% 10.25%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 51.23% 61.90% 51.71% 
Somewhat agree 22.10% 14.29% 23.67% 

Neither agree nor disagree 7.20% 0.00% 7.25% 
Somewhat disagree 5.42% 14.29% 5.06% 

Strongly disagree 4.57% 4.76% 4.38% 
NA/Does not apply 9.48% 4.76% 7.93% 
Total Respondents 1181 21 731 

 

36. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
explained why the rule I was accused of breaking is important. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.81 0.19 1.30 1064 66.92% 18.33%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

4.00 --- 1.34 20 75.00% 15.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.81 0.19 1.27 671 67.06% 17.59%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 36.71% 47.62% 35.87% 
Somewhat agree 23.38% 23.81% 25.27% 

Neither agree nor disagree 13.25% 9.52% 13.99% 
Somewhat disagree 8.61% 4.76% 8.97% 

Strongly disagree 7.85% 9.52% 7.07% 
NA/Does not apply 10.21% 4.76% 8.83% 
Total Respondents 1185 21 736 

 

37. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
explained my sanction(s) to me. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.06 -0.26 1.11 1013 76.11% 10.27%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.80 --- 1.44 20 75.00% 20.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.06 -0.26 1.11 636 75.63% 10.38%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 38.76% 38.10% 39.04% 
Somewhat agree 26.63% 33.33% 26.85% 

Neither agree nor disagree 11.70% 4.76% 12.19% 
Somewhat disagree 4.75% 4.76% 5.07% 

Strongly disagree 4.07% 14.29% 3.97% 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
NA/Does not apply 14.08% 4.76% 12.88% 
Total Respondents 1179 21 730 

 

38. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My Hearing Officer 
explained the educational outcomes expected from my assigned sanction(s). 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.56 -0.19 1.41 1010 59.11% 24.55%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.37 --- 1.77 19 57.89% 31.58%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.56 -0.19 1.40 637 58.56% 24.80%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 29.79% 38.10% 30.34% 
Somewhat agree 20.59% 14.29% 20.41% 

Neither agree nor disagree 13.92% 9.52% 14.42% 
Somewhat disagree 9.37% 0.00% 10.07% 

Strongly disagree 11.56% 28.57% 11.43% 
NA/Does not apply 14.77% 9.52% 13.33% 
Total Respondents 1185 21 735 

 

39. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me understand how my choices and actions relate to my 
values, beliefs, and/or goals 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.17 -0.17 1.38 1071 44.35% 30.53%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.00 --- 1.49 19 42.11% 42.11%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.16 -0.16 1.38 681 43.76% 31.57%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 19.48% 20.00% 19.73% 
Somewhat agree 20.75% 20.00% 20.82% 

Neither agree nor disagree 22.78% 15.00% 22.86% 
Somewhat disagree 11.43% 20.00% 12.93% 

Strongly disagree 16.26% 20.00% 16.33% 
NA/Does not apply 9.31% 5.00% 7.35% 
Total Respondents 1181 20 735 

 
40. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me identify, possible alternatives for dealing with similar 
situations in the future. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

 

3.40 -0.05 1.34 1083 54.29% 24.93%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Average 

Spring 2012 University of 
the Pacific  

3.35 --- 1.53 20 55.00% 30.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.38 -0.03 1.33 689 53.56% 25.69%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 22.90% 28.57% 22.51% 
Somewhat agree 26.97% 23.81% 27.83% 

Neither agree nor disagree 19.08% 14.29% 19.51% 
Somewhat disagree 10.18% 9.52% 11.32% 

Strongly disagree 12.72% 19.05% 12.82% 
NA/Does not apply 8.14% 4.76% 6.00% 
Total Respondents 1179 21 733 

 

41. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me recognize my responsibilities as a member of the campus 
community 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.35 -0.25 1.33 1085 50.60% 26.08%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.10 --- 1.37 20 45.00% 30.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.33 -0.23 1.31 685 49.05% 25.99%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 21.92% 14.29% 21.64% 
Somewhat agree 24.72% 28.57% 24.38% 

Neither agree nor disagree 21.50% 23.81% 23.42% 
Somewhat disagree 11.81% 9.52% 12.47% 

Strongly disagree 12.23% 19.05% 11.92% 
NA/Does not apply 7.82% 4.76% 6.16% 
Total Respondents 1177 21 730 

 

42. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me recognize my rights as a member of the campus 
community 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.38 -0.23 1.34 1094 53.20% 25.87%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.15 --- 1.27 20 40.00% 25.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.37 -0.22 1.32 695 52.95% 25.32%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 22.67% 14.29% 21.77% 
Somewhat agree 26.57% 23.81% 28.30% 

Neither agree nor disagree 19.37% 33.33% 20.54% 
Somewhat disagree 10.91% 9.52% 11.16% 

Strongly disagree 13.03% 14.29% 12.79% 
NA/Does not apply 7.45% 4.76% 5.44% 
Total Respondents 1182 21 735 

 

43. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me to take responsibility for my choices and actions 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.52 -0.32 1.33 1075 57.30% 21.86%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.20 --- 1.36 20 50.00% 25.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.53 -0.33 1.32 683 57.10% 21.82%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 26.33% 14.29% 27.17% 
Somewhat agree 25.83% 33.33% 25.82% 

Neither agree nor disagree 18.97% 23.81% 19.57% 
Somewhat disagree 8.47% 4.76% 9.10% 

Strongly disagree 11.43% 19.05% 11.14% 
NA/Does not apply 8.98% 4.76% 7.20% 
Total Respondents 1181 21 736 

 

44. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me identify and connect to other campus and community 
resources 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.06 -0.46 1.41 1068 40.92% 35.58%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.60 --- 1.39 20 20.00% 45.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.04 -0.44 1.41 678 40.27% 35.84%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 18.74% 14.29% 18.72% 
Somewhat agree 18.32% 4.76% 18.58% 

Neither agree nor disagree 21.29% 33.33% 22.13% 
Somewhat disagree 13.99% 14.29% 14.48% 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Strongly disagree 18.24% 28.57% 18.72% 

NA/Does not apply 9.41% 4.76% 7.38% 
Total Respondents 1179 21 732 

 

45. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Helped me understand why the university is concerned about 
student behavior that violates its policies 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.36 -0.56 1.37 1093 53.25% 27.54%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.80 --- 1.47 20 35.00% 40.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.32 -0.52 1.36 691 51.52% 28.51%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 23.14% 14.29% 22.21% 
Somewhat agree 26.19% 19.05% 26.29% 

Neither agree nor disagree 17.80% 23.81% 18.80% 
Somewhat disagree 11.95% 9.52% 12.67% 

Strongly disagree 13.56% 28.57% 14.17% 
NA/Does not apply 7.37% 4.76% 5.86% 
Total Respondents 1180 21 734 

 

46. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . - Increased my understanding of other peoples' perspectives 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.31 -0.21 1.33 1086 47.61% 26.80%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.10 --- 1.41 20 35.00% 35.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.28 -0.18 1.32 689 45.43% 26.42%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 21.86% 23.81% 21.25% 
Somewhat agree 21.95% 9.52% 21.39% 

Neither agree nor disagree 23.56% 28.57% 26.43% 
Somewhat disagree 11.86% 19.05% 11.99% 

Strongly disagree 12.80% 14.29% 12.81% 
NA/Does not apply 7.97% 4.76% 6.13% 
Total Respondents 1180 21 734 

 

47. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . Increased my awareness of what further misconduct might mean to 
my college career 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.91 -0.36 1.22 1087 71.30% 13.43%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.55 --- 1.67 20 60.00% 25.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.86 -0.31 1.22 687 69.29% 13.54%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 37.79% 42.86% 36.48% 
Somewhat agree 28.17% 14.29% 28.55% 

Neither agree nor disagree 14.13% 14.29% 16.12% 
Somewhat disagree 4.85% 0.00% 4.92% 

Strongly disagree 7.57% 23.81% 7.79% 
NA/Does not apply 7.49% 4.76% 6.15% 
Total Respondents 1175 21 732 

 

48. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: My experience with the 
hearing/judicial process . . . Increased my awareness of how my actions impact the University 
community 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.13 -0.58 1.41 1076 43.59% 33.09%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.55 --- 1.47 20 25.00% 50.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.06 -0.51 1.42 679 41.68% 35.49%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Strongly agree 20.17% 14.29% 19.18% 
Somewhat agree 19.74% 9.52% 19.59% 

Neither agree nor disagree 21.36% 23.81% 21.23% 
Somewhat disagree 12.60% 14.29% 13.97% 

Strongly disagree 17.70% 33.33% 19.04% 
NA/Does not apply 8.43% 4.76% 6.99% 
Total Respondents 1175 21 730 

 

49. How many weeks passed between your receiving notification of an alleged violation and your 
being found responsible or not? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Less than one week 29.81% 18.18% 29.46% 
Within three weeks 39.95% 22.73% 40.94% 

Four to six weeks 13.60% 22.73% 13.55% 
More than six weeks 16.64% 36.36% 16.04% 

Total Respondents 1154 22 723 
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50. Have you ever been informed about the academic integrity or cheating policies at this 
institution? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 88.32% 95.56% 89.39% 
No 5.83% 1.85% 4.97% 

I don't remember 5.85% 2.59% 5.64% 
Total Respondents 12625 270 6843 

 

51. Where did you learn about these policies? Please select all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

In the undergraduate 
catalogue 

31.15% 36.08% 32.93% 

During orientation 58.86% 77.65% 67.10% 
During a workshop on 

academic integrity 
7.89% 32.16% 9.93% 

In my courses 84.03% 81.96% 84.19% 
From a faculty member 54.59% 51.37% 57.44% 

From an academic advisor 16.75% 27.84% 18.81% 
From a staff member 16.29% 23.92% 16.41% 

From a friend/fellow student 15.65% 23.14% 16.66% 
On a web page 18.03% 11.37% 17.94% 

From a media source (e.g., 
newspaper, television) 

3.48% 3.14% 3.17% 

Other 4.04% 6.27% 3.73% 
Total Respondents 11102 255 6092 

 

52. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - In the undergraduate 
catalogue 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.04 0.02 0.74 3369 27.69% 1.63%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.06 --- 0.73 86 25.58% 3.49%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.02 0.04 0.73 1963 26.64% 1.43%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  27.69% 25.58% 26.64% 
Some 49.75% 58.14% 50.33% 
Little 20.93% 12.79% 21.60% 

Nothing 1.63% 3.49% 1.43% 
Total Respondents 3369 86 1963 
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53. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - During orientation 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.17 0.20* 0.72 6354 35.58% 0.68%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.37 --- 0.70 191 49.74% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.21 0.16* 0.71 3995 37.52% 0.45%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  35.58% 49.74% 37.52% 
Some 46.74% 37.70% 46.31% 
Little 17.00% 12.57% 15.72% 

Nothing 0.68% 0.00% 0.45% 
Total Respondents 6354 191 3995 

 

54. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - During a workshop 
on academic integrity 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.36 0.20* 0.77 842 51.31% 2.61%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.55 --- 0.70 76 65.79% 1.32%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.36 0.20* 0.78 582 51.20% 2.92%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  51.31% 65.79% 51.20% 
Some 35.75% 25.00% 36.08% 
Little 10.33% 7.89% 9.79% 

Nothing 2.61% 1.32% 2.92% 
Total Respondents 842 76 582 

 

55. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - In my courses 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.34 -0.01 0.68 9125 45.97% 0.37%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.33 --- 0.68 198 44.95% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.36 -0.03 0.68 5030 47.04% 0.34%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  45.97% 44.95% 47.04% 
Some 42.71% 42.93% 42.13% 
Little 10.95% 12.12% 10.50% 

Nothing 0.37% 0.00% 0.34% 
Total Respondents 9125 198 5030 
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56. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - From a faculty 
member 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.24 0.06 0.71 5921 39.30% 0.78%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.30 --- 0.61 124 37.90% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.25 0.05 0.70 3436 39.52% 0.55%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  39.30% 37.90% 39.52% 
Some 46.01% 54.03% 46.36% 
Little 13.92% 8.06% 13.56% 

Nothing 0.78% 0.00% 0.55% 
Total Respondents 5921 124 3436 

 

57. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - From an academic 
advisor 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.10 0.04 0.77 1804 33.09% 1.94%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.14 --- 0.81 65 36.92% 3.08%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.09 0.05 0.77 1113 32.79% 2.16%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  33.09% 36.92% 32.79% 
Some 45.45% 43.08% 45.64% 
Little 19.51% 16.92% 19.41% 

Nothing 1.94% 3.08% 2.16% 
Total Respondents 1804 65 1113 

 

58. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - From a staff member 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.07 -0.03 0.77 1758 31.40% 2.28%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.04 --- 0.76 56 26.79% 3.57%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.06 -0.02 0.77 975 30.56% 2.26%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  31.40% 26.79% 30.56% 
Some 46.36% 53.57% 46.77% 
Little 19.97% 16.07% 20.41% 

Nothing 2.28% 3.57% 2.26% 
Total Respondents 1758 56 975 
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59. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - From a friend/fellow 
student 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.84 0.00 0.75 1692 19.80% 1.54%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.84 --- 0.78 56 21.43% 1.79%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.84 0.00 0.75 992 20.26% 1.11%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  19.80% 21.43% 20.26% 
Some 46.16% 42.86% 44.66% 
Little 32.51% 33.93% 33.97% 

Nothing 1.54% 1.79% 1.11% 
Total Respondents 1692 56 992 

 

60. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - On a web page 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.02 -0.26 0.78 1936 29.13% 2.27%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

2.76 --- 0.66 25 12.00% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.01 -0.25 0.77 1061 27.99% 2.26%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  29.13% 12.00% 27.99% 
Some 46.28% 52.00% 46.84% 
Little 22.31% 36.00% 22.90% 

Nothing 2.27% 0.00% 2.26% 
Total Respondents 1936 25 1061 

 

61. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - From a media source 
(e.g., newspaper, television) 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.73 0.42 0.81 374 16.31% 6.15%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.14 --- 0.69 7 28.57% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.80 0.34 0.78 186 17.20% 5.38%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  16.31% 28.57% 17.20% 
Some 46.26% 57.14% 51.08% 
Little 31.28% 14.29% 26.34% 

Nothing 6.15% 0.00% 5.38% 
Total Respondents 374 7 186 
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62. How much did you learn about the policies from the following sources? - Other 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.09 0.18 0.89 416 38.46% 5.77%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.27 --- 0.88 15 53.33% 0.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.10 0.17 0.86 213 38.03% 4.23%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

A lot  38.46% 53.33% 38.03% 
Some 37.50% 20.00% 38.03% 
Little 18.27% 26.67% 19.72% 

Nothing 5.77% 0.00% 4.23% 
Total Respondents 416 15 213 

 

63. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - Cheating is a serious 
problem at [this institution]. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.92 0.02 1.16 12259 27.69% 36.18%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.93 --- 1.18 253 29.25% 37.15%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.78 0.15* 1.18 6677 24.68% 42.76%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 11.86% 12.65% 10.69% 
Somewhat agree 15.83% 16.60% 13.99% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
36.14% 33.60% 32.56% 

Somewhat disagree 24.50% 25.69% 28.17% 
Strongly disagree 11.68% 11.46% 14.59% 

Total Respondents 12259 253 6677 
 

64. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - The investigation of 
suspected incidents of cheating is fair and impartial at [this institution]. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.57 0.04 0.91 12199 47.13% 6.94%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.61 --- 0.94 252 48.02% 7.54%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.57 0.04 0.92 6654 48.35% 7.51%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 18.45% 21.83% 18.55% 
Somewhat agree 28.67% 26.19% 29.80% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
45.93% 44.44% 44.14% 

Somewhat disagree 4.92% 6.35% 5.38% 
Strongly disagree 2.02% 1.19% 2.13% 

Total Respondents 12199 252 6654 
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65. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - Students should be 
held responsible for monitoring the academic integrity of other students. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.04 0.08 1.33 12227 42.20% 37.96%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.11 --- 1.33 253 43.87% 33.60%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.08 0.03 1.31 6652 43.31% 36.12%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 16.02% 17.39% 15.84% 
Somewhat agree 26.18% 26.48% 27.47% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
19.84% 22.53% 20.57% 

Somewhat disagree 21.49% 17.39% 21.27% 
Strongly disagree 16.47% 16.21% 14.85% 

Total Respondents 12227 253 6652 
 

66. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - Faculty members are 
vigilant in discovering and reporting suspected cases of academic dishonesty. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.66 0.13* 0.97 12218 57.27% 10.57%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.79 --- 0.98 253 62.45% 8.70%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.68 0.10 0.96 6649 58.72% 10.23%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 21.01% 26.88% 21.46% 
Somewhat agree 36.26% 35.57% 37.25% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
32.16% 28.85% 31.06% 

Somewhat disagree 8.51% 6.72% 8.53% 
Strongly disagree 2.06% 1.98% 1.70% 

Total Respondents 12218 253 6649 
 

67. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: - Faculty members 
change exams and assignments on a regular basis. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.70 0.11 1.06 12229 60.32% 12.57%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.81 --- 1.03 253 63.64% 9.49%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities  

3.74 0.07 1.06 6663 62.06% 12.28%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Average 

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Strongly agree 26.03% 30.04% 27.80% 
Somewhat agree 34.29% 33.60% 34.26% 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 
27.12% 26.88% 25.66% 

Somewhat disagree 9.02% 6.72% 8.99% 
Strongly disagree 3.55% 2.77% 3.29% 

Total Respondents 12229 253 6663 
 

68. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Plagiarism 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 25.16% 29.13% 24.19% 
4 - 5 times 19.29% 20.08% 19.54% 
2 - 3 times 29.91% 30.31% 30.74% 

1 time 13.04% 10.63% 13.61% 
Never 12.60% 9.84% 11.92% 

Total Respondents 12242 254 6672 
 

69. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Guidelines on group work or collaboration 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 19.08% 23.41% 19.19% 
4 - 5 times 20.84% 25.00% 21.61% 
2 - 3 times 32.75% 31.75% 33.62% 

1 time 13.87% 11.51% 13.74% 
Never 13.46% 8.33% 11.83% 

Total Respondents 12183 252 6644 
 

70. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Proper citation/referencing of written sources 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 30.28% 28.46% 31.29% 
4 - 5 times 22.03% 24.11% 22.42% 
2 - 3 times 26.73% 28.06% 27.36% 

1 time 12.02% 11.46% 11.53% 
Never 8.94% 7.91% 7.40% 

Total Respondents 12208 253 6651 
 

71. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Proper citation/referencing of Internet sources 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 28.37% 27.09% 29.44% 
4 - 5 times 20.47% 23.51% 20.81% 
2 - 3 times 26.11% 24.30% 26.46% 

1 time 13.68% 13.94% 13.43% 
Never 11.37% 11.16% 9.86% 

Total Respondents 12140 251 6613 
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72. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Falsifying/fabricating course lab data 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 9.66% 10.76% 9.24% 
4 - 5 times 9.33% 9.96% 9.43% 
2 - 3 times 16.61% 16.73% 17.33% 

1 time 12.86% 9.96% 13.16% 
Never 51.54% 52.59% 50.84% 

Total Respondents 12220 251 6658 
 

73. How often in the past academic year has a faculty or staff member at this institution discussed 
the following with you: - Falsifying/fabricating research data 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 11.53% 15.54% 10.95% 
4 - 5 times 10.71% 10.36% 10.69% 
2 - 3 times 19.04% 16.73% 19.44% 

1 time 14.64% 10.76% 14.80% 
Never 44.08% 46.61% 44.12% 

Total Respondents 12193 251 6641 
 

74. How frequently do you think the following occur at this institution? - Plagiarism on written 
assignments. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Always 2.40% 2.35% 1.75% 
Often 19.55% 11.76% 15.66% 

Occasionally 48.76% 52.55% 47.38% 
Rarely 27.08% 30.20% 32.93% 
Never 2.21% 3.14% 2.28% 

Total Respondents 12240 255 6672 
 

75. How frequently do you think the following occur at this institution? - Inappropriately sharing 
work in group assignments. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Always 8.90% 8.66% 7.92% 
Often 39.45% 35.43% 38.03% 

Occasionally 36.90% 37.40% 38.00% 
Rarely 12.90% 15.35% 14.30% 
Never 1.84% 3.15% 1.76% 

Total Respondents 12221 254 6664 
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76. How frequently do you think the following occur at this institution? - Cheating during tests or 
examinations. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Always 3.93% 3.14% 3.05% 
Often 16.07% 13.33% 13.27% 

Occasionally 40.62% 41.18% 38.68% 
Rarely 34.77% 34.90% 39.44% 
Never 4.62% 7.45% 5.56% 

Total Respondents 12219 255 6660 
 

77. How likely are you to do the following in the future? - Cheat on an exam or assignment. 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

1.18 -0.06 0.49 12275 0.71% 85.55%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

1.13 --- 0.40 255 0.39% 89.41%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

1.19 -0.06* 0.50 6690 0.67% 85.08%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Very likely 0.71% 0.39% 0.67% 
Somewhat likely 2.58% 1.18% 2.68% 

Somewhat unlikely 11.16% 9.02% 11.57% 
Very unlikely 85.55% 89.41% 85.08% 

Total Respondents 12275 255 6690 
 

78. How likely are you to do the following in the future? - Inappropriately sharing work in group 
assignments. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

1.52 -0.01 0.75 12262 1.75% 61.95%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

1.50 --- 0.76 255 1.96% 63.92%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

1.56 -0.06 0.76 6682 1.75% 58.59%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Very likely 1.75% 1.96% 1.75% 
Somewhat likely 10.09% 10.20% 11.48% 

Somewhat unlikely 26.22% 23.92% 28.18% 
Very unlikely 61.95% 63.92% 58.59% 

Total Respondents 12262 255 6682 
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79. How likely are you to do the following in the future? - Plagiarize on a paper 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

1.11 -0.05* 0.39 12258 0.45% 91.09%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

1.06 --- 0.25 254 0.00% 94.49%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

1.10 -0.04 0.37 6679 0.43% 91.97%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 
Universities Average 

Very likely 0.45% 0.00% 0.43% 
Somewhat likely 1.23% 0.39% 0.94% 

Somewhat unlikely 7.23% 5.12% 6.65% 
Very unlikely 91.09% 94.49% 91.97% 

Total Respondents 12258 254 6679 
 

80. Why might you cheat or plagiarize? Please select all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

It is easy to cheat. 47.51% 60.00% 54.18% 
I do not think I will get caught. 38.61% 60.00% 45.42% 

Everyone cheats. 33.41% 80.00% 39.04% 
What some consider cheating, 

I do not consider cheating. 
23.86% 20.00% 22.31% 

I want to get a good grade in 
the course. 

67.46% 40.00% 66.93% 

I want to maintain my current 
GPA. 

57.92% 40.00% 55.78% 

I am pressured by a friend that 
needs help. 

19.52% 0.00% 20.72% 

I am pressured by my family to 
get good grades. 

36.66% 20.00% 38.25% 

I am pressured by my peers to 
get good grades. 

18.44% 0.00% 20.72% 

I am under time constraints. 44.69% 0.00% 43.82% 
I am not good at taking exams. 35.36% 20.00% 30.68% 

A personal issue/crisis might 
compel me to cheat.  

19.74% 20.00% 18.73% 

Other 10.85% 0.00% 7.57% 
Total Respondents 461 5 251 

 

81. Have you ever done any of the following? - Plagiarized on written assignments. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 4.12% 4.35% 4.16% 
No 95.88% 95.65% 95.84% 

Total Respondents 11838 253 6278 
 

82. Have you ever done any of the following? - Inappropriately shared work in group assignments. 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 26.55% 26.48% 29.32% 
No 73.45% 73.52% 70.68% 

Total Respondents 11832 253 6279 
 

83. Have you ever done any of the following? - Cheated during tests or examinations. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 9.66% 9.88% 9.51% 
No 90.34% 90.12% 90.49% 

Total Respondents 11828 253 6275 
 

84. Why did you cheat, plagiarized or inappropriately shared work in a group? Please select all 
that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

It was easy to cheat. 25.53% 19.18% 26.06% 
I did not think I will get caught. 19.55% 19.18% 21.31% 

Everyone cheats. 16.27% 13.70% 18.57% 
What some consider cheating, 

I do not consider cheating. 
27.02% 19.18% 28.17% 

I wanted to get a good grade in 
the course. 

44.03% 32.88% 44.91% 

I needed good grades for 
graduate school. 

11.11% 5.48% 12.28% 

I was pressured from a friend 
that needed help. 

28.98% 32.88% 30.37% 

I was pressured from my 
family to get good grades. 

15.19% 16.44% 15.31% 

I was pressured from my peers 
to get good grades. 

7.66% 2.74% 7.73% 

I was under time constraints. 41.30% 35.62% 42.90% 
I am not good a taking exams. 12.74% 16.44% 11.28% 

A personal issue/crisis 
compelled me to cheat. 

8.08% 8.22% 8.40% 

Other 20.57% 30.14% 18.23% 
Total Respondents 3627 73 2084 

 

85. How often have you seen another student cheat during a test or examination at this 
institution? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 5 times 7.80% 4.00% 7.33% 
4 - 5 times 6.77% 6.00% 6.37% 
2 - 3 times 21.58% 19.20% 21.97% 

1 time 12.02% 14.40% 12.05% 
Never 51.84% 56.40% 52.29% 

Total Respondents 11776 250 6250 
 

86. Do you know how to report cheating? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 41.08% 58.00% 43.59% 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

No 58.92% 42.00% 56.41% 
Total Respondents 11774 250 6247 
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87. Have you ever reported another student for cheating? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 3.06% 5.20% 2.38% 
No. I have not been aware of 

cheating. 
53.29% 56.40% 53.95% 

No, but I am aware of 
cheating. 

43.65% 38.40% 43.67% 

Total Respondents 11793 250 6259 
 

88. Why did you report the cheating? Please select all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

I abided by my college's honor 
code. 

31.01% 61.54% 34.01% 

It was the right/honest/ethical 
thing to do. 

79.05% 84.62% 82.31% 

I thought my professor needed 
to know. 

67.32% 61.54% 65.31% 

I did not want a student 
gaining an unfair advantage 

over me. 

50.00% 76.92% 59.86% 

I did not want the student to 
affect the curve in the course. 

20.11% 76.92% 25.17% 

Other 12.01% 7.69% 7.48% 
Total Respondents 358 13 147 

 

89. Why did you not report the cheating? Please select all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

It is the responsibility of the 
professor to notice cheating, 

not mine.  

44.11% 38.71% 42.61% 

It was none of my business. 57.17% 52.69% 55.65% 
Cheating does not hurt 

anyone. 
3.63% 1.08% 4.00% 

I did not want to be labeled a 
snitch. 

31.34% 33.33% 34.23% 

I did not want to lose a friend. 10.59% 11.83% 12.82% 
I did not want to make an 

enemy. 
28.79% 35.48% 31.83% 

I did not want to be 
responsible for the student's 

punishment. 

42.58% 44.09% 45.91% 

I don't care that others cheat. 26.55% 23.66% 25.57% 
Nothing would be done. It is 

too hard to prove that 
someone cheated. 

25.63% 31.18% 26.79% 

I did not know how. 25.79% 22.58% 24.34% 
Other 10.53% 13.98% 10.41% 

Total Respondents 5092 93 2699 
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90. Where did the cheating occur? Check all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

In-class exam 81.26% 73.83% 79.27% 
Take-home exam 23.53% 11.21% 24.89% 

Lab report 14.27% 17.76% 16.93% 
Homework 42.91% 42.99% 46.53% 

Course paper 14.41% 10.28% 13.38% 
Other 6.94% 9.35% 6.44% 

Total Respondents 5432 107 2841 
 

91. How likely are you to report cheating in the future if you are aware of it? 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

2.25 0.21* 0.95 11720 9.81% 26.02%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.46 --- 0.94 248 12.90% 18.55%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.21 0.25* 0.91 6219 7.90% 25.33%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Very unlikely  26.02% 18.55% 25.33% 
Somewhat unlikely  33.02% 30.24% 36.21% 

Somewhat likely  31.15% 38.31% 30.57% 
Very likely  9.81% 12.90% 7.90% 

Total Respondents 11720 248 6219 
 

92. With whom would you likely consult if you had a question about cheating or plagiarism? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Campus administrator (e.g., 
academic advisor, judicial 

office) 

9.45% 9.31% 9.83% 

Faculty member (e.g., course 
instructor, teaching assistant, 

professor) 

66.97% 65.99% 65.17% 

University publication  2.62% 2.02% 2.83% 
Library website 2.53% 1.21% 2.43% 

Course syllabus 5.68% 3.64% 6.00% 
Family member 1.54% 1.21% 1.54% 

Friend 8.63% 12.96% 9.86% 
Other 2.59% 3.64% 2.35% 

Total Respondents 11721 247 6218 
 

93. Have you ever been caught cheating? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 1.78% 1.20% 1.88% 
No 34.50% 32.53% 36.47% 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

I have never cheated. 63.72% 66.27% 61.65% 
Total Respondents 11757 249 6238 
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94. What were the consequences of cheating? Check all that apply. 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Warning 26.44% 0.00% 23.08% 
Lower grade 18.75% 0.00% 20.51% 

Failed test/assignment 38.94% 66.67% 40.17% 
Failed course 8.65% 0.00% 11.11% 

Other 7.21% 33.33% 5.13% 
Total Respondents 208 3 117 

 

95. Are there circumstances when cheating is acceptable? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes (when?) 11.40% 12.24% 12.12% 
No 88.60% 87.76% 87.88% 

Total Respondents 11683 245 6195 
 

96. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Copying from another student during an exam. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.32 0.07 0.85 11507 84.37% 3.81%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.39 --- 0.82 233 85.41% 3.00%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.32 0.07 0.83 6116 84.83% 3.38%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

52.15% 57.08% 51.03% 

Very serious cheating 32.22% 28.33% 33.80% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
11.82% 11.59% 11.79% 

Slightly serious cheating 3.08% 2.58% 2.78% 
Not at all serious 0.73% 0.43% 0.60% 

Total Respondents 11507 233 6116 
 

97. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Letting another student copy answers off of me during an exam. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.13 0.01 0.97 11498 76.46% 6.91%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.14 --- 0.97 233 76.82% 6.87%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.10 0.04 0.97 6112 75.65% 7.02%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

45.15% 45.49% 42.74% 

Very serious cheating 31.31% 31.33% 32.92% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
16.63% 16.31% 17.33% 

Slightly serious cheating 5.56% 5.58% 5.58% 
Not at all serious 1.36% 1.29% 1.44% 

Total Respondents 11498 233 6112 
 

98. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Using a cheat sheet during an exam. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.30 -0.23* 0.95 11471 82.76% 5.54%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.07 --- 1.19 232 74.57% 10.34%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.30 -0.23* 0.93 6103 83.01% 5.15%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

54.92% 50.00% 54.19% 

Very serious cheating 27.84% 24.57% 28.82% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
11.70% 15.09% 11.85% 

Slightly serious cheating 3.30% 3.45% 3.20% 
Not at all serious 2.25% 6.90% 1.95% 

Total Respondents 11471 232 6103 
 

99. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Using a calculator on an exam when instructed not to. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.76 0.04 1.10 11477 61.13% 13.78%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.81 --- 1.06 232 61.64% 12.50%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.77 0.04 1.08 6101 61.22% 12.90%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

32.00% 32.76% 30.99% 

Very serious cheating 29.13% 28.88% 30.22% 
Moderately serious 25.08% 25.86% 25.88% 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
cheating 

Slightly serious cheating 10.75% 11.21% 10.29% 
Not at all serious 3.03% 1.29% 2.61% 

Total Respondents 11477 232 6101 
 

100. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Using a textbook during an exam when instructed not to. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.32 0.01 0.84 11475 84.28% 3.34%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.33 --- 0.87 233 83.69% 3.86%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.35 -0.03 0.80 6110 86.06% 2.64%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

51.65% 53.65% 52.34% 

Very serious cheating 32.63% 30.04% 33.72% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
12.38% 12.45% 11.31% 

Slightly serious cheating 2.52% 3.00% 2.05% 
Not at all serious 0.82% 0.86% 0.59% 

Total Respondents 11475 233 6110 
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101. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Getting a copy of the questions for an exam ahead of time. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.27 0.04 1.04 11480 80.59% 7.49%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.31 --- 0.97 230 81.30% 6.09%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.29 0.02 1.00 6104 81.21% 6.68%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

57.41% 57.83% 56.83% 

Very serious cheating 23.18% 23.48% 24.38% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
11.92% 12.61% 12.11% 

Slightly serious cheating 4.36% 4.35% 4.16% 
Not at all serious 3.14% 1.74% 2.52% 

Total Respondents 11480 230 6104 
 

102. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Getting a copy of the answers for an exam ahead of time. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.61 0.08 0.80 11470 90.63% 3.28%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.69 --- 0.67 229 93.01% 1.75%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.62 0.07 0.77 6099 91.05% 2.75%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

75.17% 78.60% 75.13% 

Very serious cheating 15.46% 14.41% 15.92% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
6.09% 5.24% 6.20% 

Slightly serious cheating 1.93% 1.31% 1.64% 
Not at all serious 1.35% 0.44% 1.11% 

Total Respondents 11470 229 6099 
 

103. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Using old, unauthorized exams to study for an exam. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.99 -0.15 1.37 11478 38.04% 37.55%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.84 --- 1.38 230 34.35% 42.17%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.93 -0.09 1.33 6108 35.53% 38.69%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

18.15% 15.22% 15.68% 

Very serious cheating 19.89% 19.13% 19.84% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
24.41% 23.48% 25.79% 

Slightly serious cheating 18.38% 19.13% 19.58% 
Not at all serious 19.17% 23.04% 19.11% 

Total Respondents 11478 230 6108 
 

104. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Impersonating a friend in order to take an exam for him/her. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.77 0.02 0.61 11485 95.16% 1.51%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.79 --- 0.62 233 95.28% 1.29%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.79 0.00 0.59 6108 95.61% 1.28%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

84.34% 86.70% 85.41% 

Very serious cheating 10.81% 8.58% 10.20% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
3.33% 3.43% 3.11% 

Slightly serious cheating 0.80% 0.00% 0.62% 
Not at all serious 0.71% 1.29% 0.65% 

Total Respondents 11485 233 6108 
 

105. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Having a friend pretend to be me to take an exam.  

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.80 0.02 0.59 11474 95.82% 1.34%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.81 --- 0.61 233 95.71% 1.29%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.81 0.00 0.57 6098 96.02% 1.18%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

85.78% 87.98% 86.80% 

Very serious cheating 10.04% 7.73% 9.22% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
2.84% 3.00% 2.80% 

Slightly serious cheating 0.62% 0.00% 0.49% 
Not at all serious 0.72% 1.29% 0.69% 

Total Respondents 11474 233 6098 
 

106. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Giving a fake excuse for missing an exam. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.19 0.09 1.26 11494 41.47% 29.84%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.27 --- 1.28 233 45.92% 30.04%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.23 0.05 1.23 6113 42.61% 28.27%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

18.74% 21.46% 18.21% 

Very serious cheating 22.73% 24.46% 24.41% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
28.68% 24.03% 29.12% 

Slightly serious cheating 18.31% 20.17% 18.27% 
Not at all serious 11.53% 9.87% 10.00% 

Total Respondents 11494 233 6113 
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107. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Writing a paper for someone else to submit. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.33 0.07 0.90 11469 83.20% 4.59%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.40 --- 0.87 232 84.91% 3.88%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.38 0.02 0.86 6095 85.14% 3.77%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

56.00% 59.91% 57.67% 

Very serious cheating 27.20% 25.00% 27.47% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
12.22% 11.21% 11.09% 

Slightly serious cheating 3.43% 3.02% 2.89% 
Not at all serious 1.16% 0.86% 0.89% 

Total Respondents 11469 232 6095 
 

108. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Selling a self-written paper to another student for submission. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.42 0.05 0.88 11464 85.96% 4.20%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.47 --- 0.89 230 85.65% 4.35%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.45 0.02 0.84 6095 87.40% 3.45%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

61.57% 67.39% 62.51% 

Very serious cheating 24.39% 18.26% 24.89% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
9.85% 10.00% 9.16% 

Slightly serious cheating 2.85% 3.04% 2.31% 
Not at all serious 1.34% 1.30% 1.13% 

Total Respondents 11464 230 6095 
 

109. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Buying a paper online to submit. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.61 0.06 0.74 11457 91.75% 2.20%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.66 --- 0.70 231 91.34% 0.87%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.64 0.03 0.70 6084 92.82% 1.78%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

71.88% 76.62% 73.36% 

Very serious cheating 19.87% 14.72% 19.46% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
6.05% 7.79% 5.41% 

Slightly serious cheating 1.38% 0.00% 1.04% 
Not at all serious 0.82% 0.87% 0.74% 

Total Respondents 11457 231 6084 
 

110. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Submitting the same paper for two classes. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.69 0.18* 1.39 11444 29.11% 46.64%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.87 --- 1.35 232 32.33% 39.66%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.71 0.16 1.36 6090 28.92% 45.02%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

14.47% 15.52% 13.63% 

Very serious cheating 14.64% 16.81% 15.29% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
24.25% 28.02% 26.06% 

Slightly serious cheating 18.41% 18.53% 18.98% 
Not at all serious 28.23% 21.12% 26.04% 

Total Respondents 11444 232 6090 
 

111. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Copying directly from a source (word for word) without citing. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.31 -0.08 0.91 11457 82.16% 5.03%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.24 --- 0.96 232 81.03% 6.47%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.28 -0.04 0.90 6085 81.56% 4.91%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

55.19% 50.86% 52.03% 

Very serious cheating 26.97% 30.17% 29.53% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
12.81% 12.50% 13.53% 

Slightly serious cheating 4.19% 4.74% 4.16% 
Not at all serious 0.84% 1.72% 0.76% 

Total Respondents 11457 232 6085 
 

112. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Listing sources in a bibliography after only reading the abstract of an article. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.50 -0.07 1.32 11443 22.77% 53.88%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.43 --- 1.28 231 19.48% 56.28%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.44 -0.01 1.28 6086 20.51% 55.62%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

10.87% 9.96% 9.50% 

Very serious cheating 11.89% 9.52% 11.01% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
23.35% 24.24% 23.87% 

Slightly serious cheating 23.72% 25.97% 24.93% 
Not at all serious 30.17% 30.30% 30.69% 

Total Respondents 11443 231 6086 
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113. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Listing sources in a bibliography that were not actually read. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.80 -0.09 1.29 11448 29.50% 44.85%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.72 --- 1.24 232 25.00% 47.84%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.74 -0.03 1.25 6089 27.18% 46.95%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

13.74% 12.07% 11.86% 

Very serious cheating 15.76% 12.93% 15.32% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
25.66% 27.16% 25.87% 

Slightly serious cheating 26.74% 30.17% 29.02% 
Not at all serious 18.11% 17.67% 17.93% 

Total Respondents 11448 232 6089 
 

114. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Summarizing from a source without citing. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.54 -0.10 1.16 11462 53.45% 20.02%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.44 --- 1.17 231 48.92% 22.08%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.50 -0.06 1.12 6089 51.40% 19.64%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

25.15% 22.51% 22.14% 

Very serious cheating 28.29% 26.41% 29.27% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
26.53% 29.00% 28.95% 

Slightly serious cheating 15.23% 16.45% 15.31% 
Not at all serious 4.79% 5.63% 4.34% 

Total Respondents 11462 231 6089 
 

115. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Signing another student's name on an attendance sheet when he/she did not actually attend the 
class/event. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.97 -0.06 1.29 11491 33.86% 38.32%  
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.92 --- 1.21 232 30.60% 37.50%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.85 0.07 1.25 6116 29.71% 41.47%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

16.75% 12.50% 12.77% 

Very serious cheating 17.11% 18.10% 16.94% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
27.82% 31.90% 28.83% 

Slightly serious cheating 23.38% 23.71% 25.36% 
Not at all serious 14.93% 13.79% 16.11% 

Total Respondents 11491 232 6116 
 

116. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Having another student sign my name on an attendance sheet when I did not actually attend the 
class/event. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.03 -0.04 1.30 11468 36.21% 36.66%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.99 --- 1.22 231 33.77% 35.06%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.91 0.08 1.26 6101 32.06% 39.73%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

17.94% 13.42% 13.88% 

Very serious cheating 18.28% 20.35% 18.18% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
27.13% 31.17% 28.21% 

Slightly serious cheating 22.38% 22.08% 24.44% 
Not at all serious 14.27% 12.99% 15.29% 

Total Respondents 11468 231 6101 
 

117. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Creating fake research data or lab results. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.96 -0.14 1.09 11486 68.76% 11.50%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.82 --- 1.15 231 60.61% 12.55%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.87 -0.05 1.09 6109 65.72% 12.24%  
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

41.48% 38.10% 36.55% 

Very serious cheating 27.29% 22.51% 29.17% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
19.74% 26.84% 22.03% 

Slightly serious cheating 9.05% 8.66% 9.67% 
Not at all serious 2.46% 3.90% 2.57% 

Total Respondents 11486 231 6109 
 

118. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Reading the "cliff's notes" rather than reading the actual work.  

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.37 0.03 1.25 11489 18.69% 57.10%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.40 --- 1.15 229 16.59% 53.71%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.30 0.10 1.21 6110 16.37% 59.57%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

7.67% 4.80% 6.45% 

Very serious cheating 11.02% 11.79% 9.92% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
24.21% 29.69% 24.06% 

Slightly serious cheating 25.16% 26.20% 26.20% 
Not at all serious 31.93% 27.51% 33.37% 

Total Respondents 11489 229 6110 
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119. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Marking two answers on an exam, hoping the instructor will assume I meant to mark the correct 
one. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.77 -0.06 1.30 11456 28.68% 44.96%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.70 --- 1.33 232 28.45% 48.71%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.73 -0.03 1.26 6089 27.05% 45.56%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

13.15% 13.36% 11.51% 

Very serious cheating 15.54% 15.09% 15.54% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
26.35% 22.84% 27.39% 

Slightly serious cheating 24.70% 25.86% 25.83% 
Not at all serious 20.26% 22.84% 19.72% 

Total Respondents 11456 232 6089 
 

120. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Changing a response after a test, exam, etc. has been graded and then pointing out the "mistake" 
to the professor. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

4.30 0.05 0.90 11483 82.94% 4.49%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.35 --- 0.85 232 84.48% 2.59%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.32 0.03 0.86 6107 83.69% 3.67%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

53.08% 54.31% 52.60% 

Very serious cheating 29.86% 30.17% 31.10% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
12.57% 12.93% 12.64% 

Slightly serious cheating 3.34% 1.29% 2.70% 
Not at all serious 1.16% 1.29% 0.97% 

Total Respondents 11483 232 6107 
 

121. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Reading an assignment in English that was assigned to be read in another language (i.e., for a 
foreign-language class). 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
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Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.78 -0.01 1.28 11476 28.93% 42.54%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.77 --- 1.29 232 30.17% 43.10%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.66 0.12 1.23 6103 24.86% 45.94%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

11.74% 11.21% 8.91% 

Very serious cheating 17.19% 18.97% 15.94% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
28.53% 26.72% 29.20% 

Slightly serious cheating 22.13% 21.98% 23.69% 
Not at all serious 20.41% 21.12% 22.25% 

Total Respondents 11476 232 6103 
 

122. For each of the following please indicate how serious you think each type of behavior is: - 
Using an online translating service for assignments that are required to be written in another 
language. 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

2.88 -0.01 1.31 11194 33.50% 40.39%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

2.88 --- 1.26 232 33.19% 37.93%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

2.76 0.11 1.28 5825 29.79% 43.52%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely serious 
cheating 

14.28% 10.78% 10.85% 

Very serious cheating 19.22% 22.41% 18.94% 
Moderately serious 

cheating 
26.11% 28.88% 26.70% 

Slightly serious cheating 21.46% 19.40% 22.75% 
Not at all serious 18.93% 18.53% 20.77% 

Total Respondents 11194 232 5825 
 

123. Please answer the following questions: - Are you a member of at least one student club or 
organization this semester/quarter? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 63.61% 68.83% 76.05% 
No 36.39% 31.17% 23.95% 

Total Respondents 11858 231 6497 
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124. Please answer the following questions: - Are you involved in at least one intramural group, 
club sport, or organized fitness activity on campus this semester/quarter? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 33.83% 27.47% 43.24% 
No 66.17% 72.53% 56.76% 

Total Respondents 11846 233 6489 
 

125. Please answer the following questions: - Are you a member of a Greek organization? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 14.83% 31.03% 19.35% 
No 85.17% 68.97% 80.65% 

Total Respondents 10080 232 5632 
 

126. Please answer the following questions: - Are you a member of an intercollegiate athletic 
team?  

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 7.45% 3.88% 10.49% 
No 92.55% 96.12% 89.51% 

Total Respondents 11818 232 6471 
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127. Please indicate your current class standing: 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

First year/Freshman 20.38% 26.29% 25.52% 
Sophomore 21.38% 23.71% 24.52% 

Junior  23.94% 26.29% 23.84% 
Senior 25.75% 23.28% 22.07% 

Graduate student 6.93% 0.43% 2.97% 
Non-degree seeking 0.36% 0.00% 0.06% 

Other 1.15% 0.00% 0.83% 
Total Respondents 11245 232 6493 

 

128. How would you characterize your enrollment? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Full time 93.99% 99.13% 97.91% 
Less than full time 6.01% 0.87% 2.09% 

Total Respondents 11208 230 6470 
 

129. In which subject area is your major? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Business 13.17% 12.07% 13.66% 
Computer Science 1.21% 4.74% 0.94% 

Education 7.07% 2.59% 4.63% 
Engineering 5.01% 15.52% 5.95% 

Health Sciences 12.15% 20.69% 12.99% 
Interdisciplinary  0.76% 0.43% 0.62% 

Liberal Arts/Humanities 12.02% 7.76% 12.91% 
Mathematics  1.51% 2.16% 1.39% 

Physical Sciences 5.27% 4.74% 4.81% 
Social Sciences 11.11% 11.21% 9.38% 

Technology 0.45% 0.00% 0.02% 
Visual and Performing Arts 2.55% 3.88% 1.92% 

I have more than one major 4.98% 3.45% 5.35% 
Undecided 2.55% 2.16% 2.54% 

Other 9.02% 7.76% 5.83% 
NA/I do not have a major. 0.61% 0.86% 0.43% 

Total Respondents 10378 232 6257 
 

130. What is your current gender identity? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Man 32.74% 30.74% 33.48% 
Woman 63.21% 65.37% 62.95% 

Transgender 0.28% 0.00% 0.28% 
Other 0.26% 0.87% 0.20% 

I prefer to not respond to this 
question. 

3.51% 3.03% 3.10% 

Total Respondents 11233 231 6485 
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131. With which category do you most identify? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Asian/Pacific Islander 5.78% 23.38% 7.83% 
Black/African American 4.36% 2.60% 3.17% 

Latino(a)/Hispanic 3.73% 12.55% 3.85% 
Middle Eastern 0.59% 0.87% 0.63% 

Indigenous/Native American 0.40% 0.87% 0.31% 
White 74.36% 44.16% 74.11% 

Multiracial 3.55% 6.93% 3.43% 
I prefer to not respond to this 

question. 
7.24% 8.66% 6.66% 

Total Respondents 11245 231 6497 
 

132. Are you an international student (holding a SEVIS visa group: F1, F2, J1, J2, BE, BP, B1, B2, 
WB, WP)? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 3.34% 1.31% 4.23% 
No 96.66% 98.69% 95.77% 

Total Respondents 10581 229 6476 
 

133. Do you identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or queer? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 5.70% 6.09% 5.71% 
No 93.89% 93.91% 94.29% 

Total Respondents 11202 230 6476 
 

134. Have you ever been enlisted in any branch of the US military (active duty, veteran, national 
guard, or reserves)? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 2.33% 0.87% 1.48% 
No 97.67% 99.13% 98.52% 

Total Respondents 11201 231 6490 
 

135. How old are you? 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 24 Bottom 24 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

22.07 -1.77* 6.15 11237 2.92% 96.85%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

20.30 --- 3.31 233 0.86% 99.14%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

20.62 -0.31 4.02 6493 1.09% 98.81%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 
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Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Younger than 18 0.31% 0.43% 0.26% 
18 11.11% 18.88% 14.45% 
19 20.25% 27.47% 24.33% 
20 20.29% 23.61% 23.33% 
21 18.86% 14.59% 20.96% 
22 10.49% 7.30% 9.75% 
23 3.41% 1.72% 1.56% 
24 1.85% 0.86% 0.65% 
25 1.59% 0.43% 0.62% 
26 1.28% 1.72% 0.54% 
27 1.16% 0.43% 0.48% 
28 1.00% 0.43% 0.29% 
29 0.92% 0.00% 0.29% 
30 0.69% 0.00% 0.23% 
31 0.59% 0.43% 0.15% 
32 0.49% 0.00% 0.09% 
33 0.47% 0.00% 0.14% 
34 0.39% 0.00% 0.11% 
35 0.28% 0.00% 0.09% 
36 0.27% 0.00% 0.12% 
37 0.32% 0.00% 0.06% 
38 0.32% 0.43% 0.12% 
39 0.29% 0.00% 0.09% 
40 0.22% 0.43% 0.09% 
41 0.23% 0.00% 0.09% 
42 0.21% 0.43% 0.12% 
43 0.28% 0.43% 0.17% 
44 0.23% 0.00% 0.06% 
45 0.21% 0.00% 0.09% 
46 0.21% 0.00% 0.03% 
47 0.16% 0.00% 0.05% 
48 0.18% 0.00% 0.06% 
49 0.18% 0.00% 0.08% 
50 0.17% 0.00% 0.05% 
51 0.12% 0.00% 0.03% 
52 0.08% 0.00% 0.02% 
53 0.12% 0.00% 0.02% 
54 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% 
55 0.07% 0.00% 0.03% 
56 0.09% 0.00% 0.05% 
57 0.09% 0.00% 0.03% 
58 0.05% 0.00% 0.00% 
59 0.08% 0.00% 0.03% 
60 0.03% 0.00% 0.00% 
61 0.04% 0.00% 0.02% 
62 0.04% 0.00% 0.02% 
63 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 
64 0.04% 0.00% 0.02% 

65+ 0.13% 0.00% 0.14% 
Total Respondents 11237 233 6493 
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136. If you could start over again, would you go to the same college/university you are now 
attending? 

Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 
Spring 2012 National 

Average  

3.22 -0.05 0.82 10973 42.80% 4.47%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

3.17 --- 0.80 209 36.84% 5.26%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.26 -0.09 0.79 6029 44.22% 3.65%  

 

 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Definitely would 39.55% 33.19% 40.99% 
Probably would 37.65% 43.97% 38.27% 

Probably would not 11.07% 8.19% 10.06% 
Definitely would not 4.13% 4.74% 3.38% 

Not sure 7.60% 9.91% 7.30% 
Total Respondents 11875 232 6504 

 

137. How likely is it that you will be enrolled at this college/university next semester/quarter? 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 1 Bottom 1 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

3.83 -0.11* 0.56 10158 89.24% 2.41%  
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific  

3.72 --- 0.68 198 80.81% 3.54%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

3.86 -0.14* 0.50 5506 90.43% 1.76%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

Extremely likely 76.38% 68.67% 76.53% 
Somewhat likely 5.90% 11.59% 5.55% 

Somewhat unlikely 1.25% 1.72% 1.06% 
Extremely unlikely 2.06% 3.00% 1.49% 

Not sure 1.03% 1.29% 0.80% 
Not applicable/Graduating 13.39% 13.73% 14.57% 

Total Respondents 11869 233 6506 
 

138. How many hours do you typically spend a week studying? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

0 hours 0.65% 0.43% 0.45% 
1 - 5 hours 15.20% 18.45% 10.49% 

6 - 10 hours 24.54% 26.61% 21.60% 
11 - 15 hours 20.70% 18.88% 21.47% 
16 - 20 hours 16.91% 14.59% 18.86% 
21 - 25 hours 10.05% 8.15% 12.52% 
26 - 30 hours 5.78% 6.01% 7.27% 
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Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More than 30 hours 6.17% 6.87% 7.34% 
Total Respondents 11880 233 6510 
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139. Is the number of hours that you indicated in the last question more or less than you 
expected? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

More hours than I expected 20.47% 23.38% 23.48% 
About what I expected 63.57% 55.41% 62.86% 

Fewer hours than what I 
expected 

15.96% 21.21% 13.66% 

Total Respondents 11845 231 6495 
 

140. How many hours do you typically spend working for pay each week? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

0 hours 35.89% 39.39% 37.75% 
1 - 10 hours 23.49% 30.30% 30.30% 

11 - 20 hours 22.80% 21.21% 23.46% 
21 - 30 hours 9.25% 6.06% 4.86% 
31 - 40 hours 5.02% 1.30% 1.99% 

More than 40 hours 3.55% 1.73% 1.65% 
Total Respondents 11851 231 6496 

 

141. Did you transfer to this college? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

No 82.16% 87.83% 92.61% 
Yes, from a two-year college 9.93% 9.13% 2.88% 
Yes, from a four-year college 

or university 
7.91% 3.04% 4.52% 

Total Respondents 11208 230 6465 
 

142. Where do you currently live? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

On-campus (e.g., residence 
hall, apartment, family 

housing) 

49.36% 51.72% 65.90% 

Fraternity or sorority housing 1.87% 7.33% 2.42% 
Off-campus, alone or with 

friends/roommates 
28.82% 18.97% 21.71% 

Off-campus, with my 
parent(s)/guardian(s) 

9.01% 16.38% 5.37% 

Off-campus, with my 
spouse/partner/children 

8.93% 3.02% 2.88% 

I am currently studying abroad. 0.90% 1.29% 1.26% 
Other 0.76% 1.29% 0.46% 

Total Respondents 11251 232 6498 
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143. What is your expected GPA for this semester/quarter? 
Mean Difference Std Dev N Top 2 Bottom 2 Rank 

Spring 2012 National 
Average  

4.37 -0.05 0.76 10624 87.58% 2.08%  
Spring 2012 University 

of the Pacific  

4.32 --- 0.72 232 90.09% 1.72%  
Spring 2012 Private 

Colleges and Universities 
Average 

 

4.44 -0.12* 0.70 6506 90.30% 1.09%  

 

* Indicates statistical significance, p < .05 

 

Spring 2012 National Average Spring 
2012 

University 
of the 

Pacific 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities 
Average 

3.5 - 4.0 52.05% 43.97% 54.55% 
3.0 - 3.4 35.53% 46.12% 35.75% 
2.5 - 2.9 10.34% 8.19% 8.61% 
2.0 - 2.4 1.82% 1.29% 0.91% 

Below 2.0 0.26% 0.43% 0.18% 
Total Respondents 10624 232 6506 

 

144. Are you the first in your family to go to college (i.e., neither of your parents/guardians or 
siblings have attended any college)? 

 
Spring 2012 National 

Average 
Spring 2012 University of 

the Pacific 
Spring 2012 Private Colleges and 

Universities Average 

Yes 16.48% 29.31% 13.15% 
No 83.52% 70.69% 86.85% 

Total Respondents 11872 232 6503 
 

Below are the segments included in the results that contain multiple projects.  

Spring 2012 National Average  
• Alfred University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Bowling Green State University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• College of Saint Benedict/Saint John's University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Colorado State University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Denison University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Duquesne University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Eastern Connecticut State University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Eastern Michigan University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Fort Hays State University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Kalamazoo College - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Macalester College - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Marquette University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Miami University of Ohio - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Mount St. Mary's University IPEDS: 163462 - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Northwestern University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Pratt Institute - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Southern Connecticut State University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• St. Bonaventure University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• University at Albany - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• University of North Carolina at Greensboro - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• University of Oregon - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
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• University of the Pacific - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Western Washington University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 

Spring 2012 Private Colleges and Universities Average  
• Alfred University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• College of Saint Benedict/Saint John's University - Consortium: Student Conduct/Academic Integrity 
• Denison University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Duquesne University - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Kalamazoo College - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Macalester College - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Marquette University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Mount St. Mary's University IPEDS: 163462 - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• Northwestern University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• Pratt Institute - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
• St. Bonaventure University - Consortium: Student Conduct Student Survey 
• University of the Pacific - Consortium: Student Conduct and Academic Integrity 
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